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Summary

With an ongoing increase in industrial energy demand anticipated in Europe over the next 

twenty years, energy efficiency continues to be an important focus within industrial 

environments. As consumer products have become more complex, the complexity of the 

manufacturing process chains and their energy consumption has also increased. This has 

resulted in manufacturing process chains which demand more resources such as power, 

water, natural gas, and industrial gases with increasing consumption. Consequently, energy 

management standards are being adopted by industries to focus on improving this capability 

through management systems. Research to date has concentrated on the development of 

approaches to characterise discrete manufacturing equipment and associated manufacturing 

states. While this has led to excellent contributions from many researchers, the research 

completed to date does not give appropriate consideration on how to reduce actual energy 

consumption of manufacturing equipment or comprehending potential impacts as a result of 

targeted reductions. This thesis is concerned with understanding how energy optimisation 

can be undertaken within factory environments. In this context three aspects were 

investigated: the development of a structured methodology to gather the appropriate data in 

order to correlate energy saving opportunity, characterisation of the impact of manufacturing 

process equipments operational behaviour on energy consumption and an examination of 

risk factors including the appropriate consideration of human factors and the development of 

risk models.

A structured approach was developed to support an enhanced characterisation of 

manufacturing process chains. This facilitated a study of Irish industrial energy and resource 

category usage highlighting the significance of both electricity consumption and production 

consumption. The sectors which supported the survey were all discrete manufacturing 

environments and included ICT, bio-medical and pharmaceutical environments. The 

application of the methodology allowed for the appropriate discrete production equipment to 

be identified for optimisation and experimentation. A structured problem solving approach 

was used to identify and evaluate risk factors associated with the implementation of 

improvements where qualitative workforce input is used to support the risk assessment. An 

assessment of an organisations capability was created to manage energy improvements in 

order to minimise risk to core Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) metrics thereby 

ensuring opportunities are feasible and pragmatic. This supports a deeper understanding of 

energy use and potential operational impacts due to energy based change
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1 Introduction

This chapter provides a background and purpose for the research outlined within this 

manuscript. The continuing and increasing need for energy within manufacturing 

environments demands it is used efficiently due to the significance of industrial energy 

consumption with respect to CO 2 emissions. Being at the heart of all manufacturing 

environments, production system energy demand can play a significant part in this 

consumption. Characterising the significance of production systems is an area of research 

where the academic and industrial communities have contributed through the application of 

both life cycle analysis methodologies and standards development respectively. However, 

energy characterisation within industrial environments can be challenging due to the 

variation in energy end use, defining boundaries of study, the compliance obligations that 

exist in industrial operations and gaining organisational support.

This thesis is focused on developing a deeper understanding of energy use within production 

systems and the potential impacts that need to be considered to operational compliance 

when reducing energy consumption. In this context, the subsequent work outlined focuses 

on developing this understanding within production systems. The methodology developed 

builds on lean thinking by applying lean principles and tools to energy consumption in 

particular value stream analysis and ‘future state’ improvement identification through kaizen 

workshops. Two use case applications are presented representing varying levels of 

complexity within discrete tool manufacturing environments. The production systems studied 

are both installed in legacy factory environments: existing manufacturing sites with financially 

depreciating infrastructure and annual investment cycles.

Chapter 1 focuses on putting the subsequent work outlined in context in terms of the need to 

support the ongoing characterisation of process chains. An outline is presented of 

methodologies used in work completed to date while describing the complexities that exist in 

industrial environments in terms of energy consumption.

Chapter 2 provides a literature review of the state of the art research completed in the field 

of energy research relating to production systems and the manufacturing of discrete 

products. It explores both academic and industrial contributions and how the use of 

organisational capabilities such as human factor experience, structured problem solving and 

lean thinking can be leveraged to support energy reduction in production.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the methodology and the detail needed to develop an 

understanding of production system energy consumption. The methodology structure 

focuses on identifying and building the right information sources to support characterisation



and experimentation, the flow breaks down into a series of sub tasks or sub flows which in 

turn use an input-output template approach to data requirements.

Chapter 4 provides a survey relating to energy and resource use in a range of industrial 

environments in Ireland and the significance of production system energy consumption in 

these environments. An application of the methodology is also provided which explores how 

a significant energy user within a biomedical production environment was identified and its 

energy consumption behaviour was modified for a defined manufacturing state.

Chapter 5 provides a more detailed application of the methodology in terms of considering a 

significant energy user within a sem iconductor production environment and the impact to 

prioritised operational metrics by four energy efficient states identified through the research 

completed. The application and potential lim itations to the production environment of these 

states are also explored.

Chapter 6 provides a summary of the work completed in terms of the application of the 

methodology, the significance of production systems in the environments studied and the 

need to consider both the risk of implementation and cost implications when researching 

energy improvements. An outline of future work which could be undertaken as a result of the 

research outlined is also presented.

1.1 The need for energy and resource characterisation of manufacturing 
process chains

Industry continues to contribute significantly towards the total value add of the OECD 

economies, accounting for an average 20.6% of GDP in terms of production and income 

within these economies [1]. A consequence of this level of industrial activity is a large 

environmental burden. W ithin the European Union, industrial CO 2 emissions as a direct 

consequence of this activity accounts for 22.3% of the regions emissions [2]. Due to this 

awareness, the industrial impact on the environment is increasingly being critically 

considered within manufacturing as part of the industrial sector. Manufacturing industry 

directly emits CO 2 through the combustion of fossil fuels within their factory environments 

and indirectly through the consumption of electricity. Figure 1.1 highlights this in terms of 

category, final energy consumption by industry within the EU-27 [3] and EU industrial final 

energy demand predictions for 2030 and beyond [4].
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Figure 1.1 -  EU-27 Final energy consumption in industry (Mtoe) [3] and projections [4]

It can be seen from this data that the anticipated increased demand over the next 20 years 

for energy within the industrial sector. This will necessitate a continued focus on 

characterisation and understanding of all aspects of energy use within industrial 

environments with a view to ensuring efficient usage.

1.2 Inventory analysis

Life cycle analysis as a method for characterising and understanding the environmental 

impact of a materiaL product or service throughout its entire life cycle has been significant in 

terms of setting direction for more sustainable manufacturing practices [5], These directions 

include an increased focus on life cycle design in terms of environmental considerations [6] 

and the development of a more holistic understanding to the overall cost of products 

throughout their life cycles [5], Both industry and practitioners now have a range of 

methodologies to support impact assessments of products [7], This ongoing impactful 

academic support has led to the adoption of LCA as a standard by the International 

Organisation for Standardisation [8].

Despite the extensive work ongoing in the field of life cycle analysis, there are varying 

degrees of implementation of life cycle approaches at a tactical level within manufacturing 

facilities. Kellens et al [9] presented a methodology, with industry application to machine tool 

use phase in manufacturing unit processes within the boundaries shown in Figure 1,2 to

3



address this gap. This has the potential to improve life cycle inventory understanding for unit 

processes.
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Figure 1 2 -  System boundaries of a unit process [10]

It can be seen from this figure that there are many inputs into this system, specifically when 

considering the unit process from both energy and resource input point of view. This 

highlights a high degree of complexity which must be faced in terms of characterisation of 

unit processes.

1.3 Trends and initiatives

It is notable in the last 5 years through initiatives such as CO 2PE [10] and the CIRP 

collaborative working group on Energy and Resource Efficiency and Effectiveness [11] that 

tangible examples of life cycle approaches are being published further indicating the interest 

of companies in this field.

The control and improvement of cost performance such as energy and resource 

consumption is a key strategy, which companies focus on in order to deliver ongoing 

improved competitiveness [12, 13]. This is particularly challenging for manufacturing based 

companies who are adding manufacturing capability to legacy sites within their 

manufacturing network. Consequentially, many companies choose a strategy of early design 

adoption when possible and upgrading improvements to deliver efficiencies in these legacy 

industrial sites [14].

Historically within manufacturing organisations, energy and facility managers have been 

targeted to facilitate energy reductions in building environments [15] challenging both the

4



role itself and management commitment. As consumer products have become more 

complex, production line complexity has increased as a result. This complexity has resulted 

in manufacturing process chains and equipment which demand more energy and resource 

categories [16] such as power, water, natural gas and industrial gases which is reflected in 

Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3 -  Manufacturing end-use energy and resource categories breakdown of electric consumption [17]

This can result in manufacturing process chains and equipment within a modern factory 

consuming up to 50% of a factory’s energy bill [18]. As a consequence, this highlights the 

need for further characterisation of energy use within factory settings to increase the 

understanding of performance and improvement identification. Figure 1.4 illustrates from a 

national perspective, current energy use within the Irish industrial network [19].

27%

■  HVAC

■  Unaccounted for Non Thermal

■  Refridgeration

■  Lighting

■  Non Thermal industry 

Processing

■  Compressed Air

Figure 1.4 -  Break out of energy usage categories within industrial network adapted from the SEAI [19]
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It can be seen from the figure that the evidence base is generally at a macro level initially 

when life cycle, energy and resource metrics are examined. Leading authors in the field such 

as Duflou et a! [12], Hermann et al [20], Selinger [21] and Kara [22] promote the examination 

of all levels of the manufacturing system including unit process, multimachine systems, 

facility level, multifactory networks and the global supply chain [23]. More recently however 

the leaders in this field are recognising that there is merit in developing methodologies for 

the characterisation of manufacturing process chains at an in-depth level in order to 

determine the energy input for units produced. This will empower and facilitate change at a 

more local level within a manufacturing enterprise [12],

1.4 Research objectives

This research is concerned with characterising energy consumption, related risk and cost 

benefit opportunities in manufacturing process chains within legacy factories involved in 

discrete manufacturing. Two aspects were investigated, first is the development of a 

methodology to enable a structured examination of energy and resource consumption in a 

factory, and secondly the quantification of energy saving opportunity, risk and cost benefit. 

The aims of this research are;

• To develop a structured methodology to gather the appropriate data in order to correlate 

energy saving opportunity, risk and cost benefit.

• To characterise the impact of manufacturing process equipments operational behaviour 

on energy consumption.

• To examine risk factors including appropriate consideration of human factors and to 

develop risk models.

• To develop cost benefit models using risk and energy saving data.

The manufacturing environments which are investigated within this research to support 

these aims are based in the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector, 

specifically semiconductor manufacturing and the medical device sector, specifically 

orthopaedic implant manufacturing which utilise manufacturing chains which consist of 

discrete part manufacturing. This characterisation of energy will allow both productive and 

non productive manufacturing states to be understood in terms of targeted discrete 

equipment’s energy consumption, optimisation of energy consumption and an 

implementation process to allow optimisation.

The second major component of the research will involve an investigation of the factors 

which can affect decision making in terms of implementing energy optimisation solutions

6



identified using the methodology developed in manufacturing process chains. In this regard, 

risk information is collated, examined and assessed, and correlated with cost benefit 

elements that also inform decision making. The methodology proposed provides a structure 

for the examination of energy saving in operational discrete manufacturing enterprises.

7
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2 Literature review

The field of energy research is extensive and has resulted in many valuable contributions 

from a range of sources. The purpose of this chapter was to review contributions from both 

the academic and industrial communities which have improved the understanding of 

sustainable manufacturing. Themes explored include production system energy 

consumption, energy focus within industrial environments and the application of 

methodologies such as lean and life cycle analysis. A review of how human factor 

experience can be leveraged to improve organisational performance is also considered and 

how a structured problem solving approach such as an analytical hierarchy process can be 

used to breakdown problem statements into a range of criteria which can lead to alternative 

solutions. Through this review a perspective is gained into how the development of a 

methodology which characterises risk and impact in terms of energy optimisation in 

production systems was realised.

2.1 The need for sustainability

The impact (/) of human activity on the environment can be described in terms of population 

(P), affluence (A) or average consumption of each person and technology (T) or how 

resource intensive the production of affluence for example goods and services [24] as shown 

in equation 1:

I=P.A.T (1)

There has been a historical viewpoint that if population and industrial expansion continue 

their exponential growth trends in light of a world with finite natural resources, economic 

expansion and prosperity will slow [25]. As manufacturing also uses natural resources, this 

poses a challenge to manufacturing based industries, in terms of limiting capacity to 

manufacture products. This viewpoint is still believed to be valid despite the predictions 

originally expressed of slower growth not being realised exactly as expected [26]. Even if an 

improved understanding of the variables which consume natural resources takes place, the 

fact remains, in terms of the world population, there will be a 25% increase over the next 40 

years as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 -  Population of the World, 1950-2050, according to different projections [27]

With this increased population and affluence, there will be an anticipated increased demand 

for energy in the order of 40% as shown in Figure 2.2 [28, 29], This increase will be primarily 

driven by non-OECD consumption with only marginal increased demand by OECD countries 

expected. This highlights the differences between saturated markets and growing markets 

and shows in a very stark way the urgency required to develop and proliferate 

environmentally benign power generation technologies as well as energy efficient 

consumption technologies which can influence 7" in equation 1. Production and consumption 

of products may follow a similar trend, as a result ‘there may be a growing volume of 

industrial manufactured products and the consumption of natural resources as well as 

environmental impacts’, as stated by Westkamper et al [30]. This is because it is widely 

anticipated that the growing world population will fuel a growing middle class consumer 

market [31].
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As world energy generation is heavily dependent on fossil fuel supply, this will have a knock 

on effect to em issions: in particular green  house gas em issions as shown in Figure 2 .3 .
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From an environmental impact point of view this is challenging in that under both the Kyoto 

Protocol [32] and the ‘450 Scenario’ [33] binding emissions targets are being enforced which 

incur penalties if breached.

From a business perspective, since energy supply is heavily fossil fuel dependant, the 

pricing of the raw materials used to generate energy for example coal, oil and natural gas 

also have a direct impact on business performance with high prices impacting industry 

competitiveness [34], It is this high price scenario which the world currently finds itself in and 

expects to be in going forward, as shown in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2 4 -  Historical Crude Oil Prices ($/Barrel) [34]

These concerns do not change when looked at from either a regional or an individual country 

perspective within the OECD. Taking Ireland as an example, recent government based 

analysis have highlighted similar challenges from an energy perspective for the Irish 

economy in terms of energy outlook and emissions challenges [35]. However, in an Irish 

context, this translates into a more challenging business environment in terms of energy 

pricing compared to the EL) average, as shown in figure 2.5. This is primarily due to the 

heavy dependency on external supply.
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It does highlight for economies such as Ireland that in this ‘high oil price’ business 

environment any energy efficiencies or energy efficient technology installation that can be 

achieved will have a quicker return on investment, as highlighted by the analysis undertaken 

by McKinsey & Co for the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland [37]. This supports the 

view that ‘energy use and output are tightly coupled with energy availability playing a key 

role in enabling growth' as proposed by Stern [38]. This has implications not only for small 

economies such as Ireland but also larger economies such as China [39] in terms of energy 

being a limiting factor to output growth.

As a result, from an industrial perspective, both globally and within regional economies 

companies which optimise natural resource use in line with the Brundtland commission’s 

definition of sustainable development, to ‘meet the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ [40] will move to a 

more sustainable manufacturing footing. This is favourable from an environmental and 

competitive perspective as it can only enhance competitiveness through manufacturing more 

energy efficiently.

This has been a motivational factor in the development of product life cycle knowledge and 

how design can be used to reduce the environmental impact of products [41, 42]. It has been 

developed beyond just design, to the entire life cycle, from production to distribution to usage 

and ultimately disposal [43]. This approach advocates a better use of life cycle knowledge to 

support a movement away from a limitless mass production and consequently mass waste 

settings to one where production volumes can be reduced and compensated for by 

enhanced quality, longer product lifetime and reuse options [44]. This development
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highlights the benefits associated with a more integrated approach which includes life cycle 

planning as part of the process in developing more sustainable practices [45] among 

manufacturing firms.

2.2 Sustainable manufacturing

A competitive and more sustainable manufacturing capability within organisations can 

facilitate improvements to the environmental impact of industry. As proposed by Jovane et al 

[46] where he argues that industry needs to focus on improving the competitive advantages 

of products by using knowledge based improvements to product sustainability. The 

challenge of delivering new, more sustainable service delivery or manufacturing 

performance requires not only a deep understanding of product life cycle analysis to set 

direction but also adaptable and learning factories [47] which are capable of continuous 

improvement.

The monitoring and control of factories through measurement and the development of more 

integrated metrics, in particular cost which energy is currently factored into by organisations 

is becoming more prevalent [48] as industries strive to understand new opportunities for 

improvement. Improvement should be seen as a key indicator which reflects a factory or 

organisations ability to evolve and innovate as suggested by Boer et al [49]. Facilitating this 

improvement in monitoring and innovation, automation is seen as a key driver in developing 

a competitive and sustainable manufacturing industry [50]. It is with an increased integration 

of automation and control in manufacturing that products manufactured can incorporate 

increasing complexity in line with customer expectations. Within the healthcare industry [51], 

this has been supported through adaptable and intelligent factory settings. It is through this 

recognition of the need to adapt that flexibility and changeability will be delivered within all 

types of manufacturing organisations [52].

Through this automated approach, an overall infrastructure can be developed to monitor and 

ultimately model energy performance within factory settings for example energy flows. 

Current energy management tools provide a high level overview of energy consumption 

within manufacturing systems which present challenges to breakdown energy consumption 

among process, workstations and production zone settings [53]. This is particularly true with 

respect to legacy factories as highlighted by Aughney et al [54]. If energy monitoring is not 

considered at the initial stages of design, the level of automation required is generally not in 

place and must be retrospectively installed. This can be cost prohibitive or at the very least 

an infrastructural challenge. This reflects historical factory facility priorities being placed on 

improving service, building extra manufacturing capacity for operations and increasing
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output performance rather than focusing on energy efficiencies [55]. A consequence of this 

approach is factories can often be oversized and consume significantly more energy than 

required. Figure 2.6 highlights an example of where over sizing can occur where 12 ISO 

class 5 clean rooms were audited for clean room air change rates. The variation in air 

change rates for the same cleanliness level highlights the optimisation opportunity available 

on many energy intensive factory parameters in spite of conventional wisdom.
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Figure 2.6 -  Air rate variation for the same cleanliness specification [55]

Consequentially, early consideration of energy monitoring even at a high level, can lead to 

significant economic impacts on building and facility management. This can be reflected in 

terms of cost improvements such as economic optimisation, energy reduction through fuel 

optimisation and reduced environmental impact through pollutant optimisation improvements 

[56] as suggested by Andreassi et al.

This work to improve the understanding of energy consumption within factory settings should 

be facilitated as it enhances an overall understanding of life cycle management. In particular 

life cycle costing would benefit as a more thorough understanding of the real cost of 

manufacturing and would enhance the overall understanding of the impact of manufacturing 

within the life cycle. This view has been highlighted by Westkamper et al [30], as shown in 

Figure 2.7 who argues for more cost characterisation beyond the concept and design stages 

of Life Cycle Management (LCM). As energy and resource input into manufacturing is 

significant this increased focus will allow a more detailed understanding of the true cost of 

products, from concept to reuse.
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This would compliment work already being undertaken to understand the embodied energy 

of products throughout their lifecycle. Simulation work to model all relevant energy flows of 

factories to identify and select improvement measures for example batching, supply chain 

optimisation or energy delivery has been demonstrated by Herrmann et al [57]. An additional 

impact of using simulation for design improvements has been to develop an integrated 

approach linking building design and sustainable processes to ensure optimisation at the 

earliest opportunity as shown by Levers et al [58], A further benefit of this approach is to 

understand the effects of globalisation. It has shown how manufacturing location and 

associated logistics can significantly impact a products embodied energy [59]. For a modern 

economy such as Britain’s, imports have effectively doubled its carbon foot print from 11 

tC02 to 21 tC02 per person highlighting the impact of manufacturing location [60]. This 

supports the concerns highlighted by I.T. Herrmann et al [61] that there can be a 10 fold 

difference between embedded and avoided emissions depending of the region used to 

manufacture compared to the region the product is sold. Through this understanding, 

indicators can be developed which identify environmental performance indicators for all the 

stages within a products lifecycle [62] and as a result, identify critical design parameters 

which can lead to an improvement in or the identification of optimal lifetime [63] of products.
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2.3 Sustainability in discrete manufacturing process chains

Over the lifetime of a piece of discrete manufacturing equipment, the capital cost is generally 

less than 20% of its total cost of operation with the majority of the cost being maintenance 

and energy consumption. Simulation work completed by Herrmann et al [20] has highlighted 

the influence of production management on energy consumption. These points highlight an 

evolving realisation that within factory settings: the production discipline within these factory 

settings can have a significant influence on overall energy consumption. This conclusion is in 

broad agreement with subsequent work completed by Herrmann et al [64] in highlighting the 

‘significant influence on costs within the use phase depending on the use pattern’ in terms of 

reliability and energy consumption within factories. Reflecting a business need to gain 

maximum benefit from an asset base to offset against fixed costs. This highlights an 

opportunity to research factory energy consumption in a greater level of detail than is 

normally considered. A further reinforcement of this position has been made by Duflou et al 

[65] who postulated 'compared to the material consumption, the energy and resource 

consumption and related environmental impact, of the manufacturing stage of products is not 

negligible as often assumed in LCA studies’. Despiesse et al [66] further support this view of 

understanding in more detail the impact of manufacturing. He suggests by ‘focusing on the 

factory, it is necessary to capture the energy and material networks that link the 

manufacturing systems components, namely production, facility and production systems’. 

This reflects an ongoing need for further comprehension of the manufacturing impact on 

sustainable manufacturing.

The challenge in understanding manufacturing energy and resource consumption 

performance at a deeper level requires an ability to understand production equipment. This 

is supported by Herrmann et al [67] who have argued for a deeper understanding of single 

processes and interdependencies within process chains to support prediction of 

consumption patterns. Energy consumption within manufacturing process chains requires a 

deep understanding of individual equipment configurations. In particular overall system and 

internal system component function as well as other potential influences such as 

environmental conditions like temperature, supply voltage and current or humidity [68] and 

how it is utilised within the targeted equipment. It is a requirement for users to understand 

possible optimisation measures, opportunities to influence user behaviour or equipment 

modifications. All of these considerations will support identifying an optimal energy profile 

while allowing a production machine to perform its primary function. The goal is to ensure 

functionality with optimal energy consumption. This approach is of fundamental importance 

because energy is only one consideration within a production environment, as shown in 

Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 -  Energy optimisation and other operational metrics, adopted from Bardouille at al [69]

There is evidence that a more detailed understanding of how energy is consumed in 

production equipment performance is taking place, most notably through modes of operation 

for example running, idle, productive and non-productive states as highlighted by Devoldere 

et al [70]. This work has highlighted the potential for energy consumption reduction for non

production modes. It is noted that there can exist a relatively small difference observed in 

energy consumption between productive or value added states and non productive or non

value added manufacturing states in discrete production equipment. The relevance and 

opportunity of this approach to manufacturing based companies has been highlighted by 

Gutowski et al [16], as shown in figure 2.9. This correlation not only shows the electricity 

consumption needs by different industry equipment types but also highlights a challenge to 

manufacturing based industries in terms of product complexity. Gutowski’s contribution has 

highlighted a potential link between product complexity and higher energy consumption 

within manufacturing production equip.ment within these environments. This can potentially 

impact on business cost performance depending on the product portfolio being developed 

due to the energy inputs required for manufacturing facilities.
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Figure 2.9 -  Electricity consumption for various manufacturing processes as a function of process rate adopted

from Gutowski et a! [16]

2.4 Industt7 sectors and energy focus

It can be seen from figure 2.9 that a significant number of the individual production systems 

sampled for the Gutowski study were in the semiconductor industry. The semiconductor 

fabrication process can account for up to 80% of the CO 2 em issions related to the supply 

chain and production of a chip [71], This highlights where significant opportunity for potential 

energy efficiency improvements may lie. It also reflects a growing trend in product 

complexity which has led to a 47% increase in electricity use in the semiconductor industry 

in the United States alone [72] from 8,37 billion kWh in 1995 to 12.31 billion kWh in 2005. 

The International SEMATECH Manufacturing Initiative (ISMI) [73] has been a key driver for 

the industry to understand its contribution to climate change and take proactive measures to 

reduce its overall production costs through leading industry wide activities. Part of this 

program has focused on understanding energy consumption in semiconductor facilities, as 

shown in Figure 2.10. The organisation has driven the development of standards in energy 

data collection [74, 75], This has resulted in the industry accepted standard SEMI S23 being 

adopted by both sem iconductor manufacturers and Original Equipment Manufacturers
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(OEM). This standard supports overall energy conservation v\/ithin semiconductor 

manufacturing through guidelines on how to approach measurement, continuous 

improvement and aw/areness of energy for SEMATECH members [76, 77], The organisation 

advocates and supports energy use characterisation within member companies to identify 

appropriate utility reduction projects across all utilities consumed within the industry, through 

characterisation of both utility consumption at production level such as ultra-pure water, 

power, gas and equipment utilisation levels for example running and idle states [78-85].
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Figure 2,10 -  Energy use by system based on fab wide characterisation studies in 1997 and 2007 [86]

The significance of process equipment utility consumption becomes apparent in that energy 

consumption can vary from 40% to 50% of the total power used by an 1C manufacturing 

fabrication facility. This has led to process equipment energy consumption studies to 

determine power allocations on a process tool and process tool component level, as shown 

in figure 2.11. This has shown that up to 70% to 90% of equipment power is used for heating 

and vacuum pumps, depending on the application. It was observed that consumption levels 

did not significantly change during idle and processing operating modes. Although this has 

driven equipment suppliers to investigate reductions in energy consumption during idle 

states, it has been limited due to the potential process and production impact concerns.
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Figure 2.11 -  Process equipment energy use at a component level [86]

This is leading to the development of environmentally benign manufacturing strategies, 

particularly in both Japan and Europe [87]. This view point is allowing companies to highlight 

the environmental advantages of their products and processes, allowing them to potentially 

enhance their competitive position within the market through highlighting how the energy 

characterisation of their business operations is allowing them to reduce the impact of their 

businesses.

2.5 Lean methods

The application of lean methodologies to support this understanding is also becoming 

evident. Historically, these methodologies have been used extensively within industries to 

improve productivity and supply chain logistics. Their w idespread use within industry reflects 

their applicability to many types of problems; optimal sizing of systems with respect to the 

customer [88], the impact of value stream mapping in understanding value in term s of the 

customer [89] and Toyota’s ‘Just in T im e’ concept of delivering exactly what the production 

line needs when it is needed [90], Building on these methods, energy value stream mapping 

has facilitated measurement and reduction of CO 2 em issions in manufacturing [91] with 

energy orientated simulation being applied to understand application opportunities [57]. This 

has allowed characterision of manufacturing operations with the view to reducing energy 

consumption within their manufacturing process chains. An example of energy 

measurements for machining operations is shown in figure 2.12. This highlights, as shown 

with the previous sem iconductor example, the significant use o f energy when the machine is
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idling. It also highlights the relatively small percentage difference that can potentially exist 

betw/een a running and idle state on production equipment.
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Figure 2.12 -  Energy use for machining [16]

There have been ongoing efforts at government department level to encourage the 

proliferation of lean techniques to improve energy efficiencies within industrial settings [92]. 

Within these programs, the workforce is encouraged to put an energy perspective on lean 

categories [93] using techniques such as kanban implementation and Value Stream 

Mapping (VSM). Both of which are proven tools used to enhance both Overall Equipment 

Effectiveness (OEE) and supply chain management. This approach can be used in support 

of identifying significant energy users in ISO 16001/50001 preparation work and factory 

based energy efficiency programs [94, 95], The intent of industry practitioners using a lean 

methodology is to actively engage their workforce in identifying waste opportunities and 

solutions and ensuring participation as highlighted in figure 2.13. The utilisation of lean 

methodologies has also been demonstrated in monitoring overall factory level energy 

performance and identifying non-value added activities. This has been highlighted by 

Kissock et al who demonstrated using a lean energy analysis methodology to statistically 

analyse plant energy data can highlight improvement opportunities of up to 11% [96]. With 

the lean approach supporting environmental improvements at a production cell level [97] as 

well as supply chain improvements [98].
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Figure 2,13 -  TIMWOOD model adopted in support of energy reduction [88]

In summary, energy efficiency investigations are evolving w/ithin a factory context to 

investigating production environments, manufacturing process chains and characterising 

energy consumption based on productive states. This is challenging factories to realistically 

assess their metering strategies and capabilities, as highlighted by Kara et al [22] ŵ ho have 

outlined a structured metering approach at a unit process level. To further develop on this 

approach, it will be necessary to engage sections of the workforce who have expert 

knowledge of production equipment behaviour and performance. Steinhilper et al [18] have 

shown that combining these approaches in a formal decision support structure can deliver a 

framework which allows energy optimisation opportunities to be identified with manufacturing 

environments.
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2.6 Workforce involvement in decision making

Managing energy is still a relatively young discipline and many companies can find it difficult 

to develop meaningful metrics. This is primarily because energy consumption is a function of 

load and can be product dependant within manufacturing environments. However, employee 

engagement in improving energy efficiency can have an immediate impact, of up to 10%, as 

shown in Figure 2.14 [99]. The closer this engagement happens with actual manufacturing 

personnel within organisations, the greater the potential. This approach recognises the 

collective knowledge and experience available on the factory floor and the detailed 

knowledge obtained over time which can be utilised for improvements [90].

Using the shopfloor is powerful to improve energy efficiency
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Figure 2.14 -  Percentage impact of engaging personnel at various levels within an organisation [99]

This is recognition of their experience and a team based approach that is used within 

industrial environments for operational improvement. Lean tools such as the hoshin kanri or 

policy deployment process [89] are widely adapted to various levels across many lean 

focused industries where employee feedback is actively sought by management with respect 

to predefined priorities or identifying priorities. This use of employee input can also be 

facilitated through the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) technique which matches 

customer and technical requirements to design priorities, as shown in Figure 2.15. Employee 

knowledge of manufacturing processes and tools can be leveraged to identify improvements 

to support energy efficiencies. Through their experience, the QFD matrix can be used to
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capture operational and tool requirements ensuring workforce knowledge is captured. This 

data can then be used to correlate against the technical requirements needed for energy 

reduction. It is an effective tool in capturing downstream customer and design requirements 

[100, 101]. Value Stream Mapping, when extended into energy performance understanding, 

can be developed into an extended energy value stream which using workforce interaction 

provides a systematic approach to finding and evaluating measures to reduce energy and 

CO 2 em issions [91].

These approaches are effective at inputting improvements such as productivity or design 

improvements as an attribute into an organisation. These processes take advantage of a 

workers ability to apply a judgem ent based on their experience and make a subsequent 

decision. This ability to apply judgem ent and decide on priorities reflects Saaty’s belief that 

‘decision-making by structuring our thoughts and by asking the right questions to deepen 

and broaden our insights so we do it consciously, carefully and clearly. Decision making 

requires prioritisation’ [102],
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Figure 2.15 -  Example highlighting the QFD approach [103]
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Workforce judgment and decision making ability has application within production 

environments where multiple priorities exist. It is this basis that facilitates the use of an 

Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) where a problem is structured as a hierarchy, broken 

down and aggregating the solutions of all the sub problems into a conclusion, graphically 

shown in figure 2.16. The approach used [104] focuses on the goal of solving the problem 

through the creation of a problem statement for example a production tool based energy 

change. It relies on the workforce involved knowing enough about the problem that requires 

a solution to develop a complete structure of relations and influences. Workforce input into 

criteria and sub criteria identification can allow at a tool level the identification of success 

criteria which must be met while improving tool energy efficiency for example equivalency in 

availability, quality and cost KPI’s. It requires the workforce having enough knowledge and 

experience or access to others who do, to assess the priority of influence and dominance 

(importance, preference or likelihood to the goal as appropriate) among the relations within 

the structure. Workforce input can then be utilised to provide solutions or alternatives to 

improving tool energy efficiency performance.

Problem Statement
Level 1: Goal

Level 2: 

Criteria
Criteria tt 1 Criteria tl 2 Criteria tl 3

Level 3: Sub-critera Subcriteria Subcriteria Subcriteria Subcriteris Subcriteria Subcriteria SubcriteriaSubcriteria

Alternative K 2 Alternative n 3Level 4: Projects to  be 

tested

Figure 2.16 -  Hierarchy structure used to breakdown a problem statement into criteria adopted from Saaty [104]

Finally it allows compromise where some differences of opinion or data may develop on how 

to resolve the problem statement. This highlights where differing views and data can be used
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to obtain a solution agreeable to different areas or business units within factories who value 

known process indicators differently.

The principles which guide problem solving using AHP are decomposition, comparative or 

pair wise judgements and synthesis of priorities [105], Decomposition involves structuring a 

problem with the elements or criteria in a level being independent from those in succeeding 

elements. In using comparative judgements, pair wise comparisons of the relative 

importance of elements within a given level with respect to a shared criterion or property in 

the level above. This gives rise to a matrix of judgements and its corresponding principle 

eigenvector, a shown in equation 2. These judgements are paired in a judgement matrix A. 

Saaty highlights the benefit of this approach using actual knowledge about real world issues 

[106] using pairwise comparisons:

Aw=

1 Ui2 ^In rWi

V a i2  1 *̂ 2n W2

1 / 1 /
- ' ! <̂ 2n 1 n

=cw (2)

Where A = {ui j ) an n X n judgement matrix 

c = a proportionality constant

This homogeneous system of linear equations Aw=cw  has a solution w if c is the principle 

eigen value of A, or the characteristic value of the matrix A.

The approach has been widely applied in both a business and academic context where 

judgement and priority decisions are commonplace, particularly in multicriteria environments. 

Once there is more than one criteria to meet, conflict can occur as one has to trade between 

two optimal decisions [107]. The AHP process can be directly taught in its basic form [108] 

and used for typical strategic or business system level decisions such as resource allocation 

and vendor selection [109]. For example, it has been applied to power plant management to 

optimise heat rate and NOx emissions [110] and the development of recycling strategies 

[111] for electronic equipment. It has also been used to identify the appropriate delivery 

method for construction projects: design-bid-build, design-build or construction-

management-at-risk [112] where third party involvement is a business practice. SETAC [113] 

have also recognised the benefit of using a hierarchic approach such as AHP in 

characterising large systems such as those which are encountered in LCA. This approach 

also finds application in more tactical problem statements such as factory floor problems 

where boundaries may not be sharply defined. It has been used as the basis for directly
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manipulating the linguistic terms that maintenance staff use when making judgements when 

performing Failure Mode, Effects and Critical Analysis (FMECA) to evaluate different options 

for maintenance [114], From a software perspective, it has been demonstrated to add value 

in monitoring software quality attributes in relation to users and purchasers [115] with 

respect to what they as customers value.

A crucial factor in engaging the appropriate sections of a work force is firstly engaging with 

management. The management structure that exists within manufacturing companies is the 

primary vehicle used within organisations to engage workforces in factory programs and one 

of three traditional approaches used by industry to deliver energy savings through energy 

efficiency. The remaining two being technology implementation and regulation or policy 

adherence [116]. Management also have the benefit of being able to engage in industry or 

regional learning networks to understand energy efficiency successes and failures in other 

facilities [117] to provide learning’s. Management also have a significant influence on the 

behaviour of workforces and can ensure the development of appropriate workforce 

behaviour modification. For example, the introduction of enhanced metering within a factory 

setting is not sufficient to alter energy behaviour, it must be accompanied by awareness 

raising and alternate activities [118].

Leveraging this management influence, workforce knowledge can be utilised in decision 

making in terms of understanding risk factors and mitigation actions required when 

implementing projects, again due to the in-depth knowledge of a workforce. This experience 

has application in a wide variety of industrial settings such as the development of cloud 

computing solutions [119] to ensure proper execution and management of job files. Utilising 

workforce knowledge to identify risk factors has also been demonstrated to improve supply 

chain performance [120]. The construction industry have developed on risk factor 

identification by utilising an AHP structure and prioritise a large number of risks [121] and the 

development of a life cycle framework to manage project risk on an ongoing basis [122]. A 

unique feature of workforce experience in identifying risk factors is the ability to identify 

interdependencies, mutual influences and cause-to-effect models [123]. In terms of applying 

this structure to a machine or system, Klein et al [124] have documented how a risk 

assessment can be completed based upon decomposition of the system into a hierarchy of 

functionally defined assessment areas. Risk evaluation and factor identification, although 

key to improving project success rates do not, in general include return on investment 

considerations [125].
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2.7 Leading initiatives and ongoing projects

The increasing economic impact associated with climate change and the growing argument 

for carbon tax levies on energy users [126] is leading to a growing momentum and direction 

towards the concept of sustainable development. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

organisations which recognise, value and support innovative approaches such as 

sustainable development will ultimately improve their competitiveness. The 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) published its 3'̂ '̂  assessment on climate 

change in 2001 which had highlighted potential levies and subsequent mitigation policies as 

strategies to address climate change and is expected to lead to structural changes in 

manufacturing, including price increases and loss of output [127], This loss of output may be 

a consequence of industry potentially being required to lower emissions through increasing 

service from existing raw materials. However this development is unlikely to be immediately 

profitable from a business point of view unless companies and industries in this situation 

have other revenue streams to offset against this scenario, as highlighted by Allwood et al 

[128], In 2007, the IPCC working group highlighted one of the key mitigation technologies 

and practices projected to be commercialised before 2030 as being advanced energy 

efficiency, in particular more efficient end use electrical equipment [129].

In support of the IPCC’s target reductions on green house gas emissions, there has been an 

increasing European focus on energy efficiencies as part of the regions approach to 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 80-95% below 1990 levels by 2050 [130]. This has 

been translated into a European energy efficiency plan which highlights avenues that will be 

potentially pursued in addition to the existing policies of emissions trading schemes and 

industrial emissions directives. These new avenues will focus on legal instruments that 

would regulate improving energy efficiencies through ecodesign or custom made equipment 

being addressed through standards [131]. Specifically, a number of EU directives are 

focused on developing a framework for improved ecodesign (2005/32/EC), end-use energy 

efficiency and energy services (2006/32/EC) [132]. This is a consequence of the EU 

stressing 'the need to increase energy efficiency in the EU so as to achieve the objective of 

saving 20% of the EU's energy consumption compared to projections for 2020’ [133]. This 

direction is in parallel with meeting its commitments on greenhouse gas emissions and 

renewable energy usage, as shown in Figure 2.17. In light of this increased focus, 

government agencies are increasing supports for energy efficient design initiatives. In 

Ireland, the SEAI has utilised the LCA approach to highlight the criticality of design and its 

influence on product lifetime. Using this approach, energy efficiency design improvements 

have been delivered under SEAI sponsorship across various manufacturing system
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environments in Ireland. These highlighted with minimal cost (0.2-1% of total project costs) 

energy efficient design considerations would yield a payback of 6 months to 1 year [14].

The EU parliament committee on industry, research and energy has stated in amendments 

to upcoming energy efficiency directives that 'it would be preferable for the 20% energy 

efficiency target to be achieved as a result of the cumulative implementation of specific 

national and European measures, on the basis of clear and enforceable national targets, 

promoting energy efficiency in different fields. However if that approach does not succeed, it 

would be necessary to reinforce the policy framework by adding a system of binding targets’ 

[134].
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Figure 2.17 -  EU scorecard for meeting all 3 ’20-20-20’ goals by 2020 [135]

This increased political momentum is a result of a growing concern that currently the EU is 

on track to achieving only half of the objective of saving 20% of its primary energy 

consumption by 2020 [136], as shown in figure 2.17. As a consequence, specific legal 

performance requirements will be required as part of an overall package to reduce energy 

consumption. Energy efficiency legislation is being considered as a result, as shown in figure 

2.18.
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Figure 2.18 - EU Integrated approach to Energy Reduction [135]

With this perspective in mind, improving energy efficiency performance within factory 

settings is a proactive and favourable approach for organisations with manufacturing 

facilities within the European region. A thorough understanding of energy management 

models, information infrastructure and processes will be required to respond to future energy 

efficiency challenges [137], This need is starting to take shape within the policies of the EU 

through research funding and initiatives, specifically on the development of smart adaptable 

energy aware factories. The European Factories of the Future Association (EFFRA), an 

industry driven association [138] ‘developing a radically new paradigm for cost-effective, 

highly productive, energy-efficient and sustainable production systems’ Research that is 

currently being funded under the FP7 frame work includes the ‘Factories of the Future’ 

stream, specifically project: FoF-ICT-2011.7.1 [139]. Within this program a number of 

research strands are supporting energy efficiency improvements within factory settings. 

These involve industrial and academic collaboration. KAP - Knowledge of past performance 

Awareness of the present state, enabling the Prediction of future outcomes - which is 

focused on production performance standards to allow cost effective resource use [140] and 

PLANTCockpit which is developing a central environment for monitoring and controlling 

factory environments [141]. These projects not only recognise the need for enhanced 

monitoring of energy and resource consumption in discrete manufacturing settings but the 

need to consider appropriate human factors to ensure effective responses within factories 

[142, 143]. The visualisation tools developed from these projects and from other sources 

promoting energy awareness in factories [144] will support organisations to monitor energy
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performance dynamically. This will enhance specific roles already in existence such as 

energy management and energy aware factory floor resources to influence organisational 

behaviour towards more sustainable operations [145].

From the evidence emerging in the literature, a more detailed understanding of production 

equipment energy consumption and performance would complement the growing body of 

work developing in manufacturing environments and factory settings [9, 10]. This 

demonstrates how impactful a systematic and data driven approach which supports discrete 

manufacturing energy characterisation can be. This approach has the flexibility to use either 

representative data such as a screening approach or a more in-depth level of analysis to 

understand energy consumption. It also highlights the opportunity to develop a standard on 

how to approach and understand environmental impacts at a machine level and input the 

data collected into mainstream LCI methodologies. This presents a further opportunity for 

collaboration between industry and academia in the area of energy efficiency. This 

movement into ‘end use’ characterisation from a manufacturing perspective [11] which is 

focusing on all utility consumption categories within manufacturing and production tool 

settings. Research is required to deliver a more detailed understanding of how energy is 

used within these discrete settings, in particular understanding end use conversion devices 

based on the potential highlighted by Allwood et al [146]. The potential of energy efficient 

improvements has developed into the creation of Energy Performance Contracts (EPC) 

between an energy user and the provider of an energy efficiency improvement measure, 

which is verified and monitored during the term of a contract [147]. EPC is now seen as a 

means to achieve standards such as ISO 50001. The ongoing development of a smart grid 

environment within the EU is also linked to improvements in energy efficiencies. With the 

increased understanding of factory performance that comes with energy efficiency 

understanding, the impact of production strategies on factory energy demand has given rise 

to Demand Side Management (DSM) being seen as a new area of energy efficiency 

improvement [148].
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2.8 An industrial perspective on LCA

An example of how environmental considerations have influenced industry is the 

development of closed materials loops extending the view of raw material supply chains. 

This has been carried out on a formal basis by recycling raw materials from end of life 

products back into internal supply lines, as shown in figure 2.19. This approach has a cost 

benefit as well as an environmental benefit. The opportunity for reuse and in particular the 

leadership shown by Europe has been acknowledged within the international business 

community. This has been highlighted in the United States by the CEO of Universal 

Lubricants who recently stated ‘true sustainability isn’t just about a final product, but includes 

the way that product is made and is used throughout its entire life cycle. The re-refining 

industry is growing in the US because its energy and environmental advantages coupled 

with product durability make it a ripe area for investment. Catching up to our European 

counterparts, both in terms of absolute production and consumption numbers, is a priority for 

the public and private sectors’ [149].
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Figure 2 .1 9  - Recycling flow used by Philips for raw  m aterial reuse [150]

In effect, manufacturing does not have to rely exclusively on increasing mass production to 

increase revenue. As customers see value in products with lower environmental impact 

through better design, longer lifespan and more effective reuse, more optimum production 

levels can be achieved. This ‘post mass production paradigm' viewpoint has the potential to 

effectively decouple economic growth which businesses depend on for revenue growth from
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material and energy consumption used when manufacturing products. As assembly 

processes are a significant percentage of added value within the manufacturing sector [151] 

this highlights a significant opportunity for decoupling energy consumption and volume 

based manufacturing businesses. From this, a conclusion can be drawn: industries which 

focus on a more effective use of raw materials through improved design of products and 

focus on energy efficiencies within their manufacturing operations will enhance their 

competitiveness, environmental impact and branding. As Alting et al [152] have stated ‘when 

it comes to the role of the manufacturing industry in ensuring sustainable development, the 

message is simple: it has to greatly reduce the use of raw materials and the impact on the 

external environment, while preserving or improving the functionality of the products’. This 

challenge, if addressed by manufacturing based industries, can be seen as both a 

competitive and environmental advantage. This has been advocated by Nakamura el al 

[153], arguing that environmental value to business can be classified into 4 areas: cost 

reduction, avoidance of risks, improvement of service quality and improvement of customers 

image. Many industries and corporations have taken this literally, with corporate 

environmental objectives being publically communicated. An example of what this means 

from an individual company point of view is demonstrated by ABB who committed ‘to have 

quantifiable, visible and communicated environmental goals and programs ready for all core 

products and at the same time integrated into the strategies of all business areas’ [154] as 

shown in figure 2.20 which utilises life cycle thinking to inform direction [155].
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Figure 2.20 -  Outline of all ABB's targeted business segments covering the entire energy chain

A further example of how LCA has been used within an industry to support an 

environmentally considered approach has been GlaxoSmithKline’s environmental 

sustainability strategy. This program has set the ambitious target of having a carbon neutral 

value chain by 2050 [156], The corporate statements made by ABB and GSK put an
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obligation on these organisations to characterise their operations, transport and product 

development from a carbon and energy input point of view to identify opportunities for 

improvement.

Corporations have taken this viewpoint further through developing new business 

opportunities through the use of LCM within their business objectives. General Electric have 

developed new products and services with reduced environmental impacts marketed under 

their ‘Ecomagination’ strategy [157] which offers environmentally considered services and 

products. This environmental awareness is also supported by collective groupings of 

companies. The E8 organisation, an international group of electricity companies from the 

group of G8 countries is an example of this, where 8 of the world’s largest energy companies 

collaborate on issues impacting their core business such as sustainable development and 

climate change [158]. Similarly this collaborative approach is also evident within the United 

States where 100 of the largest electric power producers annually benchmark their 

environmental performance based on generation, plant performance and emissions data. 

This has allowed a capability within this sector to assess environmentally focused programs 

across this industry such as transitioning to lower emission based fuels and pollution 

prevention programs. From 1990 to 2010, this has led to a 68% reduction in SO 2 and NOx 

em issions primarily driven through switching from coal fired generation stations to natural 

gas. Despite this however, in the same period CO 2 emissions have increased by 24%, 

primarily driven by economic growth [159].

The increasing focus on environmental impacts has resulted in the development of demand 

side management technologies to support energy savings and minimise environmental 

impacts. This is leading utility service providers and distributers to put an increased focus on 

developing more flexible electrical distribution systems to control loads and generation [160]. 

This has led to service offerings being provided where flexible energy users who can reduce 

their load during peak grid demand periods can reduce their environmental impact and 

obtain a financial reimbursement [161]. Although this does put the obligation on potential 

industrial customers to understand their energy utilisation at a deeper level and are they 

capable of obtaining value from this service by being able to partially reduce their load 

demands.
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2.9 Introduction to LCA

Manufacturing is an important contributor to an industrial society through the creation of 

products and processes which generate wealth, services and employment [21]. Historically 

manufacturing companies have been driven by the need to meet customer’s expectations 

through the manufacture of products which have been defined by the market need and 

which meet all required legislation. The manufacturing process can however impact the 

environment through pollution or natural resource depletion [21] and can result in negative 

consequences for the environment. To compound this, worldwide energy generation is 

heavily dependent on natural resources [162], As energy is a key enabler in facilitating 

manufacturing operations, there is a realisation that energy consumption within 

manufacturing processes needs to be characterised [13] to improve manufacturing 

sustainability in support of a reduction in the demand for natural resources. These 

challenges are pushing manufacturing strategically towards a more sustainable 

manufacturing platform where the consumption of natural resources needs to be considered 

and reduced. This is leading to the development of more sustainable products, processes 

and services that comply not only with economic, societal needs and constraints but 

additionally also consider environmental needs and constraints [46].

As a methodology. Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) and Management (LCM) considers the product 

life cycle as a whole and works to optimise the interaction of product design, manufacturing 

and life cycle activities while protecting resources [30] as shown in figure 2.21. The 

development of structured approaches and methodologies to characterise and quantify 

energy and resource consumption within manufacturing settings will lead to an enhancement 

of LCA. It is with this characterisation that improvement opportunities will be identified within 

manufacturing process chains. Specifically in identifying retrospective improvement 

upgrades to existing manufacturing equipment or in identifying enhancement opportunities to 

be included in future designs.
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consumption within manufacturing process chains highlighting benefit to the product life cycle

Using the holistic approach demonstrated by LCA, improvements in the understanding of 

energy consumption w îthin manufacturing industries have become a key focus point 

because of the potential impacts on the environment [164], This approach has driven the 

development of a more ecological and qualitative understanding of the cycle betw/een raw/ 

materials, production, product use and recycling of manufactured products to include energy 

consumption within this cycle as Erkman [165] suggested in a historical view on industrial 

ecology ‘the goal is first to understand how the industrial system works, how it is regulated, 

and its interaction with the biosphere: then, on the basis of what we know about ecosystems, 

to determine how it could be restructured to make it compatible with the way natural 

ecosystems function’.

This has led to the realisation that energy efficiency or improved energy productivity will 

enhance future manufacturing competitive capabilities. Energy efficiency can be defined as 

the ratio of productivity delivered to the energy consumed [166]. This view has only gained 

further urgency with the steady increase in energy prices [36] and its immediate impact on 

manufacturing competitiveness. With this economic challenge comes opportunity. By 

focusing on improving energy efficiency within manufacturing environments, industry can 

support the holistic approach advocated by LCM in developing approaches to improve
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energy efficiency at a factory level and subsequently enhance the overall understanding of 

manufacturing within the overall life cycle of products. This dual approach is reflected in the 

collaborative environment that is demonstrated between the industrial and academic fields in 

developing a standard or benchmark approach to characterising and improving the 

understanding of industrial impacts to the environment.

2.10 Standards in environm ental m anagem ent

Environmental policy aims at supporting industry in the transition to sustainable production 

and consumption while meeting required legislation requirements. This is taking place in 

different ways and at different levels. Businesses strive to achieve this through continuously 

improving the environmental performance of their products in balance with socio-economic 

needs while supporting environmental protection and preventing pollution [167], The 

integrated assessment of environmental impacts from the cradle to grave approach used in 

the LCA methodology, working to understand environmental impacts [168] has been an 

academic - industrial focus through the development of a holistic view on the overall 

environmental impact of products [8, 169], This dual approach has allowed an evolution of 

the methods and indicators used in environmental impact assessments which is leading to a 

more rigorous approach in understanding the environmental impacts of products.

The Society for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) [170] was the first 

international organisation (1989) to recognise the potential of LCA and the need for 

developing a standard scientific basis for conducting LCA [171]. By holistically analysing the 

cradle to grave environmental impact of products, the initial SETAC workshops focused on 

understanding a technical model for LCA [172] which became the accepted code of practice, 

easily recognisable to the modern LCA practitioner [173]:

• Goal definition and scoping: defining the purpose and objectives of the study, product 

identification or process, end use of study and key assumptions

• Inventory analysis: Identification and quantification of raw materials and energy inputs 

within the boundaries of the study

• Impact assessment: Qualitative and quantitative characterisation and valuation of 

impacts to ecosystems, human health and natural resources

• Improvement assessment: Identification, interpretation and evaluation of opportunities 

to achieve improvements
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This structured approach was further developed on by focusing on impact assessments on 

human/ecological health and resource depletion initially through a 3-phase framework: 

classification, characterisation and valuation [174, 175].

A joint collaboration between the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and SETAC 

was established in the 1990’s to further improve a best practice approach to establishing 

databases for lifecycle inventory analysis and environmental impacts with regular workshops 

on improving global guidance for the creation, management, dissemination of datasets for 

LCA, informally known as the ‘Shonan Guidance Principles’ [170, 175], This guidance works 

to:

• Serve as the basis for improved dataset exchangeability and links for databases 

worldwide

• Increase the credibility of existing LCA data and data accessibility

• Complement other initiatives particularly where more prescriptive guidance has been

The emphasis was on dataset development and access to databases as there was already 

focus on methodology and conducting LCA’s defined through the International Organisation 

for Standardisation (ISO) as shown on figure 2.22 [167] .
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Figure 2.22 -  Methodological frame work of LCA [8]
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In order to support business organisations to achieve and demonstrate improved 

environmental performance by controlling the impacts of their products, services and 

business activities, the ISO standard 14001 [167] was developed. The benefits seen by 

industry [176] include:

• The standards are designed to promote sustainable development

• Companies operating in a global market place are seeking to harmonise energy 

management systems

• The development of a proactive approach to the environment

• Businesses would prefer to regulate internally rather than rely on external supervision

• Builds on the approach used for the successful and widely used ISO 9001 quality 

management series [177]

This is based on the ‘plan-do-check-act’ (PDCA) methodology [178] widely used as a 

project management tool. This approach reflects the fact that many organisations manage 

their operations through a ‘system level approach’ of which the PDCA methodology is a 

proven tool. The ISO series has benefited significantly from the impactful work undertaken to 

develop improvements in the overall LCA methodology.

This has resulted in a significant subset of the ISO 14001 series being dedicated to outlining 

an LCA centred standard [8, 179-182] to support businesses in their work to improve the 

environmental impact of their products, as shown in figure 2.23.
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The ISO 14000 Series on Environmental Management

Environmental ManagementSystems: ISO 14000-14009 

Environmental Auditing: ISO 14010-14019 

Environmental Labelling: ISO 14020 - 14029 

Environmental Performance Evaluation: ISO 14030- 14039

/T i fe  Cycle Assessment: ISO 14040-14049
14040 LCA Principles and Framework
14041 LCA G oal/Scope/lnventorv Analysis
14042 LCImpactAssessnr^ent 
14043: LC Interpretation
14044 LC Assessment Requirements and Guidelines
14045 Eco-efflclencvA55essrT>entof Products 
14047. Examples o f Application of 14042 
14048; LC Assessment Data Docun%entation Format 
14049 Examples o f Application of 14041

Terms & Definitions: ISO 14050 - 14059

Figure 2.23 -  LCA influence on ISO standards adapted from the international organisation for standardisation

[167]

The success of this approach has been built on by the International Organisation for 

Standardisation and others to deliver for more specific energy orientated standards, for 

example the EN 16001 & ISO 50001 Energy Management Systems [183, 184], This has 

driven organisations to concentrate more on the delivery of verifiable improvements in their 

significant energy user performance. This is an improvement on initial focus, v\/hich w/as on 

the development of an organisational and metering capability to monitor energy 

performance.

From the early 1990's, international businesses have adopted the ISO 14XXX series of 

standards. There are, however a number of challenges to this series which can impact the 

type of results achieved:

• The standards apply to processes and systems used to produce products rather than the 

products specifically

• Despite industry participation, the ISO standards are a product of a nongovernmental 

organisation and as a result the standards are voluntary

• Businesses view the standards as self-regulatory, which may or may not tie in with their 

legal environmental obligations
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• The standards allow businesses to identify their significant energy users and develop 

improvement plans which can have varying degrees of impact with respect to a products 

life cycle

• The impact or improved results can be heavily influenced by the understanding of the 

individual or organisation driving the standard

• The ISO standards do give enough guidance on how to perform a Life Cycle 

Assessment and literature exists to support [185], however significant experience is 

required to support, in particular understanding the impact of environmental issues 

raised [180]

Despite this, these challenges have highlighted improvement opportunities to build on. In 

particular, the development of a more detailed or prescriptive approach to LCA in order to 

improve the standard of information available. The ‘Handbook on Life Cycle Assessment: 

Operational Guide to the ISO standards' [168] was an important step highlighting these 

opportunities. Within this guide the author, Guinee argues for a more prescriptive step by 

step approach to the 4 main phases previously documented by both the SETAC and ISO 

organisations. Within each of the phases, Guinee suggests a defined sequence of steps 

without omission. Each phase is to be supported by a mixture of skill sets: LCA clients, 

stakeholders, LCA researchers and a critical reviewer with the emphasis on a data 

orientated, consensus approach. Although the guide broadly agrees with the ISO 14001 

series of standards on LCA, a significant emphasis is put on step sequence and data 

integrity beyond ISO, namely the inclusion of normalisation, grouping and weighting of data 

within the impact assessment phase as shown in figure 2.24 as well as arguing for a 

standard data format to collect data -  the SPLOD format [186]. A summary of the impact 

categories that can be collected are highlighted in figure 2.25.
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Phase Guide's recommeiKjed sequence to LCA ISO 14040 ISO 14041 ISO 14042

Goal & Scope 

Defin ition Critical review/scoping X

Goal Definition X

Scope Definition X

Funa ion /funa iona l un it/a lterna tive  products/reference flows X

Inventory .Analysis Economy-Environment system bourdary X

Flow Diagram X

Data Catagories X

Data Quality X

Data collection for unit processes X

Data Validation X

Cut off/Estim ations where appropriate X

M ultifunctiona litv  and A llocation X

Calculation Method X

Im paa Impact Category Selection X

Characterisation Methods X

Characterisation Models X

Classification X

Charaaerisation X

Normalisation 0

Grouping 0

Weighting 0

Interpretation Consistancy Checks

Contribution Analysis

Perturbation Analysis

Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
Conclusions and Reccomendations X X

Figure 2.24 -  Data collection requirements adopted from Guinee’s sequence [168]

The industrial benefit of the structured LCA approach to understanding the environmental 

impact of business products, processes and services from cradle to grave has been to allow 

a more detailed understanding of cost benefits to different environmental options for 

example cost versus impact optimisation [187, 188], This has developed into a tool to allow 

companies to make informed decisions regarding the environmental impact of their products 

through the ability to model different change scenarios. There is evidence that this approach 

is supporting studies on the impact of precision to a products life cycle where Helu et al [189] 

demonstrated through an automotive case study the precision requirements of parts and the
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anticipated environmental impacts. This provides an effective tool to allow manufacturing 

organisations to easily assess benefits against cost. However, the biggest impact of LCA 

has been the opportunity to use the LCA tool to improve product design with respect to 

environmental impact by allowing effective analysis to be performed with respect to product 

design options and manufacturing technology selection [190-193] in support of 

environmentally informed design decisions or identifying where product adaption is more 

appropriate to redesign [194]. This understanding of impact can benefit companies further by 

modelling the performance of products and the probability of environmental penalties 

through allowing a manufacturer to assess the risk of a product not fulfilling any relevant 

environmental legislation early in the design process [195],

2.11 Metrics in LCA

A critical development within the evolution of LCA has been the expansion of Life Cycle 

Impact Assessment (LCIA) methods. This has been developed with the aim of matching Life 

Cycle Inventory (LCI) data to corresponding environmental impacts [196], Subsequently, this 

has also had the positive knock on effect of highlighting opportunity to use this development 

to allow companies to cost more effectively and accurately their internal manufacturing 

operations and product portfolios and the subsequent environmental impacts using LCIA as 

a basis for measurement [69].

Using the direction outlined within ISO 14042 [180], LCI results can be classified into impact 

categories relevant to the study in question as shown in figure 2.25. By identifying 

‘stressors’, conditions that may lead to human or ecological health impairment [113], this can 

support the categorisation of environmental loading and resource consumption within the 

LCI phase into stressor groups. These stressor groups can then be assessed by impact. The 

number of impact categories has risen with the development of LCA, as shown in figure 

2.25. It is this approach that has led to the development of several methodologies which 

model impact assessments against impact categories. However, the applicability of these 

categories is dependent on the studies being performed and the availability of data [197]. 

The methodologies used in LCIA are based on two modelling approaches: midpoint or 

endpoint impact assessment. Midpoints are considered to be links within the cause-effect 

chain of the environmental mechanism prior to the end points, from which indicators can be 

derived to reflect the relative importance of emissions. It is a point between the stressor and 

the end point for example ozone depletion or global warming potentials. Endpoints are those 

physical elements, deemed a concern to society or the LCA user, that occur at an end point
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level in the cause-effect chain i.e. human health impacts in terms of disability adjusted life 

years-DALYs [197, 198].

Impact Catagories Detail
Abiotic Resources Nonliving natural resources ie Energy
Boitic Resources Living natural resources ie Rainforests
Land Use Consequences of human land use

Land competition: Loss of land as a resource
Loss of biodiversity: Effects on biodiversity

Loss of Life Support 
Function Impact of biotic harvesting or land use
Dessication Environmental problems caused by water shortages
Climate Change Impact of human emissions on the atmosphere
Stratospheric Ozone 
Depletion

Ozone changes and affects on human health, natural & 
manmade environment, natural resources

Human Toxicity Human health impact of toxic substances
Eco Toxicity Natural environment impact of toxic substances
Freshwater aquatic 
ecotoxicity Impacts on freshwater ecosystems
Marine aquatic 
ecotoxicity Impacts on marine ecosystems
Terrestial Ecotoxicity Impacts on terrestial ecosystems
Freshwater sediment 
ecotoxicity Impacts on the sediment of freshwater ecosystems
Marine sediment 
ecotoxicity Impacts on the sediment of seawater ecosystems
Photo Oxidant 
Formation

Formation of reactive chemical compounds by sunlight 
reacting with air pollutants

Acidification Formation of acidifying pollutants
Eutrophication Impact of excess level of macronutriants
Waste Heat Expelled heat, unused at a local level
Odour Above a certain emission level
Maloderous Airbourne odour
Maloderous Water Water bourne odour
Noise Above certain limits
Ionising Radiation Release of radioactive substances, exposure
Casualities Accidents

Figure 2 25 -  Sam ple of impact categories based on SETAC [174] and CIViL2002 [168] guidelines.

The fundamental difference betv\/een the two approaches is that midpoint assessment 

methods have a predictive or problem orientated approach compared to the damage 

orientated approach of end point assessments [199]. For the customer or LCA users point 

of view, if there is confidence in the model being used then factors can be calculated to
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reflect the relative importance of an emission, then a midpoint methodology is preferable. If 

analysis of trade offs and aggregation across impact categories is required then end point 

analysis is preferable. A sample of methodologies, as shown in figure 2.26, highlights the 

variety of options available to the LCA practitioner.

Methodologies Development by Quantitative Method of Assessment
Eco-indicator 95 Pre (Holland) Mid-Point
Eco-indicator 99 Pre (Holland) End-Point

CML2002

Institute of Environmental Sciences 
(CML) - University of Leiden 
(Holland) Mid-Point

EPS2000
Chalmers Unversity of Technology 
(Sweden) End-Point

IMPACT2002+ Swiss Federal Institute Mid-Point

LIME

National Institute of Advanced 
Industrial Science & Technology 
(Japan) Mid-Point/End-Point

ReCiPe Pre (Holland) Mid-Point/E nd-Point

ED1P97/2003
Environmental Design of Industrial 
Products (Denmark) Mid-Point

TRACI US EPA Mid-Point

Figure 2.26 -  Sample of methodologies available based on midpoint/end point analysis adopted from

[7, 168, 196, 199-202]

Due to the extensive work completed on midpoint and end point characterisation, the user 

now has the option to use a combination of midpoint and end point when selecting 

methodologies and software. An example of this is highlighted in figure 2.27, showing a 

methodology where both midpoint and endpoints are used to model damage/impacts.
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Figure 2.27 -  MidpolnVEndpoint relationship with LCl used in R eC iPe2008 highlighting use of Midpoint/Endpoint

Indicators within the hierarchy [200]

2.12 Further development of a standard

Neither the ISO 1404X standards, nor the LCA methodologies should be viewed as separate 

efforts. Both demonstrate different approaches to improving environmental performance. 

ISO supports the use of a standard or structured approach to LCA, although it is up to the 

discretion of the organisation on how to use this approach resulting in varying degrees of 

success. This is performed under the ISO 14001 environmental standard, as shown in figure 

2.23, which highlights the extent to which LCA has influenced the ISO 14001 series, in 

particular the 14040 -  14049 series. The more prescriptive and quantified techniques 

involved in LCA methodologies developed by LCA practitioners deliver a more analytical 

approach but are time consuming due to the types of detail needed and require a high 

degree of skill to utilise. Ultimately though, both industry and LCA practitioners are working 

to improve environmental impact by targeting the significant environmental aspects relating 

to products and manufacturing [8] through the compilation and evaluation of inputs, outputs 

and potential environmental impacts of a product system throughout its life cycle. The
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challenge going forward is to further enhance harmonisation between both the industrially 

supported ISO and the more detailed LCA approaches in light of an increased understanding 

of the effects of globalisation on the carbon footprints of industrial products [61], This is 

particularly relevant as finished products are moved globally to various markets. 

Manufacturing has become more modular with partially manufactured products being moved 

to different geographies for final assembly/processing and as a consequence can impact the 

type of LCA methodology used [203] and pose further data collection challenges. In terms of 

LCIA, this is challenging to quantify with increasing subdivision and system expansion being 

required [204] to support the allocation of environmental burden of products manufactured in 

various geographies. The defining of LCA boundaries becomes not only more important as a 

result but more difficult in terms of a global supply chain as larger system studies contain 

more uncertainties in both data availability and in assumptions [205]. This is resulting in a 

distinction being made between attribution and consequential life cycle analysis [206]. With 

the attribution approach working to understand the environmentally relevant physical flows to 

and from a life cycle and its subsystems. While the consequential approach works to 

understand change within a life cycle with respect to the environmentally physical flows and 

changes.

The increasing amount of methodologies, as shown in figure 2.28, can pose a problem to the 

LCA practitioner, due to different outputs and conclusions as shown by Jolliet et al [196] and 

Dreyer et al [199], Although the ISO 14041-3 series have helped minimise this impact 

through the development of standardisation of approaches to defining how these studies 

should be completed. In parallel with this, there are ongoing efforts through SETAC to 

support harmonising different aspects of the methodology for life cycle assessment [207]. 

The SETAC direction is supporting an enhancement of existing standards through the 

improvement of data exchange, dealing with hierarchies and overlaps, understanding how to 

interface between existing LCA software tools. The ultimate goal of this effort is to reduce 

the variability that exists and interpretation challenges resulting through multiple available 

tools with appropriate background data and procedures to deal with uncertainty.
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IPCC
Midpoint

EPS2000
Endpoint

ReCiPe
Endpoint

Ecolndicator
99
Endpoint

UME
Endpoint

Considers human Considers human
health, biodiversity Considers Only human health damage, plant

Completeness of and crop human health health is productivity, as well as
scope A No specific end points A prodxtivity A and biodiversity C considered 6 ecosystem damage

Environmental although several Complete Complete human
relevance A B assumptions are A model C health model A Complete model

Climate model is
Models contain No uncertainty not entirely
several fx to fs transparent. Human health well
estimations and included, most Uncertainty modeled, uncertainties

Scientific IPCC combines approximations. up to date data fx to rs included. not specified. Links to
rotxjstness & staketwlder acceptance Uncertainty factors scenanos scenarios crop loss uncertain
certainty A with best science D included. B included. C included. B due to limited model.

Documentation, IPCC provides very Infomiation is Informaton in non-
Transparency & detailed background Infonnation is easily Infomiation is Japenese language
Reproducibility A documentation A easily accessible A xcessible. A easily available. E only partially available

Good
Applicability B Good applicability B Good applicability B applicability B Good applicability B Good applicability

Broadly accepted Good human health
Overall evaluation scientific basis. All Up to date, well Link to model, old climate
of science based methodologies use this Rough model described ecosystems model, Ix k o f
cnteria A method at midpoint C partally outdated B method C missing. C infomiation.
Stakeholder Not generally Not generally Not generally Not generally
xceptance A Generally xcepted D xcepted D xcepted. D accepted E xcepted.

Figure 2 .28  - Summary of the evaluation of 5 models that assess climate change [208]

The purpose of Life Cycle Impact Assessment is to provide additional information to support 

assessing the results from inventory analysis to better understand its environmental 

significance. By defining the functional unit of a product [209], describing the primary 

functions fulfilled by a product system and linking this data w/ith economic data has the 

potential to enhance industrial w^illingness to support and develop LCA analysis, particularly 

with Input-Output analysis. To date the approach uses average data [169] and there is a risk 

to missing significant parts of environmental interventions in LCI analysis [210], Through 

comprehending the cost input during inventory analysis, further development can include a 

generic weighting based on monetary measures [211]. This will allow industry to factor 

manufacturing costs into new/modified designs. This will ensure environmental 

improvements can be financially assessed with respect to manufacture costs of improved 

products. An indication of movement in this direction is highlighted by the development of a 

weighting set based on a ‘willingness-to-pay’ for environmental performance [212].
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2.13 Summary and context

The need to comprehend how energy is consumed has driven a need for structured 

approaches to be developed to understand and characterise energy use. This has been 

recognised through the collaboration of differing disciplines within both academic and 

industrial environments. This is supporting the ongoing development of sustainable 

manufacturing approaches through the creation of standards which can guide users on 

understanding and targeting appropriate energy consumption improvements. This 

development has been undertaken in two parallel strands through both LCA supporting an 

empirical approach and the energy and environmental ISO series orientated towards 

organisational change.

Through LCA this structured approach allows an understanding of the environmental 

impacts associated with all stages of a products life from raw material extraction and 

processing, manufacture, use and recycling. This empirical approach has allowed the 

quantification of impacts using midpoint indicators reflecting the relative importance of 

emissions or end point indicators reflecting physical attributes of societal concern. 

Leveraging this approach, LCA practitioners can model the impact of more environmentally 

considered products and designs. This data driven approach has allowed further metrics to 

be included in LCA evaluations such as the addition of cost data facilitating informed 

economic impact into future design changes. This approach however comes with the burden 

of expertise requirements. The scalability of the approach has also resulted in various LCA 

based methodologies giving rise to potential issues in data variability, exchange and 

interpretation between systems. The International Organisation for Standardisation has 

provided through the ISO 14001/50001 series of standards which emphasise the 

identification, measurement and verifiable improvement of environmental and energy 

consumption performance. Although the series is not as prescriptive or quantified as the 

LCA approach. The ISO series has gained widespread adoption in commercial and industrial 

settings with widespread adoption within manufacturing based organisations. This allows a 

focus within factory settings without a need comprehend the complete life cycle. As with 

LCA, ongoing improvement within the ISO 50001 series has resulted in the current 

development of the 50004 standard to further support a more effective adoption of energy 

management.

Both approaches were born out of a growing need for sustainability resulting from population 

expansion, increasing raw material, energy demands and pricing. Further challenges have 

compounded this need with increasing globalisation and sector/regional emission limits 

which add to the urgency of adoption in addition to closer academic and industrial 

collaboration to improve these approaches. There is evidence of this adoption within
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commercial organisations with the implementation of recycling strategies within supply 

chains, more effective use of raw materials and corporate social responsibility objectives 

being published. These not only lend themselves to a more sustainable approach but also 

contribute to more competitive performance. From a factory perspective this approach is 

visible through ongoing monitoring and targeting of performance, energy gap analysis as 

well as the adoption of energy efficiency strategies. Through these initiatives, the 

significance of production systems within factories is becoming more apparent with more 

detailed analysis being undertaken highlighting the impact of energy use within cost of 

ownership as well as use pattern. In addition, as production systems become more complex 

and discrete equipment increase in complexity, further process interdependency 

characterisation is being advocated to identify improvements. Many industries are pursuing 

this with the development of sector wide responses such as standards development, carbon 

neutral value chains and environmentally benign manufacturing. In a European context 

legislation is obliging organisations to adopt environmental considerations in their products 

and services through improved design, energy efficiency and end use focus.

From the literature review completed, methodologies can be seen to have a positive impact 

in supporting the characterisation of the environmental impact of products as highlighted 

through LCA as well as aiding organisations in supporting energy management as shown by 

the ISO standards. Both examples also highlight the versatility of using a methodology 

based approach in term s of leveraging different capabilities such as the expertise needed for 

LCA or the organisational support of the ISO series. W ithin this context, an opportunity 

arises to develop a methodology which supports developing a deeper understanding of 

energy use and the potential impacts to support energy based change in considering 

consequences to operational compliance. The methodology should be prescriptive enough 

to support organisational adoption but not requiring the burden of expertese LCA brings 

while allowing a detailed understanding of the consequences of energy based change which 

the ISO series currently does not support. In considering this research gap, a contribution 

can be made to support the ongoing work to reduce the resource intensity of the production 

of goods and services in the support of affluence (T) as shown previously in equation 1.
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3 Lean energy methodology

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the energy analysis methodology with its theme being structure and 

verification. It builds on the lean based DMAIC methodology [89] and information systems 

available in factories. To assist the user, the methodology flow breaks down into a series of 

sub flows which in turn use and input-output template for data gathering requirements. 

Guidelines and standards have been developed through international and national bodies to 

support companies in structuring themselves to address energy improvements [184, 213, 

214]. These standards however only outline a direction on which companies should structure 

themselves to support energy work and do not give any specific direction on how to improve 

energy performance. Recent advances giving direction on how to support characterisation of 

manufacturing systems have been outlined by both Duflou et al [65], Kellens et al [9, 10] and 

Kara et al [22]. These advances support the characterisation of energy consumption within 

discrete manufacturing process chains. Within factory environments, management and staff 

are constantly ‘dealing simultaneously with a sizable number of factors which are 

interrelated’ [215], It is this organised complexity that the management of energy and 

resources within manufacturing environments must consider as shown in figure 2.8 as 

energy consumption is just one of many operational metrics managed when dealing with 

change. This challenge can also be compounded by insufficient or unsuited metering to 

support energy improvements.

Exhaust Abatement

Processing State 

Not Processing State Production
Line

I UtWWv Nttrogen
Production
Tool

IfcoolTnaimSater

Heated 
Supply Ail

Environmental Control

Figure 3.1 -  Schematic of energy and resource inputs within an industrial environment
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Figure 3.1 highlights the technical complexity that can exist at a process tool level in terms of 

energy inputs. It can be seen from this figure the range of process inputs that directly feed 

into the production tool example as well as the tools interaction with the controlled 

environment in which it is placed. This can lead to an inability to support energy based 

improvements or to characterise consumption due to the range of input categories, differing 

manufacturing states and their subsequent energy behaviours.

In order to comprehend this complexity an approach was developed which builds on the 

contributions made by Kara [62], Duflou [23] and Herrmann [67] and allows the combining of 

a number of elements within a factories organisation to support factory based 

characterisation of production systems and improvement paths. The methodology is 

designed to be used by organisations with a lean focus for example who have used lean to 

reduce costs using ‘value add’ and ‘non value add’ definitions of activities to identify waste. 

In addition it is developed with organisations in mind that have used the ISO 50001 structure 

and require a more prescriptive and analytical approach to evaluate energy based change 

projects. The methodology is outlined in figure 3.2. The theme through the approach is 

structure and verification with the flow outlined breaking down into a series of subtasks or 

sub flows as shown in figure 3.3 allowing a consumption characteristic to be developed 

guiding the user through the sequential phases. By following the approach an organisation 

can identify gaps in information sources which if closed will improve an organisations 

capability to reduce energy consumption.

Phase 2: Factory Energy and 
Resource Mapping

Phase 3: Production Equipment 
Opportunity Identification

Re-evaluation or 
identify next 
opportunity

Characterisation & Evaluation

Phase 4: Risk ar>d Cost 
Benefit Analysis

Phase 6: Factory lntegratk>n

Er>d

Figure 3.2 -  Overview of lean energy methodology
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It builds on a culture of continuous improvement and the DMAIC methodology utilised within 

lean organisations, focusing on using measurement data, understanding the cost benefit of 

improvements identified and the risk factors associated to those improvements. It uses 

human factor know/ledge throughout all the phases to understand and deliver improvement 

opportunities through kaizen and workshop exercises. Throughout the process all energy 

data is converted into cost based consumption. This is to ensure factory users can 

continuously compare consumption and opportunity identified to other parameters with the 

factory environment for prioritisation, for example other cost saving initiatives such as 

throughput or maintenance improvements.

The initial two phases engage management to ensure energy consumption is put into an 

appropriate perspective for example in terms of cost performance. As management are 

responsible for strategy and human resources, this also ensures management can facilitate 

further work through the use of appropriate skill sets for example operations and 

maintenance. Through this sponsorship, energy characterisation and improvement 

opportunities can be evaluated to identify suitable improvements for more in-depth scrutiny 

through extended experimentation and implementation testing. Phases three and four utilise 

these factory floor resources to complete appropriate tool based measurements and 

historical reviews of factory information systems to support experimentation in phase four. 

Based on these learnings, longer term testing and implementation plans can be derived for 

phases five and six which will involve both operational and maintenance resources to 

implement but also management for pilot ratification.

Within each individual phase, a sequential series of steps have been outlined to allow the 

overall objectives of each phase to be delivered. To support these objectives, an 

‘input/output’ template was developed for each step to define what ‘input’ requirements are 

needed for each step to process, in order to obtain the required output. The template is 

shown in figure 3.3. Appendix 1 contains the full input/output requirements by step for each 

phase documenting the hard and soft data required, how this data is to be used and the 

expected outputs needed to proceed to the next step within each phase.

Step

Input Model Output

What information is needed 
The Questions’
Certain Information

‘iVhatlsthe process the Input 
goes through to getthe 
output

The output of the process

Figure 3,3 -  I/O template
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3.2 Phase 1: Energy and resource assessment

The purpose of phase 1 is to formally identify and collate the energy and resource categories 

consumed within the factory of study. In many factory settings and in particular industrially 

large settings these categories are the responsibility of multiple departments or individuals 

and as a result can be managed individually and separately. The performance and 

accountability of these categories may not reside with site factory m anagem ent as a result 

and can be managed through a central resource based in a different geography.

start: Phase 1

Phase If

Phase Ig

Ptiase la
Identify energy and resource 

Consumption Categories

Phase lb

Collect consumption spend data 
by category

Phase Ic

Identify highest spend or 
appropriate consumption 

category

Ptiase Id

Identify factory system users 
within category

Collect consumption data by

Phase le factory system users

, A \
/  Is this data enough to \  

quantify Production line > ----------------

No: Collect r>ext level 
of svstem level data

pact on consumptions

Production Line(s)>\^  
significant contributor to 

consumption?

^  Stop; Use data for \

, Stop; Proceed 
I  to Phase 2

other energy work J

Figure 3.4 -  Phase 1: Energy and resource assessment
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By engaging in phase 1, a baseline of consumption is recorded which can be used to 

engage factory support. This data will be used to drive a sense of urgency needed to 

facilitate organisational change. It supports the assembly of appropriate skills to support 

further characterisation and improvement efforts as argued by Kotter in his assessment of 

‘Why Transformation Efforts Fail’ [216] where he cites management engagement and 

empowerment to act as key to change initiatives. To be successful in driving this urgency in 

excess of 75% of management need to be convinced by this data for support to be gathered 

for subsequent phases within an organisation. This exercise is also important to provide the 

data needed to create an organisational vision for future energy performance. The outline of 

the requirements for an energy and resource assessment is documented in figure 3,4. This 

involves identifying the appropriate energy and resource categories:

Eg,Er....En

Or

Rg, R r.. .Rn-

Where:

Eg, Er.. .. En = Energy from grid, renewables, other categories 

Rg, Rr ...Rn- = Resources from grid, renewables, other categories

Energy consumption will be measured in kWh, natural gas in kWh, ultra pure water in m^, 

chilled/process water in kWh and air flow in cubic foot per meter. The category consumption 

history is then converted into cost data. A system level map is generated of users of the 

targeted energy and resource categories:

Sj, S2, S3 ... Sn.

Where S , S„ are the system level consumers within a factory.

Phase 1 formally assesses the identification of the highest energy or resource consuming 

systems and in particular allows the review of how influential the production environment is 

within factory consumption. This evaluation ensures the documentation and reporting of 

factory energy and resource performance to site management. Each step within phase 1 

formally requires documented inputs to be collected to support the process requirements of 

each step. This process allows specific outputs to be obtained by step which support the 

execution of the proceeding operation. For example in Figure 3.5, the initial operation: step 

1a for Phase 1 is outlined documenting the requirements to perform this step, in terms of soft 

and hard data. The complete documentation needs by phase and individual steps are
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documented in appendix 1. This phase focuses on creating the link between factory utility 

consumption and overall factory cost. Understanding the energy cost drivers, allows an 

organisation to directly compare this cost with other cost categories within the organisation. 

This in turn ensures projects are prioritised based on cost benefit to an organisation.

This phase also defines the boundaries around any potential energy improvement projects. It 

allows clarification of the appropriate energy category to be worked. This phase can support 

the creation of scope for projects and define for example where the energy project starts and 

ends. This also allows the identification of customers of the energy category which in turn 

allows the appropriate skill sets to be identified within the organisations workforce to support 

appropriate energy improvement projects. By addressing these areas, energy improvement 

opportunities can be given the appropriate level of scrutiny and support by site management, 

who ultimately allocate resourcing and budget support.

Input M odel O utput

Identify source of information: •D o c u m e n t E nergy and •Listing of E nergy and
•U tility  Bills R esource catagories. R esource catagories for
•F in a n c e  Groups E T O T = E g ^ E . E , factory
•Facility  M a n a g e m e n t E tot = total energy  Inputs •G a p s  in factory level data

1a •V e n d o r o rS erv lce Eg = pow er from  gnd collection or reporting
M anagem en t E —  p o w erfro m  renew ables C apab ility  Identified
•B u ild ing  M etering RtOT = Rg Rf . Rr
•A utom ated Reporting Rtot = total resource inputs
System s R^ = resources from  gnd 

R ,=  resources from  
renew ables

Figure 3 .5  -  P h a s e la  I/O requirements

3.3 Phase 2: Factory energy and resource mapping

The purpose of phase 2 is to understand consumption behavior of targeted manufacturing 

chains. Within this phase an energy or resource category is selected for further analysis. 

This involves generating an overall map of how the selected energy category is utilised 

within the manufacturing process chain ( S p r o d i m e )  being studied.

Within this mapping process: distribution and usage are detailed for the targeted

manufacturing process chain, identifying all discrete manufacturing tools (7,, T 2 ,  T 3   T n ) .

The process for phase 2 is outlined in figure 3.6. See appendix A1 for detail. The intent of
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this approach is to study and understand patterns of consumption but also to identify 

measurement data gaps. This will identify future measurement improvement project 

opportunities. Through this mapping phase the influence of production consumption and 

behavior will also become apparent in terms of significance. This phase allows a more 

detailed understanding of consumption and ultimately cost to be built allowing an 

understanding of next steps. Subsequent phases use this data to progress in terms of 

production consumption experimentation and energy reduction. A management review of 

this phase may also reveal no further progress into subsequent phases is warranted due to 

production consumption significance or other cost based priorities are more urgent.

Phave Z a

Phase 2b

Ptiase 2c

Phase 2d

Start: Phase 2

.■''Stop: Proceed 
V to Phase 3

Measure Consumption for 
Discrete Equipment by State

Identifv the Production States to 
be Measured

Identify Production Line(s) for 
evaluation

Map Discrete Equipment on Line

Create Pareto of Energy 
Consumption by Production State 

by Discrete Equipment

Figure 3.6 -  Phase 2: Energy and resource mapping

As a result of this mapping exercise, energy consumption is recorded for all production 

equipment. This metering exercise is required to correlate production level consumption (P) 

to non production level consumption (NP). Any differences will highlight a potential 

relationship between manufacturing states and energy consumption within a manufacturing 

process chain, for example ‘running’ and ‘idle’ consumption for discrete production 

equipment. This will also help develop an understanding of the ‘method of operation’ of the 

identified production line and how it is managed and run based on normal production
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requirements. Time and energy studies can support this understanding of the impact of 

normal operations to any energy patterns highlighted. As previously stated, if measurement 

gaps within the production line are highlighted, once off measurements can be collected for 

the appropriate equipment by using handheld or appropriate metrology, e.g. fluke meters or 

flow meters. This can be done for all normal operation usage modes and is used to enhance 

the consumption picture of the production line being studied. Figure 3.7 highlights the 

consumption picture at a production line level, which will be generated from phase 2, for a 

given manufacturing state, energy consumption can be collected for the targeted production 

line.

Input Model Output

*  ^ p r o d  line • Fo r E (T j n) = Ep+E^ip • F o r a g iv e n

p ro d u c tio n  lin e  o f p ro d u c tio n  s ta te  P o r

in te re s t N P , E p , o n l i n e  p a r e t o o f

*  ^ p ro d  line ^ p r o d  line E (T i )+E (T 2)+E (T 3)+ ...+E

2e • P ro d u c tio n  S ta te (s ) ( T n )

fo r  T 1 J 2  . ..T , W h e r e  E (T i) = Ep+Efjp

Figure 3 .7  -  S tep  2e: C onsum ption calculation for m anufacturing process chains

From this analysis, a distribution of energy consumption ( E p r o d  im e )  can be created for the 

production line identified. This highlights production equipment which is energy intensive and 

may warrant future investigation -  E(Ti), E(T2),...,E(Tn).  This data can also be supplemented 

with a time study analysis to understand the potential opportunity that may exist from the 

amount of time equipment is operating within normal operation usage modes. This will 

highlight potential optimisation opportunities for specific productive (P) or non productive 

(NP)  modes. The range of production modes monitored will vary depending on the industry 

or manufacturing site but productive modes include all value add modes which the 

manufacturing environment deem important to revenue for example: running production, 

quality tests or internal equipment testing to ensure functionality. Non productive modes will 

include all non value add modes which the manufacturing environment deem wasteful or 

wasteful but required for example idle time, down time or maintenance time.
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This analysis forms the basis of a team based exercise where the data is presented to the 

production line workforces who operate the equipment and participated in phase 2. This 

allows input to be given by the workforce on the impact of operations, specifically overall 

equipment effectiveness metrics such as availability, performance efficiency and quality 

[217], It also allows the workforce to give input on where to identify opportunity for energy 

reduction or efficiency opportunities.

3.4 Phase 3: Production equipment opportunity identification

The purpose of phase 3 is to identify and characterise energy consumption within a 

significant energy user within the targeted production system. From the previous phase it will 

be possible to identify discrete production equipment that are significant energy users within 

the identified production line(s) for example:

E(TO, E(T^,...,E(Tn).

These can be targeted for a deeper level of understanding of how the energy category is 

consumed for specified usage modes. This requires the development of equipment energy 

maps with principle components or modules identified (c,.„). The process for Phase 3 is 

outlined in figure 3.8. The primary resources used for this phase are the maintenance and 

engineering disciplines that support production equipment operations. These resources will 

be responsible for tool and module metering as well as reviewing factory information 

systems.
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Start: Phase 3

Target high Energy consuming 
equipm ent and specific 

Production State

Measure Operational behaviour 
fo r selected equipm ent

Map Tool Components or 
Modules w ith in  equipm ent

Decide on Data Collection 
M ethod to  collect Energy 

Consumption

Use Design 
Data Dataconsumptioi

Calculate cost of Energy based on 
consumption fo r Production State

Generate pie chart o f Tool Energy 
consumption by M odule/ 

Component fo r Production State

Stop: Proceed \  
to  Phase 4

Figure 3.8 -  Phase 3: Production equipment energy evaluation

This can be carried out through physically mapping out the significant energy users within 

the manufacturing process chain and metering (m) each component or module of interest. It 

can also be realised through using original equipment manufacturer (OEM) schematics to 

understand consumption if metering is not possible {d). A combination of both can also be 

used to imply (/) performance depending on the equipment capability for measurement. This 

allows a testing plan to be devised where each of the areas identified can be measured to 

build an understanding of how energy is consumed within the identified equipment;

E(T, )^

Where (m) is metered energy consumption (£) of a production tool T-,.

The result of this phase is a complete energy profile defined for particular usage mode(s) of 

operation (P or NP) on identified discrete production equipment. The level of analysis within 

this phase also supports a more thorough understanding of how energy is used on targeted 

production equipment which allows a reference to be created. It is from this reference that 

workshop exercises are completed with operations, maintenance and engineering to
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understand what improvement opportunities are possible. This data gathering exercise forms 

the justification for subsequent progress. This is outlined in figure 3.9 w/here the input-output 

requirements are highlighted.

3f

Input Model Output
• Process level map of 

equipment: 

E(Ci ),E(c2),E(c3),..,E(c„) 

fo r state NP

• Create table of tool 

consumption by module 

where
E(TJ„= E(cj+E(c,)+E(c,)+....+E(c„)

• Breakdown of 

Production Equipment 

module costed 

consumption for 

E(Ci),E(Ca),E(C3),....,E(c„)

Figure 3.9 -  Step 3f: Approach used to characterise equipment module based consumption

Upon completion of phase 3, a consumption characteristic can be generated for a factory 

which includes the impact of production systems for energy or another resource category. A 

significant end user of either the energy or resource category is understood in terms of tool 

and modular consumption behaviour. From this analysis, a factory can generate value, 

ultimately through 2 differing ways. Use the information to understand the total energy 

content per part, for both direct and indirect consumption in their factory setting. This 

challenges an organisation to develop and improve on baseline performance in line with their 

corporate objectives. Or to use the subsequent phases to be outlined to evaluate energy 

improvement opportunities on the significant energy users within manufacturing process 

chains.
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3.5 Phase 4: Risk and cost benefit analysis

In chapter 2 workforce involvements in decision making was explored in terms capturing 

human factor experience of equipment and operational performance through using the 

analytical hierarchy process. It is through this process human experience can be leveraged 

to identify energy reduction opportunities and what equipment performance criteria must be 

considered when identifying potential reduction opportunities. However in order to 

understand what energy savings can potentially be realised it is necessary to comprehend 

the risks and potential impacts related to tool performance if energy based change is 

pursued as these concerns may have greater cost impacts than the energy changes being 

considered. Management support will be necessary to support this trade off. Phase 4 

addresses this concern through formally evaluating cost based improvements against the 

risk of implementation. 3 areas are considered with respect to any improvements identified. 

These are:

• Risk to functionality of equipment with optimised energy behavior

• Formal evaluation of factory capability to manage project(s) optimising energy 

behavior on manufacturing process chains

• Cost benefit analysis of equipment with optimised energy behavior

To whom or what area within the organisation benefits from any improvements are identified 

to ensure their participation in any evaluations completed. From the point of view of discrete 

production equipment, the engagement of the workforce, both maintenance and operations 

are critical to all 3 areas of concern, due to their unique and specialised understanding of 

equipment performance as their level of understanding of performance goes beyond metrics. 

The previous phases, most notably phase 3, provide a detailed understanding of current 

equipment performance in terms of energy consumption through metering and data 

gathering. This acts as the baseline to reference any energy improvements against but also 

to provide a data based argument for further characterisation and experimentation. From a 

risk mitigation perspective, the data collected and the subsequent testing of opportunity is 

approached from 2 perspectives: from an equipment functionality perspective which is 

evaluated in phase 4 and impact to factory KPI perspective, which is evaluated later in 

phase 5. The success criteria used in both phase 4 functionality and 5 pilot evaluations is 

illustrated in figure 3.10. Using a hypothesis based testing approach, optimized tool 

performance as a result of an energy consumption adjustment on production equipment is 

evaluated against tool reference performance.
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Hq: N o difference in equipment performance resulting from implementing an energy 

opportunity

Ha: There is a difference in equipment performance resulting from implementing an energy  

opportunity. This difference could be either higher or lower performance.

Using this approach, to avoid incorrectly rejecting an opportunity, tool functionality and 

related parameters are evaluated to understand if the opportunity should be selected for 

further analysis. By completing initial functionality evaluations and tests ensures the 

avoidance of incorrectly rejecting appropriate opportunities. It is with this approach that any 

testing undertaken in phase 4 is completed. To avoid incorrectly accepting a functionally 

valid opportunity as having long term KPI stability, a subsequent set of tests are performed 

in phase 5 to ensure no impact to targeted equipment performance over a specified time 

frame. This can be monitored by targeting appropriate factory metrics (K P I’s) which 

equipment is managed to within the factory environment, for example availability, quality and 

cost. By evaluating over a longer period of time, a deeper level of understanding can be 

empirically and statistically obtained to ensure the appropriate level of understanding has 

been completed. It is with this approach that subsequent testing in phase 5 uses. As 

factory’s are dynamic environments with multiple parameters or KPl’s being managed at any 

given time, this subsequent testing provides the chance to ensure any potential gaps in the 

initial testing that may only become apparent over time are noted. This will ensure potential 

improvements or mitigation steps can be actioned early to ensure, if possible no 

opportunities are rejected incorrectly.

Decision Null Hypothesis: True Null Hypothesis: False

Reject HO Incorrect decision Correct decision

Accept HO Correct decision Incorrect decision

Figure 3.10 -  Equipment evaluation approach used to test energy opportunities
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3.5.1 Functionality of equipment with optimised energy behaviour

By engaging the appropriate workforce: equipment maintenance, operations and 

engineering in brainstorming energy improvements on targeted production systems, their 

unique perspective can be utilised to identify improvements. This unique perspective comes 

from their knowledge of equipment behavior through preventative maintenance (PM), good 

manufacturing practices (GMP) and constant engagement with equipment based tasks. This 

level of experience in performing equipment based tasks ensures a thorough knowledge of 

what targeted equipment is functionally capable of. Manufacturing process equipment is 

historically optimised for functionality and repeatability with respect to production output. As 

a result, optimised energy performance can be overlooked as a core requirement in 

production system set up. It is necessary to review all data collected to date with the 

process, from phases 1 to 3. This allows an understanding of the impact of equipment 

performance on energy behavior to be generated. In terms of comprehending is targeted 

production equipment capable of being optimised with respect to energy consumption, a 

number of considerations must be understood. These are the type of change being 

evaluated, stakeholders involved, potential impacts or consequences that may arise and 

critically past history or experiments that may have been undertaken. Figure 3.11 details a 

formal review procedure to capture all relevant considerations.
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Experimental Considersations to  be Understood before Experiment on Equipment Functionality Changes

Change T itle  W hat is the change

Change O esaiption Explain what the change is, what is the reference fo r th e  change

Change Items Present Value Proposed Value

Reason fo r Change Why do we want to  do it, what is the com pelling reason

Change Owner Who is talcing responsibility  fo r th e  test

Stakeholders Who is currently  involved (factory/O EM /W ho else)?

Who could be impacted (Ops/M aintenance/Quality/OEM /Safety)

Name Department Reason

KPI

Impacts Does the test require new chem ical/gas/hw /sw  to  the equipm ent? Cost

Does the test a lte r the u tility  consum ption (pow er/chem ica l/gas/w ater/o ther| o f equ ipm ent Cost

Does the te s t involve a physical a lteration /configura tion  change to  to o l Cost

Layout around the too l, physical, sw (inc recipe) set up o f too l, checklist a lteration Cost

Does the test a lte r the byproduct produced (exhaust/liqu id /byproduct) Availab ility

Is there a Y ie ld /Q uality  impact to  the test Quality

Is there a capacity/M ethod o f Operation impact to  the  test Availab ility

Is th e re a c o s tim p a c tto th e te s t Cost

Parts usage/M aintenance/labour Cost

Is there a delay needed to  recover Entity to  operational requirem ents? Availab ility

Is there a m ln am ount o f id le tim e to  make it cost e ffective? Cost

Is there a config change to  equ ipm ent Availab ility

Is there specific material needed fo rte s ts  Cost

Past H istory Have changes s im ila r to  th is  been undertaken

Have Factory data from  previous experim ents Availab ility

Have the OEM data fro m  equ ipm ent charterisation Availab ility

Could the  OEM undertake th is  experim ent on Factory equipm ent Availab ility

Could the OEM undertake th is  experim ent in th e ir factory on s im ilar equ ipm ent Availab ility

Have the OEM recommendations regarding the  equ ipm ent Availab ility

Figure 3.11 -  Production equipm ent considerations for functionality testing
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These considerations and consequent mitigation planning will support functionality 

evaluation, and specifically will support step ‘phase 4Fc’ of phase 4 as shown in figure 3.11. 

This template allows a formal template in which to engage maintenance and operations 

personnel, engineers and management. It ensures all groupings within the organisation that 

can be impacted by an energy based change are consulted. These groups will also have the 

required capabilities to support decision making due to their in-depth understanding of 

equipment, operations and factory performance. The template will act as an engagement 

tool to encourage personnel to think beyond day to day performance metrics to understand 

any potential contributing factors to their equipments performance. This level of 

understanding is required to ensure all variables which could affect tool functionality are 

identified and comprehended. This process will validate some opportunities as being feasible 

and potentially eliminate or delay some opportunities. Delays will be due to potential 

upgrades or improvements being required to support the energy improvement opportunity. 

Elimination of an opportunity would be due to a factory not being in a position to support 

certain opportunities such as excessive capital requirements or lack of suitability of 

production equipment to being upgraded. The identification of independent variables which 

can affect equipment performance will allow, under defined testing the opportunity to 

evaluate those opportunities in terms of potential issues that could arise. Early identification 

of these variables also provides an opportunity for mitigation planning. From this exercise a 

future state energy consumption profile can be generated:

Ef(T,)^

Where (m) is the metered future energy consumption (Ef) of a production tool T-,.

The opportunities which support this new optimised energy consumption profile can then be 

progressed in a subsequent step of this phase, which understands the risk to key 

performance indicators (KPI’s) on which the production equipment is managed to. Figure 

3.12 highlights the procedure to support functionality testing. The expected outcome of this 

process is to have identified opportunities that have been validated as functionally possible. 

This process considers equipment energy reduction in terms of a single module system or a 

multi-module system to accommodate a range of equipment configurations. These 

configurations can then be evaluated against a single constraint or multiple constraints 

depending on the complexity of the manufacturing environment involved.
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start Phase 4

Brair>storm Projact Opportunibas v

Documant Projacts in format: Trtla. 
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Consumption (€)

Figure 3.12 -  Phase 4 Functionality: Functionality testing of equipment with optimised energy behavior
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3.5.2 Formal evaluation of factot7 capability to manage project(s)

Due to the complexity of a modern factory structure and the output focus that drives factory 

based performance. Improvement activities must show/ equivalency to current compliance 

performance and standards before full implementation. It is as a result of this challenge that 

even modest or benign change can be rejected. The impression of risk or an uninformed 

opinion of what may happen can often push key decision makers to avoid change. Within 

factory structures, there are many departments that have distant or indirect relationships with 

the production line environment and as a result, measuring compliance versus factory output 

may be challenging. However for departments such as facility, energy and maintenance 

management, a different challenge arises due to the need of energy and utilities to support 

production line functionality and changes to utility delivery or usage may impact production 

performance greatly. The initial phases outlined are designed to allow an understanding of 

consumption through the use of equipm ent based personnel to collect the required data; 

operations, maintenance, engineering and equipment vendors. This requires factory 

management to facilitate this capability being developed. Through the costing of energy 

consumption in these initial phases, m anagement has the justification to facilitate this 

ongoing development as this investment can lead to reduction opportunities. This capability 

also allows Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) and Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) 

metrics which manufacturing process chains are managed to, to be understood. Figure 3.13 

displays the overall flow required for th is phase and how this capability and in-depth 

knowledge of equipment performance is leveraged. Initially factory priorities can be 

understood with respect to equipm ent performance. The performance metrics used are 

Availability (-4,), Quality {A2) and Cost (/As) as these are the most widely used KPI’s on which 

to track equipment performance on a daily basis. Pair w ise comparisons can be performed 

between Au A 2  and As using the workforces experience of operations to assign an 

importance value. The scale used to assign a value is shown in table 1. See appendix 1 for 

detail relating to calculations. This will result in normalised or prioritisation values generated 

6 ,, B2  and S3 as shown in equation 3.

A i A 2 >^3

■̂ 1 ■ 1 O i2 ^13

A 2
1 /

> 0 . 1 2
1 ^23

A z
1 /

L / a i 3
1 /

/  023 1
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Due to the subjectivity that can arise when completing pairwise analysis and identifying the 

appropriate performance metrics it is necessary to complete this activity using a team based 

approach. By involving operations, maintenance, engineering and management in this 

activity and utilising factory information systems used to manage equipment performance, 

subjective interpretation and sensitivity to a particular parameter can be avoided. These 

values are a reflection of how production line personnel value metrics and as a result 

prioritise how they engage with equipment on a daily basis. It also allows personnel from 

outside the production environment to understand what KPI's need to be evaluated in any 

projects that may impact production line performance.

Intensity of Importance Definition Explanation

1/9 Extremely less important
The evidence favoring 1 activity over another Is of the 
lowest possible order of affirmation

V I Significantly less important
An activity Is not favored very strongly over another, its 
dominance Is not demonstrated In practice

1/5 Moderately less important
Experience and judgement do not favor stronglyl activity 
over another

10 Slightly less important
Expenence and judgement do not favor 1 activity over 
another

1 Equal importance 2 acti’̂ ties conthBute equally to the otjjective

3
Slightly more Important

Expenence and judgement slightly favor 1 activity over 
another

5
Moderately more important

Expenence and judgement strongly favor 1 activity over 
another

7

Significantly more important
An activity is favored very strongly over another, its 
dominance demonstrated in practice

9

Extremely more important
The evidence favoring 1 activity over another is of the 
highest possible order of affirmation

Table 1 -  Importance scale for KPI prioritisation

W ithin each of these performance metrics /\,, A2 and -Aa, how these metrics monitor 

performance, what reason they were put in place and their capability to support the 

m anagement of a production line can also vary depending on the requirements at time of 

creation. The reasoning behind the set up of the metrics may be lost due to changes in 

perform ance or changes in personnel. As a result, it is necessary to formally understand 

what value the individual performance metrics deliver in term s of the production line. This 

can be achieved by reviewing each KPI in terms of the following categories: likelihood (L),
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detectability (D) and severity (S). This understanding w/ill facilitate to a more detailed level 

the ability of the individual performance metrics to manage energy based change. A team 

based FMEA exercise can be completed which allows failure modes to be identified with the 

production equipment identified for energy reduction. This team based exercise will allow a 

qualitative analysis of failures that can occur and be monitored by factory metrics for 

changes in occurrence during subsequent testing. By engaging maintenance and operations 

through their experience as previously undertaken, pair wise comparisons can be completed 

for the categories {L, D, S) outlined to understand an importance value (I) for each category 

within the factory performance metrics such that an importance or priority value can be 

assigned to each KPI in terms of L, D and S. For example the importance value (0 assigned 

by the workforce to the possibility of detecting a change (L) to the availability metric (Ai) is 

denoted as;

A table of relevant importance values is shown in table 2. See appendix 1 for detail relating 

to calculations. For both Availability (/A,) and Cost (A3 ) pair wise comparisons are only 

completed for Likelihood and Severity as historically these metrics are extensively tracked 

within production environments which results in highly detectable monitoring. Due to the high 

degree of variability that can occur in terms of Quality (A2 ), detectability was included. As 

many factors can influence quality performance, many which may not be related to any 

potential energy change.

KPI Likelihood (L) Detectability (D) Severity (S)
Availability (ylj) M l M l

Quality {A2) i L
M 2 M 2 M 2

Cost (̂ 43) [ L
M 3 ‘ A?.

Table 2 -Prioritisation values by KPI

By ensuring these are monitored and understood a more effective analysis can be 

performed in subsequent phases. The interaction with the factory floor personnel up to this 

point has allowed their experience to support a formal review of a factory’s priorities and 

what aspects of three core KPI’s are seen as valuable to an organisation. This ensures from 

a management perspective a thorough understanding of a factories ability to engage in 

energy related projects within a production environment is understood before decision 

making. By using the projects selected from the output of the previous functionality 

evaluations, maintenance and operations experience can also be utilised to obtain an
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understanding of how successful these  projects will be in term s of existing K P I’s. A tab le  of 

re levant values assigned through this experience is shown in tab le  3. S e e  appendix 1 for 

detail relating to calculations. For projects identified for exam ple  Z t and Z 2 , a va lue can be  

assigned by the m aintenance, operations and engineering based on their experience and  

intim ate understanding of factory metrics, to the possibility a change in perform ance of a KPI 

(Au A 2 , As) in term s of likelihood (/.), detectability (D ) and severity (S ) [218, 219], For 

exam ple  a likelihood value (L) can be assigned by the workforce to the possibility of 

observing a change in the availability metric ( / \ , )  if project Z , w as im plem ented can be 

denoted as;

KPI Project Likelihood (L) Detectability (D) Severity (S)
7^1 c Z \

^ A \

Z2 j Z 2 qZ2
^ A \

2̂ Zi , Z 1
^A2

r j Z l
^ A 2

o Z l
^A2

Z2 , Z2
^A2 ^ A 2

r Z 2
^A2

^3 Zi i Z l c Z \

Z2 j Z 2
^A3

cZ 2

Ta b le  3  -  N orm alised prioritisation values by KPI

The  values attributed are highlighted in table 4. T h e  scoring values assigned reflect the  

w orkforces view on changes occurring to the K P I’s in term s of Likelihood (/.), Detectability  

(D ) and Severity (S ) as a result of an energy projects Z , and Z 2 being im plem ented.

Score Detail Likelihood/Detectability Severity

1 Certain Fail 100% certainty Major Impact

3 High Risk >80% certainty Significant Impact

5 Med Risk =50% certainty Medium Impact

7 Low Risk <30% certainty Minor Impact

10 No Risk Certain of no issue No Impact

T ab le  4  -  Scoring chart for project(s) by workforce

A capability score can then be calculated by project (Z ,), as shown in equation 4  which  

reflects a factory’s ability to m onitor and m an ag e  a change based on a com pany’s priorities 

and capabilities.
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Project  Zi  =

X /ii) +  (5 |i X / i j )  +

^2 [{L̂ 2 ^  Â2) +  (D̂ 2 ^  <̂42) +  ^  Âz)) +

B 3 ^ (L ^3  X  / j '3 )  +  (S ^3 X  1 ^3 )^

(4)

The capability score is a function of the collective experience of the workforce team which 

have interacted with the process outlined. The individual scoring by project generated is 

individual to that project alone, with no relationship between the individual scores. The 

maximum scoring value obtainable is 10, which reflects a high degree of capability to 

manage an energy improvement change in a production line environment. The score itself 

does not gauge whether the energy improvement will positively improve the performance of 

the manufacturing process chain, in terms of KPI’s. it reflects an appropriate level of ability 

within the organisation to support energy based change management in a production 

environment. Lower scores reflect potential gaps that may impact capability and highlight 

potential risks to the KPI’s in terms of how capable an organisation is to manage a change 

with respect to energy projects and are they likely to cause an issue, would they be detected 

and if so how severely they potentially could impact production line KPI's. These issues and 

scoring will highlight gaps and improvement opportunities, that if resolved will improve the 

capability scoring for respective projects and an organisations capability to implement 

energy based change.
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Figure 3.13 -  Phase 4 Risk: Evaluation of capability to support energy based change
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3.5.3 Net present value of equipment with optimised energy behavior

Factory’s have multiple priorities, all of which must be managed regularly to ensure 

performance is met. The process outlined to date has identified energy based improvement 

opportunities that will improve performance and assess a factory’s capability to manage. 

However, despite this improved understanding of a factory’s ability to implement energy 

based projects, due to multiple and potentially conflicting priorities the project may not meet 

site requirements for implementation. To reduce this potential risk, it is necessary to 

compare the identified energy based projects to overall factory priorities in terms of cost of 

implementation. 2 scenarios will exist in terms of project implementation: equipment 

capability exists or capability modifications are required. The capability may exist on the 

equipments existing configuration to allow an energy project to be brought forward to phase 

5. If the capability does not exist on the equipments existing configuration then an 

investment may be required to realise the energy improvements identified in previous 

phases. It will be the responsibility of management to approve the capital for these 

improvements and as a result the investment will need to be financially justified. See 

appendix 1 for detail relating to calculations to support this phase. By considering cost 

requirements, a practical understanding can be achieved which will allow the owner of the 

relevant projects to evaluate their projects with respect to costing impact on the organisation. 

This will support a more detailed review by financial resources within the organisation at a 

later stage in a factory’s process. By utilising the Preinreich-Lucke theorem [220], the time 

value of money required for an investment can be used to appraise long term projects. This 

indicator allows cash flows, both incoming and outgoing from an investment to be evaluated. 

Each cash input/outflow as a result of an investment is discounted back to its Present Value 

(PV) and summed, such that the NPV is the sum of all terms as shown in equation 5.

N P V ( i ) = Y . U j^ ,  (5)

Where
/ = the discount rate or the rate of return what would be earned from the investment
in the market with a similar risk

/?t= the net cash flow at time t

N = the total number of time periods (years)

By collecting the variables shown, an initial cost based assessment can be completed by the 

project owners to ensure relevance and importance when assessments are completed 

against other priorities and projects. A high level decision can then be made as outlined in
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table 5 on how relevant energy projects will measure on a cost basis relative to other factory 

priorities.

Value Detail Decision

NPV>0 Value Add Investment Accept Project

NPV<0 Negative Value 

Investment

Reject Project

NPV=0 Neutral Investment Value Project Adds no monetary 

Value. Use other company 

criteria to decide on 

success criteria

Table 5 -  NPV decision criteria

Figure 3.14 highlights the procedure to support the evaluation of NPV by project. By 

performing this evaluation each project can be formally evaluated in terms of both an 

organisations capability to manage energy based change through their factory and include 

financially favorable projects in terms of quick investment recoupment. This is currently a 

critical requirement for legacy based factories in terms of continuous improvement and 

affordability.
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Figure 3,14 -  Phase 4 NPV: Evaluation of financial viability of energy based change
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3.6 Phase 5; Pilot implementation

In this phase high scoring projects with acceptable payback durations are evaluated. A team 

based approach using the experience of factory floor and management is again utilised to 

define an acceptable time duration under which the energy based projects are evaluated. 

The team membership will be more inclusive of management at this stage to formally 

engage both factory management, energy management as well as factory level owners of 

the KPI’s being used to evaluate the selected projects over time. This will ensure as 

customers, expectations are met and continued support is given.

Experimental C4>ns)der»tions to be Understood sfter Experiment on Equipment functionality completed and extended testing KPI

Equipment Has equipment performance charged when comparing the test perfcrmanceto normal performance Availability

Tool error rate - is it the same-’better worse Availability

Tool recovery rate - has this changed Availability

Tool process rate • has through p a  changed Availability

Tool utility consumption rate • is the measureable data equivalent'''bet6r.'worse Cost

Tool reliability rate - equivalent'better/worse Availability

Is tool performance within OEM guidelines Availability

Idle performanceforROI mir idle observed, timeframe study was perfor'r>eo, x  idle, max idle, assumed recovery time Availability

Is there something nonstandard you reed to test Availability

Is there ar impact required-expeirtec to the tool Availability

Parts I  Tools available tc perforrr the test Ccst&e'iefi:

Procedure o r how to do the test

Is there a requirement to reset the eauipmert to baseline config^raiior • Re:overy required Availability

Are there capital costs required’ Cost

QualltY What is the earliest point a change could be detected • will irfleunce if produn used tc measure the charge Quality

Can the test be measurec w ith ir the produaior line :}uality

Is there a product quality check done post the equipment being tested duality

Can the test be measured at the end of the prcHJuaior lire Quality

Are the quality checicscatagori:al|good.'b3d) or continuous [numbers; Quality

Does the dats need tc be checked by other staKeholders.ferums Quality

Other Safety-any layout/physical/lnierface/Operational changes Availability

facilities • an> knock or affects due tc tool change Availability

Any SPG affects ofchange Quality

Hov* will the charge be documented How to dc

How IS the change controlled, ma'^aged ir the experiment’  Engineering control How tc  dc

Hovii do you make sure after the experiment you revei^ back tc your original set up How tcdc

How do you back out of the charge or experiment if needed How to dc

Heat load redn as a result of this’ Availability

Production Material disbatch issues' Availability

Does it impact h/c manning of equipment during test or gjingforward Cost

Figure 3.15 -  Phase 5 considerations to be evaluated

The team should be led by the engineering resources leading the energy investigations as 

engineering departments normally lead technical based initiatives within organisations and
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are proficient in understanding complex factory requirements. This ensures a broader range 

of factory considerations are reviewed compared to phase 4 where tool functionality and 

equipment behavior were primarily considered. The team created considers and identifies 

performance issues that potentially could occur over time to identify the types of metrics 

monitored in phase 5 under the overall categories used in calculating the capability scores in 

the previous phase. This ensures Availability (/A,), Quality {A2) and Cost (>̂ 3) continue to be 

evaluated and maintain a high level of consistency throughout the process. The areas to be 

considered are highlighted in Figure 3.15. However depending on the change being 

considered, a wider customer base may be required for example environmental engineering, 

vendor engineering or financial resources to verify specialist KPI’s such factory emissions, 

equipment behavior or part consumption respectively.

Due to the potential impacts of energy based change in terms of production line material for 

example scrap rate or loss of product functionality, detection points and where detectability 

should be considered. Table 6 highlights the detection points within a factory that need to be 

considered in terms of identifying the appropriate monitoring point and type of KPI used to 

support Phase 5. This is based on ensuring detection of any potential changes within the 

organisation are detected as early as possible and will ensure dynamic and an appropriate 

level of monitoring within a manufacturing process chain.

Detectabilty Interpretation

At tool

Preferable that test can be 
monitored at tool without 

testing on product

In production line

If product is needed, a mln 
amount used and measured 
at the earliest point within 

the prod line

At end of production line

If detectability is at the end 
of the line, allocate a 

defined batch or 
statistically verifiable 
amount of product to  

evaluate

In the field

Engage downstream  
customers as part of 

evaluation

Table 6 -  Detectability considerations of change being evaluated
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The result of this interaction is a defined extended test plan with the appropriate KPI's that 

are production line based. The cross team evaluation will also highlight potential gaps in 

capability to support pilot evaluations which will support gap closure if needed. Figure 3.16 

highlights the procedure to support pilot evaluation by project with appendix 1 detailing the 

requirements by step within the procedure.

Stop: Proceed to  

Phase 6

i s ta rt Phase 5

C om ple te  Pilot Testing

S to p /red o  evaluation(Phase 4 

FunctionalltY) based on results

Did Testing Pass Success 

Criteria?No

Yes

D ocum ent Results In C ustom er 

Change Control Process

I Id en tify  Projects which w ill be 

Im p lem en ted

Select Project(s) from  Phase 4

D efine  Pilot Success Criteria  

based on KPI/OEE m etrics

Phase 5a

Phase 5b

Phase 5c

Phase 5d

Phase 5e

Figure 3 .1 6  -  P h as e  5: Pilot evaluation
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3.7 Phase 6: Factory integration

In this phase successful projects which have successfully completed two series of testing: 

equipment functionality testing from phase 4 and KPI testing from phase 5 can now be 

considered for factory integration. The process to date has also ensured the appropriate 

level of sponsorship and scrutiny from management. This ensures the appropriate level of 

prioritisation. This is particularly important in legacy factories with finite resources and 

potentially multiple priorities. The process worked can facilitate a factory’s internal change 

control process or be used as an independent change control methodology. Figure 3.17 

highlights the procedure to support a control solution by project with appendix 1 detailing the 

requirements by step within the procedure. The solution or control path decided on will 

depend on:

• the testing completed and adequacy

• the capability of production equipment targeted to be upgraded or modified both 

based on configuration and operationally

• budgetary considerations and costing of solutions

There will be three potential routes to solution implementation: automated, semi-automated 

and manual solutions. Ideally an automated solution will be pursued involving an 

optimisation of equipment through software or hardware modifications or adjustments. These 

will be realised as parameter adjustments, software revisions or hardware upgrades. Semi

automated solutions will involve modifications to equipments manufacturing enterprise 

system for example how it is controlled within the manufacturing process chain. This will 

involve managing the manufacturing states the equipment utilises in its existing shop floor 

environment to deliver optimised energy consumption. Reflecting the constraints which 

legacy factories work under, a third option of manual control may need to be investigated. 

This will involve modifications of documentation and training procedures such as 

manufacturing operations procedures (MOP’s), good manufacturing practice (GMP) and 

response flow charts (RFC’s) to ensure solution compliance. This detail can then be used to 

manage when the appropriate modifications to equipment can be scheduled. As previously 

undertaken, a team comprising of the appropriate skill sets can be utilised to identify the right 

solution path. This engagement will further ensure a successful control solution by allowing 

potential gaps in any implementation plans to be identified by the technical team.
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Start: Phase 6

Phase 6a

Phase 6b

Phase Sc

Define Factory Integration Plan 

For Projects to Implemented

lecide on Control path for 

Projects .

Semi-

Automated
ManualAutomated

Factory Integration

Stop: Project 

' Complete
^  _______

Figure 3.17 -  Phase 6: Factory integration

3.8 Summary and concluding remarks

With an ongoing increase in industrial energy demand anticipated in Europe, energy 

efficiency will continue to be an important focus within industrial environments. The 

methodology outlined documents an approach to support the study and analysis of energy 

optimisation within complex manufacturing process chains. It focuses on generating an 

energy characteristic for complex discrete part manufacturing equipment and identifying 

optimisation opportunities based on targeting non value added process states. A structured 

problem solving approach is used to identify and evaluate risk factors associated with the 

implementation of improvements where qualitative workforce input is used to support the risk 

assessment. It also develops an assessment of an organizations capability to manage an 

energy improvement in order to minimize risk to core OEE metrics thereby ensuring 

opportunities are feasible and pragmatic. This supports a deeper understanding of energy
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use and potential operational impacts due to energy based change. It builds on a number of 

pillars as shown in figure 3.18.

Lean approach 
supporting green 

initiatives

Lean Tools

Efficiency
improvements

Alternative
Methodologies Monitoring &  

Targeting

CO,PE!

Energy Analysis o f  
Production 

Systems

Operational
Efficiency

Life Cycle 
analysis

Industrial
Methods

Discrete
Manufacturing

LCIA

LCM

Risk Management

Multi-criteria
management

ISO

Figure 3.18 -  Methodology pillars

From this review of the state of the art research an opportunity was identified to study the 

potential risks of energy efficiency improvements to production system performance and how 

the consideration of multiple criteria can mitigate operational impacts.
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4 Use case application with single constraint criteria

4.1 Introduction

A survey of industrial energy and resource category usage and how they are utilised w/as 

completed for various manufacturing sectors within Ireland. The survey was developed by 

the manuscript author and a team of energy engineers within the industrial sites, a workshop 

was completed to identify and document the areas to be understood. See appendix A1.3 for 

the survey detail. The survey involved interviewing energy program owners within the 

respective sites as well as physical audits of all factory environments within the survey 

including more in-depth audits of each sites manufacturing production systems. The sectors 

which supported the survey were all discrete manufacturing environments and included ICT, 

bio-medical and pharmaceutical environments. The purpose of the survey was to obtain an 

understanding of the impact of manufacturing process chains and production systems in 

terms of consumption relative to the overall site energy budgets. Through the survey, a 

deeper understanding of industrial consumption categories and system level usage, for 

example production line, HVAC consumption was facilitated. In addition, the protocol 

outlined in A1.3 was developed to ensure a standardised approach was used to collecting 

data as different industrial environments use different approaches and definitions within their 

organisations, it was necessary to ensure this variation was mitigated.

7%

78%

I Electric ity  

I W a te r  

I N a t Gas 

I Oil

Figure 4.1 -  Irish factory energy and resource categories
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A further justification for the survey was as a consequence of an opportunity to reclassify 

consumption in terms of factory systems being identified. Historically, within an Irish setting, 

energy categorisation had been approached in terms of thermal and non-thermal process 

systems, as developed through the sustainable energy authority of Ireland [19], The 

innovation for Irelands energy efficiency (i2e2) [221] technology centre, which consists of a 

consortium of manufacturing based companies facilitated the study to support this 

understanding of manufacturing process chain energy consumption impact. Figure 4.1 

displays as a percentage by category, the total GWh budget spend across all five industrial 

sites surveyed consuming collectively 145GWh annually. In all organisations, kWh spend 

reduction was the primary motivation of the survey rather than CO2 emissions reduction.

It can be seen that the survey highlighted the significance of electricity consumption to 

support operational activities. As a result, further analysis was completed through the survey 

to understand at a system level what the end use categories or system level consumers 

were, as shown in figure 4.2. It can be seen from the survey that this highlighted the 

significance of production equipment in terms of energy consumption.

DI/UPW Waste Lighting other 
3% 2%, 1%

Nitrogen Plant 
6%

Compressed Air 
7%

Process Equipment 
38%

Chilled Water 
System 

\  20%

Env Control 
23%

Figure 4.2 -  System level end use categories

Production equipment was identified as discrete or individual manufacturing tools within the 

production environment utilised to add value to a product piece within a production
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environment. These individual manufacturing tools collectively w^ere utilised w ithin production 

systems or manufacturing process chains. Each manufacturing process chain studied was 

specific to its factory site and product needs. This highlighted an opportunity for further study 

in term s of developing a methodology to characterise energy consumption within 

manufacturing process chains. This was because within each process chain, individual 

process equipment was highly unique reflecting the specific functional requirements. As a 

result of this level of uniqueness and complexity, it was observed that optim isation by 

equipm ent type would potentially be required. This was because no single energy 

optim isation solution would be applicable across process chains rather a structured 

approach would be required to characterise and understand by process chain the significant 

energy users within each manufacturing process chain to identify the most impactful 

individual opportunities. Consequently, addressing this gap became a key target of the 

research outlined. Due to the significance of biomedical m embership with the technology 

centre, a biomedical manufacturing facility which facilitated a case study within the survey 

completed was chosen to apply the m ethodology outlined previously in chapter three. W ithin 

this facility, there is an ongoing continuous improvem ent culture in terms of reducing 

environmental impact for example the adoption of IS014001/50001 m anagem ent systems 

and resource consumption reduction [222, 223]. As a result, the com pany was predisposed 

to evaluating further opportunities to improve its energy efficiency.

4.2 Case study: Biomedical facility

4.2.1 Phase 1: Energy and resource assessment

Phase 1 of the process is to form ally identify and collate the energy and resource categories 

consumed within the factory o f study. In many factory settings, these categories can be the 

responsibility of multiple departments or individuals and as a result can be managed 

individually or separately. The performance and accountability of these categories may not 

reside with site factory m anagement and may be managed through a central resource based 

in a different geography: this phase identifies the appropriate category for further analysis. 

For the case study, three years worth o f kWh consumption was analysed averaging 16 GWh 

annual consumption, highlighting the significance o f electricity consum ption to the site, as 

shown in figure 4.3. KWh consumption was the primary area of concern, rather than CO 2 

emissions due to it being a direct cost to the organisation.
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4%

10%

■  Electricity

■  Bulk Gas (Ar)

■  Nat Gas

14%

■  W ater

72%

Figure 4 .3  -  Biomedical site energy & resource categories

It can be seen that electricity is the majority kWh consumer over the time period. The study 

referenced the fifteen distribution boards that service the factory through the site building 

management system. This highlighted the areas of significant energy use within the factory 

from a systems point of view, as shown in figure 4.4.

2% 2%

3%

12%

38%

13%

30%

■  Process Equipment

■  Env Control

■  Chilled W ater System

■  Compressed Air

■  O ther

■  D I/U P W  W aste  

-  Lighting

Figure 4 .4  -  Electrical consumption by system end user
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It can be seen that process equipment was the most significant electricity consumption 

category within the factory. The process equipment category summarised the 5 

manufacturing process chains used within the site. Environmental control included both dust 

extraction and HVAC systems. Further analysis was completed through a physical audit of 

all energy consumers within each production system. One year’s worth of consumption data 

from the building management system was used to understand the consumption history of 

the individual production systems or value streams in the overall production category. This 

amounted to 6.4 GWh. This is shown in Figure 4.5 highlighting the foundry/raw material 

preparation value stream as being the most significant energy user within the production 

environment.

Due to the significance of production systems in terms of energy consumption, an analysis 

was completed to understand how factory consumption compared to production schedules 

across the factory over the same one year time period. It was noted that the primary driver of 

the production schedule studied was to ensure product availability in the first half of the year. 

This resulted in a higher level of utilisation of the foundry value stream in the front end of the 

process. It can be seen in figure 4.6 that this highlighted a potential influence on energy 

consumption in terms of foundry utilisation.

Value Stream 4 
15%

Raw Material 
Preparation 

26%

Value stream 3
15%

Value Stream 1 
23%

Value Stream 2 
21%

Figure 4 .5  -  Electrical consumption by value stream
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In conclusion, phase 1 identified electricity as the most significant energy and resource 

category for a more detailed study. This resulted in identifying process equipment as being 

the most significant energy consumption category in terms of factory systems. This was 

reinforced by analysing production schedules and foundry utilisation history and led to a 

more detailed analysis of foundry energy behaviour in phase 2.

700000

600000

500000

400000

kWh
300000

Units Shipped

200000

100000

Month

Figure 4.6 -  Factory electrical consumption and production schedule
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4.2.2 Phase 2: Factory energy and resource mapping

As a result o f phase 1, it was decided to complete an energy behaviour analysis of the 

foundry value stream to understand the presence of significant energy users within this 

manufacturing process chain. This became the main objective of phase 2: to understand 

electricity consumption behavior of a targeted manufacturing chain for manufacturing 

activity. This involved generating an overall map of how energy is consumed within the 

manufacturing process chain { S f o u n d r y ) -  W ithin this mapping process: distribution and usage 

were detailed for the targeted manufacturing process chain, identifying all discrete 

manufacturing tools {T B o u e rc ia v e , T~Pour Furnace^ T co a U n g  Fum ace j —  t T u itra s o n ic  B a th )-  Figure 4.7 

highlights this breakdown for the significant energy users within the foundry using energy 

value stream analysis to evaluate energetic performance [224]. The entire process chain 

was broken down into three segments due to the volume of equipment involved, as shown in 

figure 4.8. This included quantifying energy consumption for 2 manufacturing states: 

production and idle, for all 99 discrete tools within the foundry area. A Fluke 1735 power 

logger was used at a sample rate of 10.24 kHz with a 1 second time resolution to study tool 

energy behavior.

Raw matenal preparahon

Preparation 
Rooms 1&2. Wax 

injection and 
assembly 
processes

1 day

Coating 
furnaces 1&2 

Shell coat 
process

Pour furnace 
and knockout

3 days Finishing and 
inspection

1 day

1 day

Power consumption by usage mode for significant eiectnctty users

I M anufac tu ring  C o n s u m p tio n  (k W )  

I Id le  C o n s u m p tio n  (kiAn

Coaling P repafaior ^'eparaic** 
^ u r r ^ e 2  R o o m * Room  2

So«ie'’cteav€ CoaiK'g
ôrr.»ce *

Discrete Production Equipment

Figure 4 ,7  -  Foundry flow and significant energy user electrical consumption
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It can be seen from both figures 4.7 and 4.8 that a range of power consumption behaviour 

exists by both manufacturing states.
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The analysis highlights a number of significant energy users within the production area with 

the boilerclave being the most dominant. It was noted that its energy consumption is 

constant irrespective of manufacturing activity. Utilisation data was used to understand the 

significance of both states for the most significant energy users within the process chain. 

Figure 4.9 summarises consumption by manufacturing state and usage rate. The 

measurement data highlighted the level of significance of these individual users. These tool 

types were noted to account for 50% of total power consumption (615.3kW) and 70% of idle 

power consumption (267.7kW) within the foundry process chain. In particular the 

significance of the boilerclaves energy consumption while in a non value add manufacturing 

state highlighted an area for further characterisation.

Tool Running (W) Idle (W) Utilisation (%)
Boilerclave 108780 108780 20

Pour Furnace 114660 58800 53

Coating Furnace 1 77028 10584 42

Coating Furnace 2 77028 10584 42

Figure 4 9 -  Foundry significant energy user energy consumption and utilisation

In conclusion, phase 2 identified a manufacturing process chain for further characterisation. 

Electricity was selected as the category from phase 1 for further characterisation. The study 

that resulted charactehsed energy behaviour for the process chain in terms of production 

consumption and idle consumption. This resulted in identifying the boilerclave as being the 

most significant energy consumer within the process chain. Due to the low level of utilisation, 

idle energy consumption was identified for further analysis in phase 3.
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4.2.3 Phase 3: Production equipment opportunity identification

The purpose of phase 3 is to identify and characterise energy consumption within a 

significant energy user within the targeted production system. This consumption was 

referenced against the manufacturing behavior and manufacturing usage modes associated 

with the energy user. This required the development of equipment energy maps to reference 

against the use of principle components or modules within the tool.

The boilerclave tool was targeted for a more detailed study and specifically the non 

production manufacturing state -  idle mode. An overview of the physical layout of the tool is 

shown in figure 4.10. The function of the tool within the foundry value stream is to deliver 

reliable, repeatable and risk-free dewaxing resulting from self steam regulation. It is an 

adiabatic process as there is no heat transfer into or out of the boilerclave system. It is a 

constant volume process. Heat transfer in the boiler can be considered in the context of 

equation 6 below:

dQ = nC jJT  (6)

Where:

dQ = Quantity of heat flowing into the boiler (J) 

n = moles of gas at temp T (mol)

Cv= Molar heat capacity at constant volume (J mor' K'^) 

dT  = Temperature change (°K)

Doo« Ur4ocfc«d •  C£^^2__j

Boiler

Inner Chamber

Figure 4.10 -  Boilerclave layout
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The boilerclave incorporates wax/residue blow down, controlled exhaust cycle and PLC 

control. Eight thermocouples are fitted within the main body of the vessel, allowing constant 

monitoring of thermal profiles. The PLC controller is instrumented to a pressure transducer 

which modulates temperature performance. A time in motion study of the boilerclaves 

principle components was completed and referenced against target parameters for the 

operational behaviour of the equipment, as shown in figure 4.11. This included both idle and 

production modes.

Where:

Valve open/pump off = 0 

Valve closed/pump on = 1

Door Closed --------► Lock --------► Cycle ------► Cycle Purge  ► Test ---------► Unlock ------► Door Open

Function Door Closed Lock Cycle Cycle Purge Test Unlock
Water Level 

Adjust
Door 0 1 1 1 1 1 0

Heaters 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
Manual Stop 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Steam Valve 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
Steam Valve 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Steam Valve 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Exhaust Valve 

(Controlled 
Exhaust)

1 0 1 0 1 1 0

Exhaust Bypass 
(Normal 
Exhaust)

1 0 1 1 1 1 0

Test 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
Wax 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
Pump 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Blovi/down 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Inner Chamber 
Temp Target 

(K)
438.00 438.00 438.00 438.00 438.00 438.00 438.00

Inner Chamber 
Pressure 

Target (kPa)
0.00 0.00 937.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

BoilerTemp 
Target(K)

453.00 453.00 453.00 453.00 453.00 453.00 453.00

Boiler Pressure 
Target (kPa) 937.93 937.93 937.93 937.93 937.93 937.93 937.93

Figure 4.11 -  Boilerclave operational behaviour
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An energy behaviour study was completed to understand energy performance which is a 

consequence of the operational parameters under which the tool functions. In this exercise 

production was defined as to when the tool was being utilised for production purposes. This 

includes the machine events: cycle, cycle purge, test and unlock. Idle was defined as when 

the tool was not being utilised for production for example in an unlock event. As shown in 

figure 4.9, the tool is in an idle or unlocked state of 80% and suggested a significant 

opportunity for energy optimisation as a result.

Within the boilerclave, the inner chamber is operated under the operational temperature 

target condition of 438°K (165°C) resulting in 937 kPa (135 psi) of steam for processing 

requirements. The boiler chamber is operated under the fixed temperature target condition of 

453°K (179.85°C) resulting in 937 kPa (135 psi). It is isolated from the inner chamber until 

raw material is introduced for processing. Tool interlocks allow the inner chamber to 

pressurise when a steam valve was opened to the boiler chamber as outlined in figure 4.10. 

This process was the only operational requirement of the tool and was repeated 

continuously as per production requirements. The electrical behaviour which resulted is 

shown in figure 4.12 highlighting current consumption by manufacturing state. This reflects a 

constant energy usage within the boiler chamber irrespective of the operational behaviour 

shown in figure 4.11.

BoilerCleave Electrical Performance
Running 
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Figure 4.12 -  Boilerclave energy behaviour
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It can be seen from figure 4.12 that the behaviour outlined reflects increased ampere 

consumption due to the equalisation of pressure between the inner and boiler chambers to 

allow processing. There is a period of stabilisation post running state attributed to boiler 

chamber stabilisation post processing. A review of the tool schematic lay out, as shown in 

A1.4 and a physical walk of tool modules confirmed one significant energy consumer within 

the system: 5 x 24kW heaters, with each heater being fed from a 40A MCB. Each MCB 

draws 35A for 20 secs and then is off for 90 seconds. This is repeated continuously as per 

the configuration set up. As a result of this process, this module was identified as the most 

significant module in terms of consumption as per phase 4Fe of the fourth phase.

In conclusion, phase 3 characterised a production tool for further study: the boilerclave. 

Through correlating tool operational performance to energy behaviour, it was shown that 5 X 

24 kW heating elements were the principle consumer of electricity within the system itself. 

Idle state consumption was identified as the principle opportunity for energy optimisation, 

specifically the boiler chamber energy consumption.

4.2.4 Phase 4: Risk and cost benefit analysis

The purpose of phase 4 is to identify opportunities to optimize idle state energy consumption 

of the boilerclave system. These opportunities were evaluated in 3 sub-phases to assess 

risk to both equipment performance and cost of implementation. Risk to equipment 

performance is addressed in terms equipment functionality and OEE performance.

A team based exercise was performed using a kaizen process to map out an operational 

future state for the boilerclave system, is shown in figures 4.13 and 4.14.

Current State
Cycle ► Cycle Purge - Door Open

Boiler 
Recovery to . 
Operational 
Readiness

Cycle '  Cycle Purge -
Optimised

Boiler
Consumption

Door Open

Figure 4.13 -  Current and future state map of operational behaviour
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F u n c tio n
Door
O p en

Lo ck C yc le
C yc le
P u rg e

Test U n lo ck
E nergy

O ptim ised
S ta le

W ater
Le ve l

A djust
Door 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

H e a te is 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 0
M a n u a l S to p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S te a m  V a lv e  1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0

S te a m  V a lv e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S te a m  V a lv e 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

E xhaust V a lv e  
(C o n tio lle d  

E Khaust)
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0

EKhaust
B ypass

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0

Test 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
W ax 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Pum p 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
B lo v d o w n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

In n e i
C ham b er

438.00 438.00 438.00 438.00 438,00 438.00 438.00 438,00

Inner
C ham b er
P re ssu re

0.00 0.00 937.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

B o ilerT em p  
T a rg e t (K )

453.00 453.00 453.00 453.00 453.00 453.00 <453 453,00

B oiler  
P re ssu re  

T a rg e t (k P a )
937.93 937.93 937.93 937.93 337.93 937.93 <937.93 937.93

Figure 4 14 -  Current and future state map of operational and energy behaviour

The kaizen exercise was managed by the manuscript author and included maintenance and 

engineering resources from the organisation that operated the boilerclave system. The 

vendor of the system -  Leeds Bradford Boilerclave Corporation (LBBC) was also consulted 

for clarifications required for future state configurations. A maintenance review was 

completed of procedures associated with the boilerclave system. This was completed to 

investigate any failure modes primarily with respect to the boilerclave heating elements but 

also any other tool components that impact equipment performance. No issues or anomalies 

were noted in terms of failure mechanisms or increased consumption of parts with respect to 

the heating elements post maintenance. This data analysis was completed in parallel with 

vendor consultation and the energy metering performed. Vendor participation was 

enthusiastic due to no customer based energy characterisation being completed previously. 

LBBC felt the proactive approach to characterise energy consumption would support their 

strategy development to improve their products environmental performance.
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4.2.5 Phase 4 Functionality: Equipment evaluation of optimised energy behaviour

Although the boilerclave system demonstrated a significant robustness in terms of 

ramping/deramping capability, an understanding of the environment in which the boilerclave 

operated was required. To facilitate this, the key performance indicators were identified 

using both the functionality flow chart outlined in figure 3.12 and the input/output 

requirements in appendix 1. This highlighted availability, quality and cost being the primary 

metrics boilerclave operations were managed to. Within these metrics, availability was 

highlighted as the primary metric of importance reflecting the boilerclave as a standalone 

system within the foundry area. As a result, energy behaviour investigations of any proposed 

future state idle settings and respective recovery times were identified as the key areas to 

investigate, as highlighted in figure 4.15.

689kPa
*  (lOOspi)

O ptim isation
Identification

Pressure 
-► Reduction 

Investigation

552kPa
*  (80psi)

Evaluate Select
opportunity in ______ ^  opportunity for

tenms of factory evaluation,

priorities Stop

t
I

Shut down s y s te m ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ^

F ig u re  4 .1 5  -  O p tim is a tio n  o p p o rtu n itie s  c o n s id e re d

Both 80 psi and 100 psi settings were monitored and compared to the operational reference 

of 136 psi as shown in Figure 4.16 where it can be seen that the different settings are 

reflected in different power consumption profiles. The reduced pressure settings reflected a 

difference in energy behaviour which corresponded to less heater contact frequency. These 

settings also reflected operational behaviour the system undertook over time and as such 

were considered within operational boundaries.
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Figure 4 16 -  Boilerclave idle setting performance

Pressure decay was also studied to identify the time required to reach each future idle state 

indicating a linear relationship, as shown in Figure 4.17. It can be seen from this figure that it 

indicates the behaviour of the boilerclave and the loss of pressure over time which 

necessitated constant energy consumption to maintain the operational set point of 136 psi.

Scatterplot of Pressure (psi) vs Time (min)
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Figure 4.17 -  Boilerclave pressure decay performance
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In terms of optimising energy consumption and taking account of the operational constraint 

of availability, table 7 highlights a summary of the experiments completed. The 100 psi 

pressure setting was selected for further evaluation based on recovery time to the reference  

pressure setting of 136 psi.

Exp P ressu re  setting  
(psi)

IVlean P ow er (kW ) R ecovery  T im e

Reference 136 27 0

Exp #1 100 14 6 mins

Exp #2 80 7 12 mins 47  secs

Table 7 -  Experimental summary of idle settings investigated

Testing of recovery times from both settings was completed, in particular the energy  

consumption required to recover to the operational setting of 136 psi, as shown in figure 

4.18 . Although there is an increased consumption to support recovery, this was considered 

negligible considering the 20%  utilisation rate of the boilerclave tool.
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Figure 4.18 -  Energy behaviour observed recovering to operational readiness
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From this energy performance data, cost performance was considered using equations 7 

and 8:

E(Tdrr, = E (c ) x U t i I x t  (7)

Ef (Ti)rr, = Ef(Ct,) X util X t (8)

Where:

E (Ti)m = current metered energy cost for tool

E f(Ti)n, = future metered energy cost for tool

E(Ch) = current power consumption of heating element component

Ef(Ch) = future power consumption of heating element component

Util = utilisation of boilerclave

t = time (8760 hours)

This allowed a calculation of current energy cost for the boilerclave during its non productive 

manufacturing state idle:

€18981

As idle energy consumption is equal to running consumption, total yearly metered energy 

consumption E (T-i)—:
m

E (T i)^  = € 23652
m

An estimate of future idle energy consumption for the selected power setting of 14kW was 

calculated using eq. 8:

Ef(T,U= €98^^

From this phase, a future state condition was identified that had the potential to significantly 

reduce the energy consumption of the boilerclave system by 51%. However, analysis to this 

point has focused on equipment functionality, with an initial understanding of the principle 

operational consideration: availability and the impact to this metric, to which the boilerclave 

system is constrained. Further analysis and evaluation was required to understand the long 

term affect of this setting from an operational performance perspective as well as what 

investment requirements would be needed for potential upgrades to the system itself.
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4.2.6 Phase 4 Risk; Formal evaluation of equipment capability to manage project(s)

The operational KPI metrics availability (/\,), quality {A2) and cost (/As) were prioritised using 

the pair wise comparison technique outlined in appendix 1. Members of the workforce 

aligned to boilerclave operations supported this exercise such as maintenance, operations 

technicians and area management. This resulted in normalised values which reflected 

priorities within the boilerclave area, as shown in table 8.

KPI Prioritisation
Availability 0.7

Quality 0.2

Cost 0.1

Table 8 -  Normalised values reflecting priorities of area

It can be seen from this table that a 0.7 score reflects the workforces feedback that 70% of 

the areas priority and daily focus is on maintaining availability and as a result represents a 

significant portion of their daily workload. This suggests that any extended testing which 

must be completed within phase 5 of the methodology must prioritise an availability metric as 

part of any evaluation.

In order to understand the capability of each KPI to support energy based change to the 

boilerclave system. Workforce experience was again used to understand how capable these 

factory KPI’s are and in particular the KPI monitors used within the factory. Capability was 

investigated in terms of:

Likelihood = the possibility of a change to the selected KPI due to implementing a project 

Detectabilty = the ability to see a change on the selected KPI due to implementing a 

project

• Severity = the level or degree to which the change has affected the selected KPI.

Table 9 shows a summary of factory personnel feedback in terms of importance, what they 

value based on their experience, about the KPI monitors which measure availability, quality 

and cost.
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Variable Importance Likelihood Detectability Severity

Availability 0.25 0.75

Quality 0.07 0.73 0.20

Cost 0.25 0.75

Table 9 -  Normalised values reflecting KPI attribute importance to the workforce

Pair wise comparisons for likelihood and severity were only completed for availability and 

cost. This reflects the high level of direct monitoring of these KPI’s at the tool or boilerclave 

level. In terms of equipment quality performance, a detectability category was added to the 

pair wise comparisons. This reflects the integrated effects that can occur downstream within 

the manufacturing process chain that the boilerclave can indirectly impact.

Workforce experience was then used to assess the probability of a successful 

implementation of an idle setting of either 100 psi or 80 psi. Using their knowledge of the 

production line and the previously selected KPI’s, each project is assessed in terms of 

likelihood, detectability and severity, as shown in table 10.

Variable Project Likelihood Detectability Severity

Availability Idle Setting at 100 8 8

Idle Setting at 80 3 3

Quality Idle Setting at 100 8 8 8

Idle Setting at 80 8 8 8

Cost
Idle Setting at 100 9 9

Idle Setting at 80 9 9

Table 10 -  Workforce input on ability on monitor boilerclave energy projects

Using the data collected, each project was then scored. The value obtained outlined the 

capability of the factory to monitor each project appropriately rather than a success rate, as 

shown in table 11.

Project Capability
Idle Setting at 100 8.1
Idle Setting at 80 4.6

Table 11 -  Project capability scores
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It can be seen from this table that the relative difference within the scores highlights based 

on the collective experience of the workforce used, gaps in a factory’s capability to manage 

a change. In terms of the boilerclave projects identified, the relative difference in scoring is 

attributed to the impact on the availability KPI. The workforce considered the slow recovery 

of in-excess of 12 minutes to production readiness from an 80 psi setting as having a highly 

likely and severe impact to availability performance. From this analysis it was decided that 

the idle setting of 100 psi was the appropriate project to formally assess in terms of a cost 

based assessment. A cause-effect assessment was completed to understand potential 

operational issues that may impact the boilerclave, as shown in figure 4.19. Workforce and 

vendor engagement was utilised to support the analysis with specific testing identified as 

part of any potential upgrades. All concerns highlighted were categorised as low risk, as 

shown in figure 4.19. The factory maintenance database and vendor data was used to 

support this analysis.

T o o l

S u b c o m p o n e n t/B e h a v io r
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10)
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1.0)
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elements Note Elements are RTF
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Figure 4.19 -  Cause-effect analysis of potential failure mechanisms
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4.2.7 Phase 4: NPV of equipment with optimised energy behavior

Based on the investigations and risk assessments completed, a number of options were 

reviewed to enhance the boilerclave capability to utilise a lower idle setting. The original 

equipment manufacturer proposed two potential solutions: an upgrade to the human 

machine interface which would enable the new setting to be activated and the installation of 

a physical switch to enable the new setting. The install prices and anticipated maintenance 

costs for each solution are highlighted in figure 4.20.

Option Upgrade
Install 

Price (€)

Annual 
maintenance 

costs (€)

Annual 
replacement 

cost (€)
NPV Year 

2 (€ )
NPV Years 

(€)

1 HMI Upgrade 10,000 200 800 -1,408 70,728

2 Switch Installation 5,000 500 500 13,591 100,728

Figure 4 .20  -  N P V  for boilerclave upgrades

Due to cost being one of the KPI’s identified it was necessary to understand the financial 

impact as a result of implementation of either option. Each project was assessed in terms of 

net present value. A discount rate of 10% was used for the NPV analysis for both projects as 

shown in equations 9 and 10 highlighting option 2 over a 5 year period as having a higher 

time value of money.

Option 1: NPV„o%) = Zh  ̂  = €70,728 (9)

Option 2: NPV<,o%) = = €100,728 (10)

The calculation template is shown in figure A1.2. Although both options were favourable in 

terms of financial return, the physical switch was selected due to the financial constraints of 

the factory.
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4.2.8 Phase 5: Pilot implementation

A pilot test was completed utilising the 100 psi idle setting over an extended period of time, 

as shown in figure 4.22. The pilot was completed to ensure repeatability of performance with 

predictable recovery. It can be seen from this figure that the stability of the autoclave system 

over time is maintained during this stress testing. No operational or tool related issues were 

highlighted through the testing.

140000

120000

80000

60000

40000

20000

Time (sec)

Figure 4 .2 2  -  S tab ility testing of switch solution

An analysis of performance highlighted repeatable behaviour compared to previous 

functionality testing. The reference energy consumption mean was observed to be slightly 

higher than observed during the functionality testing. This was due to a number of production 

runs being completed during the pilot phase testing which skewed the average higher. A 

non-parametric test was used to evaluate both populations to understand the statistical 

significance of the evaluation completed as no assumption was made on the specific 

distribution of the population. The hypothesis criteria used are outlined within figure 4.23 

where n = population mean. This resulted in a P-value of 0.2595 highlighting the test was 

significant indicating Ha cannot be rejected. The optimised setting was observed to have a 

more bimodal behaviour due to less energy consumption required to maintain the lower 100 

psi setting compared to the reference setting, as shown in figure 4.24.
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step 1: Hypothesis definition 

Hq: There is no difference in parameter performance. n= rio 

Ha! There is a difference in parameter performance, Ho

Step 2: Significance outline:

Level of significance: 0.05 (or 95%)

Step 3: P Value calculation:

Prob (z > Za)
Where z = r) - r|o/sVn

Step 4: Decision criteria documentation:

If P < 0.05 then reject Ho

Step 5: Conclusion:

Determine equivalency or non equivalency.

Figure 4 23 -  Hypothesis test criteria
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Figure 4 .24  -  Boilerdave pilot energy behaviour vs. reference
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4.2.9 Phase 6: Factory integration

A review of potential solution paths was completed to evaluate the most appropriate avenue 

to ensure a controlled solution was identified. Table 12 highlights the solution paths 

analysed.

Option Solution Path Description
1 Automation PLC/switch enabled 100 psi setting
2 Equipment configuration change 1200cc to 900cc replacement

3 Semi-automation
Manufacturing defined event created to 

allow optimised

4 Manual Checklist
Documented procedure to activate manually 

through 0 /S

T a b le  12 -  Control solutions

The solution paths were identified through a workshop event comprising of the maintenance 

technicians and engineering resources that supported the work to date vendor engineering 

and led by the manuscript author. Vendor engineering ratified option 1 and 2 in terms of 

available upgrades. Factory engineering consulted with factory IT resources to understand if 

a manufacturing event could be created for option 3 within the factory enterprise systems to 

ensure the boilerclave could be logged into a low energy event. The manual checklist for 

option 4 was created by the maintenance technicians to manually log the boilerclave into a 

lower energy consuming state.

Option 1 identified was a fully automated solution to avoid any human factor dependence 

with PLC integration of the optimised idle setting into the boiierclaves operational control 

logic. This option, as shown previously in figure 4.20 was evaluated from a financial 

perspective. This was the favoured option due to the fully automated nature of the solution 

and no dependence on human factor interaction. The study of the boilerclave highlighted the 

over capacity of the system in place and suggested that option 2 was technically possible: 

replacing the current 1200cc system with a more energy efficient 900cc system. This 

however was cost prohibitive within the current climate due to an investment requirement of 

€250,000.

Option 3 considered the creation a manufacturing event called an ‘optimised idle state’ , as 

shown in figure 4.25 where it can be seen that factory floor personnel could log the 

boilerclave tool into this event while in an non production scenario to ensure energy 

reduction savings could be realised on an ongoing basis. The option was not favoured due 

to the flexibility demanded within the production environment and the discipline required by
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the manufacturing personnel to enact the idle state on the boilerclave system. However the 

concept highlighted the need for an automated manufacturing system which integrates both 

production equipment and material control. This however was beyond the current capability 

of the facility involved in this energy research.
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Figure 4.25 -  New boilerclave idle manufacturing state concept

Option 4 involved the creation of a GMP checklist which would document a procedure to 

manually bring the boilerclave into an optimised state and recover as required for production. 

As previously in option 3, this option was not favoured due to the reliance on human factor 

interaction to realise the opportunity and recover the system. The potential also existed to 

incorrectly recover the system and incur tool availability and quality issues as a result.
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4.3 Discussion of methodology application

The organisation which supported the validation of the methodology outlined had previously 

achieved ISO 50001 certification. As a result, the organisation had demonstrated both a 

functional and accountable energy management system (EnMS). A large amount of energy 

based performance information was available and this allowed an early effective 

understanding of the energy and resource categories used within the factory in phase 1. This 

also allowed a breakdown of energy use at a system level which highlighted the significance 

of manufacturing process operations in terms of consumption. Due to the highly regulated 

and compliant nature of these operations, developing an understanding of energy behaviour 

had not been undertaken previously due to a management perception that operations would 

not be capable of supporting energy based improvements. Historically within the factory all 

energy based improvements had focused on both building management and facilities 

support for example areas such as environmental control and chilled water temperature 

reductions. Energy mapping completed in phase 2 allowed an initial understanding of the 

energy behaviour exhibited by defined manufacturing states: these states were production 

and idle states. The impact of this was to formally identify and quantify the significant energy 

users within the foundry value stream and assess energy consumption in terms of non value 

added activity. This was further reinforced by correlating factory consumption to 

manufacturing activity within the foundry highlighting the potential impact of foundry 

operations to factory energy consumption. This highlighted the need for a more in-depth 

understanding of both boilerclave operations and energy consumption. The factory level data 

analysed within the initial two phases was energy data collected at a frequency of 15 

minutes. For subsequent phases a higher time resolution of 1 second was necessary to 

thoroughly understand energy behaviour at a tool level to ensure a complete baseline of 

performance was obtained. This required a significant level of manual metering as 1 second 

time resolution capability was beyond the factory’s EnMS existing capability. In addition, the 

research completed in the initial two phases was communicated to factory management to 

ensure site stakeholder support for subsequent phases as dedicated workforce resources 

would be needed.

Through phase 3, the metering of tool energy behaviour and engagement with equipment 

maintenance and engineering, improvements in equipment performance were identified. 

This was based on leveraging the experience of both disciplines in maintaining and 

troubleshooting the boilerclave system. The study of the boilerclave also highlighted the over 

capacity of the system and highlighted the opportunity and impact that effective and early 

manufacturing process chain design can have on factory level design in terms of energy 

efficiency if considered at an early stage. This phase also delivered the baseline



performance measurements required on which further research into optimisation would be 

referenced. Optimisation opportunities were also identified for the subsequent risk analysis 

phase. The technical capability demonstrated by the equipment maintenance and 

engineering disciples gave confidence to management to allow energy improvement 

investigations in a highly compliant factory production environment.

In order to ensure a successful project selection or to ensure potential mitigation actions are 

identified, the potential impact on both tool performance and production line performance 

were comprehended as a result of project implementation. In terms of equipment 

performance, an evaluation of functionality of both opportunities was undertaken. This 

required an understanding of equipment performance metrics and how an energy 

optimisation project could impact these metrics. It also drove a need to understand in detail 

the energy service requirements of the boilerclave system for example the desired outcome 

within a production process that necessitates the usage of energy. In terms of the boilerclave 

and the characterisation work completed in phase 3, this meant understanding why the 

system had a setting of 136 psi while the system was idle. It was as a result of this 

understanding that optimisation settings became evident through brainstorming ideas with 

the appropriate members of the workforce. Due to the highly integrated nature of the 

manufacturing process chain and the compliance obligations, a further understanding of 

manufacturing process chain capability was required. What this meant was ensuring 

functionally validated projects were evaluated against the appropriate KPI within the 

manufacturing process chain. To perform this effectively the KPI’s identified had to be 

understood in terms of the value they present to their organisation for example monitor 

sensitivity. As manufacturing process chains are highly dynamic, ensuring an understanding 

how KPI’s are monitored can support effective long term monitoring of energy changes. The 

benefit of this approach was to ensure a prescriptive and defined approach to understanding 

the consequences of energy changes within a manufacturing line environment. The AHP 

analysis completed supported this approach. See A1.2 for all templates and calculations 

involved. This generated a high level of confidence that the indicators monitoring the foundry 

value stream were capable of evaluating the optimised idle setting. This setting and the 

potential energy savings could then be evaluated in terms of investment potential.

The level of understanding and analysis completed ensured a high level of confidence in 

evaluating the new setting over a longer period which was the requirement of phase 5. 

Subsequent monitoring of this optimisation displayed repeatability and ensured a level of 

confidence in identifying the appropriate solution path in the final phase of factory 

integration. To support this, the original equipment manufacturer was engaged to identify 

likely solution paths. This required a unique hardware based switch with PLC control to be 

developed. This demonstrated an improved eco-design opportunity which had been
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previously unknown and showed the benefit of considering energy efficiency performance at 

the design phase for future models of the boilerclave system. An alternative solution path 

resulted in the identification of the need for a separate idle state for the boilerclave system in 

which the system could be logged into during low utilisation periods. However, the level of 

production line control and IT infrastructure required within the foundry value stream to 

realise this was not sufficient to proceed with this option. The methodology described and 

the case outlined has demonstrated how a legacy factory can improve its energy 

performance by understanding at a deeper level the energy behaviour of its manufacturing 

production systems.
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5 Use case application with multiple constraint criteria

5.1 Introduction

The focus of the research completed to this point was on validating the methodology through 

its application within an industrial setting. This resulted in the identification of a significant 

energy user within a targeted manufacturing process chain and the identification of an 

energy optimisation opportunity for a selected manufacturing state. The use case selected 

although beneficial is limited to energy evaluations against single functional constraints, in 

the use case outlined: tool availability. It is necessary to expand this approach to validate 

and consider more complex equipment configurations and environments. As a result it is 

necessary to consider how the existing methodology can be expanded to comprehend more 

complex environments for example production tools with multiple module configurations as 

well as environments where multiple functional constraints exist. Figure 5.1 highlights the 

expanded approach taken compared to the earlier case and the multiple criteria data 

collection steps needed within phase 4 functionality to support a multiconstraint environment. 

The expanded approach focuses on identifying appropriate data sources to ensure a 

comprehensive overview of current and potential future states is understood. This includes 

the identification of risk categories such as tool module performance and production line 

operational impacts. As well as comprehending mitigation requirements to ensure 

operational compliance. An ICT based production environment was selected to support this 

exploration as the technology centre membership consisted of several ICT companies who 

were willing to support a more complex validation of the methodology. The equipment 

configurations within these environments were also the most complex within the portfolio of 

company membership.
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M ultiple Criteria

Singular or multi-constraint criteria

Current state: Map Module 
Behaviour

Current state: Map Module Energy 
Behaviour

Future state(s): Map Module 
Behaviour

Future State: Create network 
diagram of system and its network

Future state(s): Map Module 
Functionality Behaviour vs Multiple 

Constraint Requirements

Future state(s): Plot of Tool Risk 
Measurement vs Operational Impact 

of Modified Module Energy 
Behaviour

Future state(s): Access Module 
Energy Behaviour vs Multiple 

Constraint Requirements

Fail

Do Future State(s) Energy 
Performance Meet Constraint 
^  Requirements? ^

Stop

Pass

Update Project list to include Testing 
Result: Title, Current State, Future 
State, Current State Consumption 
(€). Future State Consumption (€), 

Functionality (Y/N)

Select Projects that have passed 
functionality testing to proceed to risk 

evaluation process

Stop: Proceed to 
Phase 4: Risk

Figure 5.1 -  Analytical approach to support additional functionality testing of complex equipment
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5.2 Use case energy consumption characterisation

Using the methodology previously outlined in chapter 3, a more complex discrete 

manufacturing process chain was identified for energy characterisation. This was undertaken 

to further validate the methodology in a more complex environment with multiple operational 

constraints on a production tool with multiple modules. In the ICT environment production is 

processed sequentially through individual process operations. These operations can be 

segmented into the 5 disciplines outlined: photolithography, etch, oxide deposition, film 

deposition and thermal anneal/implantation as shown in figure 5.2. Energy segment 

characterisation was completed using a fluke 1735 power logger with a sample rate of 10.24 

kHz and a 1 second time resolution to study tool energy behavior.

ICT Manufacturing Process Ctiain -  Segmert descnptlon

Photolithography 
25 operations

Etch 
50 operations Oxide 

Deposition 
35 operations Film Deposition 

40 operations Thermal Anneal 
& Implantation 
35 operations

60 day throughput

Consumption breakdown by

segment

~  14 0

Film deposition segment power 

consumption by state

itlLIIL
HD C\^ P'/D CVD CVO P'.'D
CVD Type Tyoe Type Type Type Type

1 1 2  3 4  2

Dixrete ProdiKtion Equipment

I Runnin|Consumpton 

■ Idle Consumption

Figure 5 2 -  ICT production line energy consumption data by manufacturing state
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The production environment studied has an annual consumption of 14 GWh per annum. 

Each tool type within the film deposition segment was studied for a 24 hour period to ensure 

a typical reflection of tool manufacturing activity. This involved identifying and characterising 

2 manufacturing states: running and idle. As shown in figure 5.2 this highlighted the film 

deposition segment as being the most significant in terms of energy consumption with one 

tool type being the most significant in terms of kW consumption for both manufacturing 

states.

It can be seen from this characterisation shown, the level of consumption relating to the 

manufacturing idle state or non productive time (T n p ) . From figure 5.2 it can be seen that idle 

energy consumption ( E n p )  across the targeted production line was significant when 

compared to running energy consumption (Ep), with E^p being equivalent to 47% of Ep. To 

further understand the significance of Twp, utilisation rates were assessed through the factory 

manufacturing enterprise system over a 1 month period to understand the significance of idle 

rates as a percentage of total energy consumption, as shown in table 13.

Tool Type Enp (kWh) T np (%)

HD CVD 44 35

CVD Type 1 40 35

PVD Type 1 40 38

CVD Type 2 12 37

CVD Type 3 40 35

CVD Type 4 40 30

PVD Type 2 10 30

Table 13 -  Idle rates by equipment type

It can be seen from table 13 that T n p  averages 34% across the tool types sampled within the 

films segment highlighting that E ^ p  is a significant consumption category within the films 

segment. It can also be seen from the data presented in table 13, that there is one significant 

energy user in terms of both running and idle consumption: this was a High Density 

Chemical Vapour Deposition system (HD CVD). This system formed the basis of further 

work on new energy efficient manufacturing states. As a consequence of using the 

methodology it was decided to focus on the further characterisation of the idle manufacturing
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state in term s of energy consum ption as a basis to developing new  energy efficient 

m anufacturing states.

5.3 System overview

An overview  o f the discrete tool identified for further study as shown in figure 5 .3 . T h e  

system  delivers deposition of an insulation layer -  S i0 2  ranging from  5 0 0 0  A to 1 0 0 0 0  A in 

th ickness, for th e  m anufacturing of advanced  silicon based devices.

T /C  Dry Pu m p

RF G e n e ra to r(D C  P o w e r) 

P/C Dry P um p

C/Cl
\C p/ci

\  Process 
chamber

C/C2

T/C
Iransfer ^  
Chamber

T M P  Turbo Mo

C h ille r

ccular Pump)

Cassette Chamber

P/C 2

C/C Dry P um p

/ /

C h ille r

P/C  Dry P um p

Figure 5,3 - Discrete system studied: High density plasma CVD tool

The  process can be considered in the context o f equation 11:

SiH2 +  O2 “H SiOj (11)

G aseous S iH 2 and O 2 react within an A r p lasm a based environm ent to form a layer of S i0 2  

which acts as an insulating layer betw een patterned  conducting m etal films. T h e  process  

occurs at an operational pressure of 6 xIO '^ T orr (0 .7 9 9  P a). T h e  process and turbo  

m olecular pum ping configurations outlined support m aintaining this vacuum  perform ance. 

G aseous A r is added to form a plasm a, which is created  using R F  pow er ranging from  2 .5  to



5kW, this is the sole purpose of the RF generators. This creates a variable high density 

plasma allowing Ar to dynamically sputter the silicon dioxide layer as it deposits ensuring film 

uniformity. A process temperature range of 400°C (673°K) to 450°C (723°K) is used 

depending on thickness requirements which is delivered through a ceram ic tem perature 

controlled dome within each process cham ber P/C1 and P/C2, as shown in figure A1.3. 

Each process cham ber uses an individual chiller or heat exchanger to maintain heat transfer 

control of the cooling water flowing through each ceramic dome. The target performance of 

the chillers is 75°C (348°K). Lower vacuum conditions of 10'^Torr (0.13Pa) are maintained in 

the cassette and transfer chamber modules using process pumps.

5.4 Current state module behaviour

The tool (7,) was assessed during its running and idle operational states to assess module 

functionality, as shown in figure 5.4.

Where:

On = running and consuming energy to process requirements

Charged = gas lines charged but isolated from process chamber and not in use

Standby = idle and consuming energy to lower standby state to maintain functionality

It can be seen from this assessment that while the tool is running and processing material, 

all modules are operational. W hile the tool is in its idle state all modules remain operational 

with the exception of both process gas supply and RF generators.

Modules

Gases
RF

Generators
Dome

Heaters
Heat

Exchanger
Turbo
Pumps

P/C Dry 
Pumps

T/C Dry 
Pump

C/C
Pump

Running On On On On On On On On
Idle charged Standby On On On On On On

Figure 5.4 -  Current state of tool modules for operational manufacturing states

This modular behaviour was referenced against energy consumption. The study captured 

both running (Ep) and idle energy consumption (Enp) behaviour over a 3 hour period. Figure

5,5 highlights tool behaviour in term s of energy consumed in both running and idle m ode - 

E (T i)^ . It can be seen from this figure that running mode requires a period of increased 

energy consumption which is seen as a series o f power cycles up to 100kW  in consumption. 

This relates to the striking of plasma to create the reactive species from the gaseous 

material introduced into the process chamber. This generates uniform plasma of between
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ions/cm^. During running mode, a series of RF pulses are used to control the ion 

density within the plasma which is measured and controlled through plasma temperature. 

During idle mode the RF module is in a standby condition which does not require any 

plasma process control.

An energy consumption {Ec (Ti)m) by module study was completed for the idle manufacturing 

state (E/vp) to identify the significant energy consumers by module such that

Ec (T ,)^= E(c,) +E(C2) +E(C3) +.... (12)

The tool was supplied by 2 electrical distribution boards, the first supplied the pumping 

systems and the second supplied the rem ainder of the tool modules. Both boards were 

measured individually while each module was recovered from a powered down state. Each 

module (C, to C„) was recovered and metered sequentially using existing preventative 

maintenance manufacturing procedures as shown in figure 5,6.

Running mode

Tool:HDCVD 
Feature: Running & 
Idle energy 
consumption

100000

?  80000 Idle Mode
Idle Mode

I  60000

40000
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Time (s)

Figure 5.5 -  HD CVD current state energy behaviour

This process quantified the major energy consum ption m odules within the HD CVD system 

(Tj). In addition energy efficiency estimates of each module were undertaken to assess end 

use electrical power utilisation based on existing research completed [225, 226] categorising 

the conversion of electrical power into functional behaviour. This formed the basis for future 

opportunity identification for energy reduction based on potential impact.



The large energy consumption relating to dome heaters and heat exchanger is attributed to 

maintaining process ready conditions: the energy consumption relating to RF generators is 

attributed to standby consumption.

Component
Energy

consumption
Energy 

Efficiency (n)

Dome Heaters 34% 80%
Heat Exchanger 23% 87%
RF Generators 17% 95%
P/C Pumps X 2 15% 90%
Turbo Pumps x 2 7% 90%
C/C & T/C Pumps 4% 90%

Figure 5.6 -  Module energy consumption

5.5 Future state identification

A brainstorming activity was completed with key personnel who interact with the system, 

these were maintenance, operations and engineering personnel who managed the system 

on a daily basis and were familiar with the factory information systems relating to the HD 

CVD system such as maintenance and operational logs. Using a ‘current state -  future state’ 

model associated with kaizen exercises, the activity was performed to identify potential 

future states that would demonstrate improved metered energy consumption; Ef(Ti)„. Figure 

5.7 highlights an initial overview of future states. The kaizen activity was administrated by 

the author of this manuscript. 3 potential states were identified as potentially having reduced 

energy consumption. A number of boundary conditions were outlined as part of the study:

• The energy optimised states were related to when the system was in an idle state 

due to the energy consumption and the significance of idle time noted in section 5.2

• No impact to operational constraints was a condition of the study such as availability, 

recovery time, toolset capacity and quality

• The states studied should include a comprehension of risks associated with each 

state
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Recovery time and procedures to mitigate risic 
Capacity needs

Figure 5 7 -  Future energy consumption states identified

This future state map highlighted the information sources needed for state verification, the 

categories of which are shown in figure 5.8. The personnel who supported this activity 

included operations, maintenance and both vendor and manufacturing engineering 

resources ensuring appropriate human factor experience was comprehended. It was a 

requirement that all of the personnel which supported future state identification had a high 

level of familiarity and experience with the HD CVD system and specifically the types of data 

utilised to ensure compliance. As a result a number of other concerns were also highlighted 

specifically the risk mitigation plans and the need in terms of recovery procedures to bring 

the system back to production. This required the identification of appropriate equipment and 

production line performance metrics for future state compliance validation.
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Vendor

Engineering
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Sensors
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acquisition

strategy

Figure 5.8 -  Information sources needed for future state identification

From this approach a risk classification to optimised modules in terms of operational 

performance for example, recovery impact can be achieved. These data sources can 

support a failure mode effects analysis (FMEA) of potential future states. This includes 

understanding operational related issues historically linked to tool MTTF. Human factor

experience of maintenance logs and OEM manuals can be leveraged to identify issues

linked to unscheduled equipment fails.

Potential future state categories were identified for investigation. The objective was to 

identify what was technically possible initially before considering the practical application of 

these states. High level operational constraints were considered in these states including 

recovery times, which would comprehend and include risk mitigation steps.

The types of states considered were:

• State 2 Ef2  (Ti) the potential for a reduced energy consumption state involving a

recovery procedure to allow tool readiness within a 12 hour timeframe. This potential 

state would require operations to factor in this short recovery period before use.

• State 3 Ef3  (Ti) the potential for a reduced energy consumption state involving a

recovery procedure to allow tool readiness within a 72 hour time frame. This potential
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state would require operations to factor in this long recovery period before system 

use.

• State 4 Ef4 (Ti) the potential for a reduced energy consumption state involving a 

recovery procedure to allow tool readiness with a 2 week timeframe. This potential 

state would require operations to factor in this extensive recovery period before 

system use.

Within the mapping event, each state was designed to consider varying levels of energy 

reduction while the tool was in an idle state. A workshop was completed using maintenance, 

operational and engineering resources. This was completed to review and comprehend all 

potential failure mechanisms relating to the HD CVD system. The approach used initially 

concentrated on identifying and categorising known failure modes which could impact each 

state. Potential mitigation steps were then identified. These mechanisms were identified 

though reviewing maintenance, operational logs and historical quality issues that arose from 

HD CVD performance deviations. Using a FMEA template, the initial part of the exercise 

focused on failure identification to ensure all potential failures were captured rather than 

frequency and associated consequences. This quantification is documented in section 5.6. It 

can be seen from this summary, as shown in figure 5.9 that the concerns highlighted relate 

to process non-conformities and run to fail events rather than significant tool functionality or 

reliability issues. This was related to the extensive preventative maintenance procedures 

and schedules undertaken to ensure a high level of reliability in terms of tool availability. 

Maintenance schedules included weekly, monthly, semi-annual and annual preventative 

maintenance designed to maintain performance. The mitigation steps or recommended 

actions identified were improvement steps identified within the brainstorm which would 

support the realisation of the potential future energy consumption states outlined. Initially, 

the workshop focused on identifying all failure mechanisms. The factory information systems 

were then used to further clarify these failures in terms of likelihood of occurrence and 

impact to both tool performance and operational performance. The workshop was 

administrated by the author of this manuscript.
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Tool Module Heat Exchanger Ceramic
Dome

CIC Dry Pump TIC Dry Pump RF
Generators

Process Chamber 
Pumps X 2

Turbcmolecular 
Pumps X 2

Step Maintains constant 
targeted watei temp 
flow to domes, Cannot 
be adjusted with current 
sw.

M aintain; 
constant 
temperature 
throughout gas 
distribution.Canno 
t be adjusted with

Maintains vacuum  
environment in 
cassettes. Pump 
constant!) on.

Maintains vacuum  
environment in 
transfer chamber. 
Pump constantly on.

Constantly in a 
standby mode or 
turn running

Maintains constant 
vacuum environment'm 
process chambers. Pumps 
constantly on.

Maintains constant 
vacuum environment 
in process chambers. 
Pumps constantly on.

Failure Mode Defectivitji Defectiuity Pump does not 
turn back on post 
maintenance.

Pump does not turn 
back on post 
maintenance.

Unstable plasma 
environment

Bladelshaft sticking post 
startup

Bladelshaft sticking 
post start up

Potential 
Effects of 

Failure

Product Impact Product Impact Tool Impact Toollm pact Product Impact Product Impact Product Impact

Potential 
Causes of 

Failure

Flaking of particulate 
from ceramic dome

Flaking of 
particulate from  
ceramic dome

Pump end of life Pump end of life Unstable plasma 
supply

Vacuum integrety issues Vacuum integret) 
issues.
Bladelshaft sticking 
post start up

Current
Controls

Known failure 
mechanism. Moriitored  
in production line

K n o w  failure 
mechanism. 
Monitored in 
productionize

Replace on faikire Replace on failure Known failure 
mechanism. 
Monitored in 
production ine

Replace on failure Replace on faiure

Current  ̂
Containment

Production line checks 
that are time 
consuming and product 
intensive

Production ine  
checks that are 
time consuming 
and product 
intensive

Replace on faihjre Replace on failure Production line 
checks that are 
time consuming 
and product 
intensive

Replace on failure Replace on failure

Recommended 
Actions for 
future state 

inclusion

Create an operation to 
standy temp from 75C  
to 5 5 C .S V  
optimisation to enable 
feature.

Create an 
operation to  
standy temp from  
120Cto100C.SW  
optimisation to 
enable feature.

Currently would 
require manual 
intervention but 
verified,SV  
optimisation to  
enable feature of 
turning off pump 
as required.

Currently would 
require manual 
intervention.SV  
optimisation to 
enable feature of 
turning off pump as 
required.

Can be enabled 
manually.

Can be enabled manually. 
S V  optimisation to enable 
feature. Vould  require tool 
conditioning on recovery.

Can be enabled 
manually. S V  
optimisation to  enable 
feature. S V
optimisation to enable 
feature of turning off 
pump as required.

Comment Toollog  history and 
O E M  manuals reviewed 
to  ueriij potential of 
opportunity. N o  
historical or technical 
issues stopping 
enablement of 
recommended actions. 
Tool modification 
required to enable.

Tool log history 
and O E M  manuals 
reviewed to verify 
potential of 
opportunity. No  
historical or 
technical issues 
stopping 
enablement of 
recommended 
actions Tool 
modification 
required to enable.

Tool log history 
and O E M  manuals 
reviewed to verify 
potential of 
opportunity. No  
historical or 
technical issues 
stopping 
enablement of 
recommended 
actions

Tool log history and 
O E M  manuals 
reviewed to  verify 
potential of 
opportunity. No  
historical or technical 
issues stopping 
enablement of 
recommended  
actions.

Maintenance 
logs highlighted 
no issues with RF  
off.

Maintenance logs 
highlighted no issues 
recovering pumps.

Maintenance logs 
highlighted no issues 
recovering pumps.

Figure 5.9 -  Failure modes and mitigation steps
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5.6 System evaluation of module and integrated risk

A network modelling approach was used initially to evaluate the discrete system in order to 

assess module reliability performance. This involved using a combination of both series and 

parallel networks to analyse the configuration outlined in figure 5.3. This approach was used 

as the HD CVD system has a complex operating system and configuration control logic that 

ensures that all modules are monitored and controlled either in series or parallel logic. Figure 

5.10 highlights the reliability diagram relating to the HD systems operation. In addition, the 

extensive preventative maintenance schedules in place allowed a study to be completed of 

the system in terms of module failures only, rather than any other issues such as calibration 

or process related issues. Table 14 shows the calculations undertaken to assess the current 

reliability performance which were based on 12 months of system performance data.

System  C o m po n e n t C o m p o n e n t descrip tk>n V alue

Ri Cassette cham ber dry pum p 0 999

R2 Cassette cham ber 1 0.9999

R3 Cassette ch a m b e r2 0 9999

R. T rans fe r cham ber dry pump 0 999

Rs T rans fe r cham ber 0 9999

R6 Process ch a m b e r 1 dry pum p 0 999

R- Process ch a m b e r 1 Turbo-rrx3lecular pump 0.999

Ro Process ch a m b e r 1 RF genera to r 0 9999

R, Process ch a m b e r 1 dom e heater 0 9 9

Rio Process ch a m b e r 1 gas delivery 0.9999

Ri, Process ch a m b e r 1 heat exchanger 0 999

Ri; Process ch a m b e r 2 dry pum p 0 999

Ri3 Process ch a m b e r2 T u rbo -m o le cu la rp u m p 0.999

Ru Process ch a m b e r 2 RF genera to r 0 9999

Ri5 Process c h a m b e r2  dom e heater 0.99

Ri6 Process c h a m b e r2  gas delivery 0.9999

R r Process ch a m b e r 1 hea t exchanger 0.999

Ris = R: + R3 -  R X  R3 1

Ri9 = Rt X  R5 0 9989

Rjo = R4 X  Rt X  R^ X  R9 X  R10 X R11 0 9868

R:i =  R i; X  R,3 X  R ,i X  R i5 X Ris X  R ,t 0.9868

Rr: = R, X Ris X  Ri9 0.9979

Rz3 = R20 + RrrRjo X R;i 0,9999

Ri . — R22 X  R23 0.9978

Table 14 -  Current state reliability performance calculations
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It can be seen from table 14 that in terms of module reliability, the system demonstrates a 

high level of performance. This reliability performance reflects the operational policy of run to 

failure on system modules rather than implementing a proactive maintenance schedule. The 

reliability of the HD CVD system over time can now be defined as R(t); the probability that a 

component or system will perform a required function for a given period when used under 

stated operating conditions [227], where

R(t) = R24 = 0.9978

|3|

H20=R6>R7xRM9xmMll

R21-R12xR13)(l!14iR15xR16xm?

ll23:R20tRn-R20.R21=R6<l!7xMiR9iR10imi*RUxR13ifllliR15xfil6<RlM6xR7xR«iR9iM0xRn

It)

R2tR22xR23

Figure 5.10 -  Network evaluation of system
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This current state reliability performance evaluation created an understanding of reference 

reliability performance from which any energy efficient future states Ef2 -4 (Ti)m could be 

evaluated. However this initial assessment only considered the probability of module failure 

in terms of system availability. The exercise outlined in figure 5.9 outlined the potential 

module optimisations and impact of issues to future states Ef2^  (Ti)„,.

In order to further quantify this impact understanding, these future state modifications were 

assessed in terms of risk, where risk is defined as the effect of uncertainty to these future 

states Ef2 -4 (Ti)^. In this context, risk is expressed in terms of a combination of the 

consequences or impact of an event and the associated likelihood or probability of an 

occurrence [228], These future states were evaluated in terms of tool functionality and risk 

to the processes which the tool influenced, where risk considered impact, probability of 

impact and customer weighting. Using tool maintenance histories and workforce experience 

of recovery issues observed during maintenance recovery a risk measurement was created 

for each tool module experiment, RM^oduie- Using the data collected in figure 5.9, factory data 

was used to calculate the likelihood of a tool failure occurrence and the impact. This was 

completed evaluating for current state performance with maintenance experience embodied 

within the workforce used to evaluate future state performance of tool module functionality 

as shown in figure 5.11. Equation 13 highlights this functionality review considering both 

impact and reliability where:

Imoduie = Impact of module project to tool functionality

R(t) = Reliability of tool over time due to module project

R M m o iju ie  — Imoduie- R(t) (13)
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C urrent State: Id le

M odule C urrent State Perform ance Risk Im p act |1 .10|
R |t ) . L ike lihood  of 
Im p act (0 1 .0 )

R M m o d u le . Risk 
M easurem ent

Risk
(High.'Medium.'
Low)

Heat exchanger On at constant temp 3 0 001 0 003 L
Process chamber On at constant temp 7 0 01 0 07 L
DC 3enerater On 1 0 0 L
™ p On 3 0 001 0 003 L
Process chamber pumps On 3 0 001 0 003 L
Product transfer chamber pump On 2 0 001 0 002 L
Handler pump On 2 0 001 0 002 L

Future State: L o w er consum ption Id le

M odule  E xp erim ent Evaluation
Im odule  - Risk 
Im p act |1 .10)

R |t ) . L ike lihood  of 
Im pact (0-1.0)

R M m odule  Risk 
M easurem ent

Risk
(H igh /M ed ium /
Low)

Heat exchanger Off 8 0 7 6 6 M
Heat exchanger Optimised 8 0 1 0 8 L
Process chamber Off 8 0 7 5 6 M
Process chamber Optimised 8 0 2 1 6 I
DC Generater Off 10 0 3 3 L
DC Generater Standby 5 0 0 L
TMP Off 10 0 4 4 L
Process chamber pumps Off 3 0 4 1 2 L
Product transfer chamber pump Off 10 0 3 3 L
Handler pump Off 5 0 3 1 5 L

Figure 5.11 -  Risk Measurement: Current and future state functionality

The risk measurements calculated were categorised into low, medium and high using 

scoring ranges from 1 to 3 (low), 4 to 6 (medium) and 7 to 10 (high) respectively. This 

allowed a categorical understanding of the risk involved to tool functionality in selecting 

module optimisation opportunities. It can be seen from figure 5.11 that workforce input 

highlighted potential differences in performance in terms of future tool reliability. It can also 

be seen that the scale of impact of some of the module modifications to tool performance are 

potentially prohibitive if pursued without further characterisation.

In addition, an evaluation was completed to understand the potential consequences of 

selecting these system based opportunities in terms of production line process performance. 

This required additional workforce input in terms of comprehending operational needs and 

issues and how an energy optimised tool would integrate into a production line. Figure 5.12 

highlights this consideration. Using tool operational histories and workforce experience an 

integrated risk measurement or operational impact was created for each module experiment, 

IRmoduie to reflect the impact to production line performance. An impact score, from 1 to 10 

was assigned to each module project to assess the impact to production line operations. 

This was then weighted in terms of importance to the stakeholders supporting this
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assessment. This allowed an understanding of the consequences involved to production line 

performance in selecting module optimisation opportunities. 

Equation 14 highlights this reviews considering both impact to operational and process 

parameters: /operadons and w/eighting: w where: 

/operationŝ - Impact to operations from module optimisation 

w  = Importance weighting of category

IRmoduie = I!r= i I  Operations .w  (14)

It can be seen from figure 5 .12 that a number of the future states have potentially prohibitive 

impacts that would require further characterisation.
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Figure 5.12 -  Integrated Risk: Current and future state customer impact
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In order to further comprehend how the opportunities outlined could be evaluated a scatter 

plot of RMmoduie VS. IRmoduie was Completed as shown in figure 5.13. The purpose of this was  

to com prehend how a tool reliability issue could impact process operations. Historically risk 

m easurem ent calculations focus on tool reliability performance only which does not 

com prehend this impact in terms of production line performance. By comprehending  

integrated risk, this allowed a visual understanding of future state risk in terms of both tool 

functionality and operations impact to be presented to the workforce. It can be seen from  

figure 5 ,13 that future states can be considered within 4 quadrants categorising module 

performance into high and low functionality and integrated risk. This allowed the workforce  

involved evaluating their involvement in terms of project possibilities, for exam ple a review of 

figure 5 .13 highlights the risk to implementation of two energy efficient future states for the 

heat exchanger module. This can support the selection of the appropriate project 

considering module functionality risk and operations risk taking into consideration both 

reliability and impact.

Scatterplot of Integrated Risk vs Risk Measurement
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Figure 5 .13 -  Scatter plot of future state module risk in terms of functionality and operations
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5.7 Energy behaviour by module

Using the output derived from both the future state brainstorms and the risk evaluations in 

sections 5.5 and 5.6 a series of experiments were designed to understand the energy 

behaviour and savings potential that could be obtained by combinations of future state 

module optimisations. The savings potential Esavmgs can be considered in terms of current 

and future state performance as shown in equation 15 where:

Ec = current energy consumption 

Ef = future energy consumption

E savings ~ Eo-E,  (15)

5.7.1 Future state: 2a and 2b

An initial lower energy consuming future state configuration was defined as state 2a which 

powered down both the RF and turbo molecular pump modules manually, as figure 5.14 

highlights. This approach was considered to highlight the ability of the current system to 

demonstrate a lower consumption idle state. This configuration was evaluated over a 5 week 

period during low periods of utilisation where the tool was placed manually in this state for a 

twelve hour period once a week.

Modules

Gases
RF

Generators
Dome

Heaters
Heat

Exchanger
Turbo
Pumps

P/C Dry 
Pumps

T/C Dry 
Pump

C/C
Pump

Running On On On On On On On On

Idle charged Standby On On On On On On

State 2a charged Off On On Off On On On

Figure 5.14 -  State 2a: current and future state

Energy behaviour was monitored to characterise any modification of consumption behaviour, 

as shown in figure 5.15. It can be seen from this figure that power consumption was reduced 

on average from 44kW to 34kW through disabling both the RF and turbo molecular pump 

modules sequentially. It can also be seen that on recovery to a manufacturing ready idle
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state, the energy consumption reflects this transition when both modules were reactivated. 

This behaviour was repeated over the five data points collected.
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Figure 5.15 -  State 2a: energy behaviour

A second lower energy consuming future state configuration was defined as state 2b. This 

investigated the potential of using a modification of the tools operating system (o/s) to allow 

optimisation of previously evaluated risk modules. Figure 5.16 highlights the future state 

configuration in terms of module settings.

Modules

Gases
RF

Generators
Dome

Heaters
Heat

Exchanger
Turbo
Pumps

P/C Dry 
Pumps

T/C Dry 
Pump

C/C
Pump

R unn ing On On On On On On On On
Id le charged Standby On On On On On On

S ta te  2b charged Standby
On
(ODiimised)

On
(ODimised) On On On On

Figure 5.16 -  State 2b: current and future state
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It can be seen from this figure that optimisation settings are required to reduce energy 

consumption of these modules. Initially, the current tool o/s did not have this capability. This 

required an additional software (s/w) configuration to be developed in collaboration with the 

OEM to augment the systems existing capabilities as shown in figure 5.17. The future 

enabled settings were identified through the FMEA exercise which accessed both historical 

maintenance issues and workforce knowledge of the tool itself.

S ta tp  2h  rn n f iP iirs if in n

[•nter Mode AutomaticalK: 1-nabled

Tool Idle time before entering Mode Automaticalh (Minutes): M

C on fiP ;

Item C urrent 

Setting

Future

Enabled

Setting

Ramping Ramping/

Min

Step Post Step 

Dela> 

(Seconds)

I leat Kxchanger 

(Hot Loop)

75c 55c Yes 2 1 0

I leat H.xehanger 

(IXime Heat l:\changer)

45c 40c Yes 1 1 0

Donx; Temperature 

Control 

(IXime Setpoint)

120c 100c Yes 0.6 1 0

C7C Pump On Off N/A N/A 2 5

Figure 5.17 -  State 2b: software modification summary

It can be seen from this figure that the optimisation opportunities identified relate to lower 

temperature settings on both the heat exchanger and dome temperature: 55°C and 100°C 

respectively. These were identified as the most significant energy consuming modules while 

the tool was in an idle mode state. This approach was considered to highlight the ability of 

the current system to demonstrate a lower energy consuming idle state through modification. 

This optimised configuration was evaluated over a five week, as previously done during a 

period of low utilisation where the tool was placed manually in this state for a twelve hour 

period once a week, as shown in figure 5.18.
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Feature: State 2 b -  
optimised tem perature  
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recovery
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Figure 5.18 -  State 2b: Energy behaviour

It can be seen from this figure that power consumption was reduced from on average 44kW  

to 36kW through the optimised temperature settings on both the heat exchanger and the 

dome temperature
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5.7.2 Future state: 3

A third lower energy consuming future state configuration was defined as state 3, This 

investigated the potential of developing larger energy savings compared to previously 

mechanisms used in states 2a and 2b, Figure 5.19 highlights the future state configuration in 

terms of module settings.

Modules

Gases
RF

Generators
Dome

Heaters
Heat

Exchanger
Turbo
Pumps P/C Dry Pumps

T/CDry
Pump

C/C
Pump

Running On On On On On On On On

Idle charged Standby On On On On On On

State 3 charged Off Off On On On Off Off

Figure 5.19 -  State 3; current and future state

It can be seen from this figure that modular power downs are required to reduce energy 

consumption of these modules. The future enabled settings were identified through the 

FMEA exercise which accessed both historical maintenance issues and workforce 

knowledge of the tool itself. This future state required preparatory preventative maintenance 

on the system to ensure the safe power down of the documented modules. This optimised 

configuration was evaluated over a 5 week period, through a period of low utilisation where 

the tool was placed manually in this state for a 48 hour period once a week, as shown in 

figure 5.20. The future state was enacted through a phased shut down of the modules. The 

sequence identified was RF generator, heater and pumps. This was to allow adequate time 

to ensure shut down procedures were adhered to as well as ensuring tool stability before 

proceeding as well as allowing energy reductions to be verified on a phased basis. Tool 

recovery was in the opposite sequence. It can be seen from figure 5.20 that energy 

behaviour reflects this modular approach with significant energy reductions reflecting the 

modular shut downs. This resulted in an average power reduction of 52%, from on average 

44 kW to 22.9kW.
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Figure 5 20: State 3: Energy befiaviour

5.7.3 Future state; 4

A fourth low/er energy consuming future state configuration was defined as state 4. This 

investigated building on the potential of further developing larger energy savings compared 

to the previous state three. Figure 5.21 highlights the future state configuration in terms of 

module settings.

Modules

Gases
RF

Generators
Dome

Heaters
Heat

Exchanger
Turbo
Pumps

P/C Dry 
Pumps

T/C Dry 
Pump

C/C
Pump

Running On On On On On On On On
Idle charged Standby On On On On On On

State 4 charged Off Off Off Off On Off Off

Figure 5.21 - State 4: current and future state
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The future state identified built on the previous state 3 evaluations. This future state 

considered the additional power down of the heat exchanger and turbo molecular pumps. 

This became the fourth phase of the shutdown/start up sequence defined for state 3. Figure 

5.22 highlights the energy behaviour exhibited. It can be seen from this figure that state four 

demonstrated a lower power consumption of 77% of the reference idle consumption or a 

reduction of 44kW to 9.9kW.
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Figure 5.22 -  State 4: Energy behaviour
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5.8 Impact characterisation

Previous sections 5.6 and 5.7 considered future state energy performance Ef2^(T i)rr, in ternns 

of idle state or non productive tim e - T^p, energy saving - Esavings, module functionality: 

RMmoduie and operations: / module- 2 Critical to Quality (CtQ) indicators were identified using 

phase 3, step 4Fd of the process described in chapter 3. These were process performance 

(/A,) and recovery times (A 2 ). This was also supported by reviewing the operations 

categories loperanons previously shown in figure 5.12 where both /A, and A 2  reflected 

operational concerns regarding detectivity, qualification tim e and tool down impact to 

capacity. This allowed a CtQ data collection plan for the 4 future states assessed in section 

5.7 to be defined. The objective of this part of the process was to develop an understanding 

of the scale of potential consequences, both positive and negative to the system for the 

future states studied Ef2 -4  (Ti)m. The review of tool m aintenance and operational procedures 

also highlighted the need for qualitative checks post m aintenance which included module 

shut down, as well as tool readiness checks if the tool was idle for greater than 1 hour. This 

indicated process performance could significantly influence recovery times. Reference 

recovery time performance data was initially collected to assess future state recovery 

performance as shown in figure 5.23.

Boxplot of Tool Reference Recovery Times
100-1

80-

C

I
60-

|Z 40-

2 0 -

Tool Conditioning Tool Defectivity Checks Tool Uniformity Checks Total Time

Figure 5.23 -  Reference recovery times
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It can be seen from this figure that recovery times are heavily influenced by production line 

quality management concerns requiring on average an 80 minute recovery procedure to be 

performed if tool modules are powered down or tool idle time is greater than 60 minutes. 

This confirmed the initial FMEA study in terms of process concerns and the need to mitigate 

failure modes in any energy state recovery.

Reference process performance data collected was categorised into defectivity and 

uniformity checks. A single parameter was collected for defectivity which required all non

conformities to be optically measured. Within the uniformity category three parameters were 

collected: Stoichiometry or fluorine percentage, film thickness and range which was 

measured in Angstroms and consisted of nine tests per measurement category. Figure 5.24 

highlights the reference process data collected with figure 4.23 outlining the hypothesis 

criteria followed.

Boxplol of Idle St4te Defectlvtty Boxpk>t of Id le  State %F

Boxplo t M  Id le  S ta te  Thickness BoxploC o f Id le  S ta te  Range

14200

L4100

I» 0 Q

Figure 5.24 -  Reference process data

In terms of process assessment a paired t-test evaluation was undertaken to assess a level 

of equivalency of tool performance before and after testing as an initial evaluation of the
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potential of the  approach docum ented. T h e  outline of the  approach used is highlighted in 

section 4 .2 .8 .

5.8.1 Process considerations: State 2a

Figure 5 .2 6  highlights the process perform ance by m easu rem en t category post tool recovery  

for state E,2a (T^)m-

Reference w  State 2a Oefectivity Count
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Referena w  State 2» Thkkness

Reference vs State 2a %f
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3.00 i
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MSUItRingt SUttiiRwft

Figure 5.26 - State 2a: process performance

It can be seen  from this figure that process perform ance equiva lency  is m ainta ined  w hich is 

supported  through paired t-test evaluations resulting in equivalency being dem onstrated  to 

re fe ren ce  perform ance based on the sam ple  studied. This  is highlighted in figure 5 .27 .
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Defectivity 0.078 

Stoichiometry 0.716 

Thickness 0.754 

Range 0.178

Figure 5 27 -  P values for state 2a

This initial performance reflected a decision to evaluate modules that do not impact process 

conditions w^hile the system is in a non-productive state. From an operational perspective 

both modules are shown in figure A6.2, The function of the RF generator module is to 

provide plasma generation and control at 5kW with variable frequency via both top, side coil 

generators (2.0 ± 0 2  MHz) and bias generator (13.56 MHz). However while in standby 

mode this standby function as shown previously in figure 5.14 does have a power setting of 

7 kW but is deemed a non-value add setting as it does not support processing or process 

readiness. The turbo molecular pump configuration although in operation as shown in figure 

5.14 is isolated from the process chamber through a gate valve assembly while the system

is in an idle state. This isolation ensures no impact to chamber process conditions while idle

or if powered down.
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5.8.3 Process considerations: State 2b

Figure 5.28 highlights the process performance by measurement category post tool recovery 

for state Ef2b (Ti)„.

Reference vs State 2b Defectiv ity Count
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«  MO
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Figure 5.28 - State 2b: process performance

It can be seen from this figure that process performance equivalency is maintained which is 

supported through paired t-test evaluations resulting in equivalency being demonstrated to 

reference performance based on the sample studied. This is highlighted in figure 5.29.

Detectivity 0.388 

Stoichiometry 0.344 

Thickness 0.270 

Range 0.089

Figure 5.29 -  P values for state 2b
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The future state realised to support this evaluation can be seen in figure 5.17 which defined 

an optimised temperature set point reduction of 20°C on the dome configuration. Figure A6.1 

displays the dome configuration within the overall process chamber configuration. This 

opportunity was identified through the FMEA exercise which accessed both historical 

maintenance issues and workforce knowledge of the tool itself.

The optimisation settings identified on the chiller module were a consequence of the lower 

dome temperature setting which resulted in the identification of a 20°C and 5°C reduction in 

both the heat exchanger hot loop and dome heat exchanger respectively. Figure A6.3 

displays the chiller configuration and sensors adjusted to support the future state evaluation.

5.8.4 Process considerations: State 3

Figure 5.30 highlights the process performance by measurement category post tool recovery 

for state Ef3 (h)n^.
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Figure 5.30 -  State 3: Process performance
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It can be seen from this figure that process performance equivalency is maintained which is 

supported through paired t-test evaluations resulting in equivalency being demonstrated to 

reference performance based on the sample studied. This is highlighted in figure 5.31.

Detectivity 0.696 

Stoichiometry 0.117 

Thickness 0.216 

Range 0.156

Figure 5.31 - State 3; P values for state 3

The future state identified to support this evaluation built on previous states: Ef2a.b (Ti)m which 

involved powering off the RF generators and the ceram ic dome heater with the addition of 

powering down the dry pumps within the cassette and transfer chamber modules. Figure A 

6.4 highlights the pump configuration within these modules: these systems use positive 

displacem ent to repeatedly expand a cavity allowing gases to flow from a cham ber which 

allows these gases to be exhausted separately. The FMEA exercise which accessed 

historical maintenance issues and specifically run to fail issues highlighted the functional 

possibility of th is opportunity. As the functional requirement of both the turbo m olecular and 

dry pumps is to maintain vacuum integrity during processing, their power consumption 

during idle time was categorised as non-value added but also minimal risk to process 

perform ance once vacuum has been established as tool processing is interlocked to vacuum 

integrity.
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5.8.5 Process considerations: State 4

Figure 5.32 highlights the process performance by m easurem ent category post tool recovery 

for state Ef4 (Ti)
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Figure 5.32 - State 4: Process performance

It can be seen from this figure that process perform ance is potentially influenced with both 

defectivity and stoichiom etry demonstrating potential negative differences to reference 

performance and as a result non-equivalency to reference. This is highlighted in figure 5.33.

Defectivity 0.006 

Stoichiom etry 0.001 

Thickness 0.592 

Range 0.449

Figure 5.33 - State 4: P values for state 4

The future state to support this evaluation was built on previous states: Ef2a.2b 3 (Ti)m w ith the 

addition of powering down both the turbo molecular pumps and the heat exchanger.
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5.9 Future state impacts: Recovery considerations

Although the overall process performance outlined initially indicated the potential of the 

future states developed to meet process equivalency. The operational consequences of 

realising the future states outlined were not comprehended. As outlined within the process 

flow as shown in figure 5.1, recovery performance investigations were also required to 

comprehend operational impacts of the future states outlined,

5.9.1 Recovery considerations: state 2a

As the system was taken out of production to evaluate future states it was necessary to 

return the system to a production ready state to support processing. The FMEA process 

output outlined in figure 5.9 highlighted both a defect failure mode concern relating to the RF 

generator power down and a potential run to fail impact relating to the turbo molecular 

pumps shut down. These concerns required a series of conditioning recipes to be run on the 

system to ensure both process chambers were production ready and the turbo molecular 

pumps were functional. It can be seen that the median recovery time involved a further 151 

minutes, as shown in figure 5.34. The chamber conditioning steps were undertaken before 

qualitative checks to verify process readiness and to ensure minimal risk to both system and 

production post recovery. It can be seen from this figure the significance of conditioning in 

terms of recovery time accounting for 56% of the total time.

State 2a Tool Recovery Times
200 H
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( / }
C
'E 100 -

1=
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Figure 5.34 - State 2a; Recovery times
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5.9.2 Recovery considerations: State 2b

As previously outlined, state 2b required a similar requalification procedure to ensure 

manufacturing readiness as the system was taken out of production to perform the 

functionality testing. This requirement was developed from the FMEA process concerns 

outlined in figure 5.9 highlighting potential detectivity concerns from ceramic dome condition. 

This delayed the average median recovery of the tool for a further 146 minutes, as shown in 

figure 5.35. As with the previous series of experiments, this involved a series of chamber 

conditioning steps to be undertaken before qualitative checks could be undertaken. This was 

necessary to ensure minimal risk to production post recovery. It can be seen from this figure, 

again the significance of conditioning in terms of recovery time impact, accounting for 68% of 

the total time.

State 2b Recovery Times
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Figure 5.35 - State 2b: Recovery times 

5.9.3 Recovery considerations: State 3

Due to the significance of module configuration changes for state 3 and state 4. A more 

detailed recovery procedure was necessary in terms of operational evaluation and process 

readiness. This required planned preventative maintenance to be performed. Both
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procedures required a 48 hour series of maintenance tasks. This leveraged manufacturing 

operating procedures normally used by the organisation and focused on dome preparation 

and recovery. This FMEA analysis shown in figure 5.9 highlighted the impact to process 

performance from dome issues and how this module can contribute to detectivity issues. The 

resulting recovery times are shown in figure 5.36. It can be seen from this figure, the 

significance of maintenance in terms of recovery time accounting for 70% of the total time. 

Due to the significant level of module adjustment within the experimentation, the 

requalification procedures previously used in states 2a and 2b were reused to ensure 

manufacturing readiness due to the qualitative concerns highlighted. This preparatory 

maintenance and recovery requirements delayed the tool readiness for an average of 56 

hours, as shown in figure 5.36.

State 3 Recovery Times
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Figure 5.36 - State 3: Maintenance and recovery times 

5.9.4 Recovery considerations: State 4

The study undertaken to evaluate state 4 was completed on manufacturing systems which 

were not production ready systems due to capacity requirements. This was due to a low
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dem and period resulting in an excess of tool capacity. A number of system s were left in a 

permanently idle state as a result. The preparatory and recovery procedures used were 

annual maintenance tasks which allowed for process chamber conditioning, heat exchanger, 

turbo m olecular and pump power downs. Figure 5.37 displays the recovery tim es measured. 

It can be seen from this figure, the significance of maintenance preparation and recovery 

tim es as well as tool conditioning in term s of significance to recovery tim e accounting for 

80% of the total recovery tim e required. This impacted further investigations due to the 

significant resources required to complete the maintenance tasks resulting in 3 data points.

State 4 Recovery Times
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Figure 5 37 - State 4: Maintenance and recovery times

5.10 Future state module configuration

4 future state opportunities: Ef2a.2b.3A (Ti)m  were identified to support ongoing energy efficient 

evaluations. Phases 4 and 5 o f the original lean methodology outlined in figure 3.2 can 

facilitate how these future states can be characterised in terms of production system 

acceptance. The approach developed resulted in a modular breakdown o f the system 

studied highlighting how various future states can be realised as shown in figure 5.38. It can



be seen that this figure outlines how energy optimisation of system modules can be realised 

by considering both functionality and impact from FMEA considerations. This allows the final 

part of the flow to be realised as shown in figure 5.1 which is an updated project list of future 

state energy reduction opportunities documenting consumption opportunities with 

functionality considerations verified. This will support project progression formally into phase 

4: Risk where factory priorities are considered.

Modules

Gases
RF

Generators Dome Heaters
Heat

Exchanger
Turbo
Pumps P/C Dry Pumps

T/CDry
Pump

C/C
Pump

Running On On On On On On On On
Idle charged Standby On On On On On On

State 2a charged Off On On Off On On On

State 2b charged Standby
On

(Optimised)
On

(Optimised) On On On On
State 3 charged Off Off On On On Off Off

State 4 charged Off Off Off Off On Off Off

Figure 5.38 -  Future state summary of modular configurations
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5.11 Discussion

T h e  w ork  in this chapter considered how to utilise the docum ented  m ethodology show n in 

figu re  3 .2  to a m ore com plex test case with multiple constraint criteria. T h e  com plexity of 

both th e  d iscrete system  involved and its operational constraints drove the need for an  

additiona l approach to be developed  to consider the factors which can influence the creation  

of en e rg y  efficient states such as the risk of im plem entation and recovery tim e to production  

read in ess . An analysis of tool utilisation highlighted idle tim e (T wp) to be significant fo r the  

system  identified w here:

Tnp = 3 5 %  or 3 0 6 6  hours per annum

A s a result of this all future states focused on system  m odifications while the system  w as  

idle. T h e  process outlined in figure 5.1 utilised factory resources: hum an factor experience , 

F M E A  and m ain tenan ce  histories to identify energy efficient future states: E f 2 a ,  2 b .  3 . 4  ( T i ) m -  

T h e s e  system  level future states required the  consideration of baseline system  perform ance  

in te rm s  of tool reliability. This approach initially highlighted the potential lim itations of solely  

focusing  on m odular failure probabilities as this approach  did not consider im pacts to 

operations  for exam p le  non conform ities or recovery tim es which can im pact tool uptim e. 

This  drove a need to consider the  potential im pact of m odule failures on operations or 

production perform ance beyond just equipm ent reliability considerations. Using factory  

in form ation system s previously outlined: m odular risk (e q .1 3 ) and integrated risk (e q .1 4 )  

m etrics w ere  devised. T h e s e  m etrics supported a com prehension of future state  

p erfo rm ance  in term s of both increased probability of m odule failure as well as an  

understand ing  of in tegrated im pacts that operations could be im pacted by. This quantified  

fu ture  sta te  m odule perform ance through assessing both w orkforce input and a factory  

in form ation system s review. This  allowed an understanding of m odule behavior before  

functionality  testing w as  perform ed.

T h e  functionality testing of the  future states Ef2a. 2b, s. 4 (Ti)m , a llow ed a quantification of each  

state relative to current idle perform ance enabling an understanding of Esavings using eq . 15  

such that:

Ef2a(h)rr,= ^ 0 m  

E ,2 b (T i ) r .=  8 m  

E f3(T 1)rr,=  2 ^ . ^ m  

Ef4('7-,j„=34.1kW
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The functionality testing also allowed an understanding of module recovery as the testing 

criteria ensured a phased power down and recovery to support module quantification. This 

resulted in an enhanced understanding of operational behavior in terms of module 

performance as shown in figure 5.39.

Where:

Module operational = 1

Module off = 0

Module Optimised = X I 0<X<1

M odules

Gases
RF

Generators Dome Heaters
Heat

Exchanger
Turbo
Pumps P/C Dry Pumps

T/CDry
Pump

C/C
Pump

Running 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Idle X X 1 1 1 1 1 1

State 2a X 0 1 1 0 1 1 1

State 2b X X X X 1 1 1 1

State 3 X 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

State 4 X 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Figure 5 39 -  Future state operational behavior of system

Although displayed within the systems truth table, no experimentation was undertaken with 

the gas box module as it was outside the scope of the research outlined. These values 

reflect normal idle behavior.

The significance of process compliance necessitated an understanding of process 

performance and the recovery requirements needed to deliver this performance. This 

resulted in the addition of extended process chamber conditioning being undertaken post 

recovery for all future states evaluated. Preventative maintenance tasks were also required 

for states E^, 4  (Ti)m, due to the additional modules evaluated and the potential impact 

considerations revealed though the FMEA process. The recovery time characterised for the 

future states developed exhibited a negative exponential relationship described by eqt.16:

Recovery Time = 2080.56“ °^® (16)

Figure 5.40 highlights the recovery performance in terms of future state energy performance. 

It can be seen from this figure that in terms of recovery time, future states 4 (Ti)m exhibit
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significant recovery times and significantly influence the modeled relationship described by 

eq. 16.
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Figure 5.40 -  Future state recovery times

In term s of process performance, the initial analysis highlights the potential of equivalency to 

reference performance for all potential future states E^a. 2b. a, 4 (Ti)m as shown in figure 5.41. 

However it can be seen from the summary that future state 4: results indicate

potential noncompliant performance. This suggests further conditioning and preventative 

maintenance may be required to ensure process and operations compliance.

State
Process Parameter 2a 2b 3 4

Detectivity 0.078 0.388 0.696 0.006
Stochiometry 0.716 0.344 0.117 0.001

Thickness 0.754 0.27 0.216 0.592
Range 0.178 0.089 0.156 0.449

Figure 5.41 -  Summary of future state paired t-test P-values

While undertaking the impact characterisation of the identified lower energy consum ption 

future states, it was realised that further consideration was needed in term s of understanding

state 4

State 3 Reference

State 2a

10 20 30 40 50

ActKre Power (kW)
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the overall cost of recovery to an idle state from any of the future states implemented. This 

allowed a quantification of the total cost {Costtotai) o f recovery, as shown in figure 5.42.

State Maintenance (€) Conditioning {€) Quality Checks (€) Total Cost (€)

Reference - 1200 450 1550

State 2a - 1200 450 1650

State 2b - 1200 450 1650

State 3 7000 2500 1350 10850

State 4 20000 5000 2700 27700

Figure 5.42 -  Summary future state recovery costs (Costrecovery)

These costs were incurred post each recovery to an idle reference state. It can be seen from 

figure 5.42 in term s of recovery costs states 2a and 2b incur equivalent spend to reference 

while states 3 and 4 incur additional costs each time these states were used. Using 

equations (7) & (8) it is possible to calculate future state energy savings, as shown in figure 

5.43.

k W Savings Cost/k Wh util Rate Time (Hrs) Annual Euvings (C)

State 2a 10 0.1 0.65 8760 3066

State 2b 8 0.1 0.65 8760 2453

State 3 21.1 0.1 0.65 8760 6469

State 4 34.1 0.1 0.65 8760 10455

Figure 5.43 -  Summary future state annual energy savings { E s a v m g s )

Based on a utilisation rate of 65% which was recorded from the factory information systems 

and using an energy cost of €0.1/kW h a range of annual savings were possible based on the 

state utilised. It can be seen that from a financial perspective figures 5.42 and 5.43 represent 

significant variables in term s of comprehending the long term  financial viability of the future 

states identified. By considering the NPV over 2 amortisation periods for example at yr 2 and 

yr 5, a range o f values can be modelled as shown in figure 5.44.
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State NPV (2 yr) NPV (5yr)

2a €8,185 €17,877

2b €7,121 €15,554

3 €30,058 €65,653

4 €66,306 €144,827

Figure 5.44 -  NPV at year 2 and year 5

However, this highlights a limitation of using the NPV calculation in this context. From a 

financial perspective, the cost allocation of the production tool over a time period had been 

completed: it was fully depreciated. For both states 2a and 2b the savings and costs 

associated with implementation were understood which allowed an accurate modelling of 

cash flows to be completed. For states 3 and 4, savings and the maintenance requirements 

for recovery were understood but not the frequency of use of these states.

Eq. 17 demonstrates how Esavmgs, Costrecovery and Costcapnai considerations can inform cost 

savings gain or loss realised on a depreciated asset by implementing an energy efficient 

future state for a defined time period:

Cost i „ ,a i  = f 'Z t 'x  Annual energy savings  -E n  Cost A]  -  Cost capna i (1V

Where:

Cost total = cost gain or loss over the time period defined from realising an energy 

efficient future state

t = time period used to calculate Cost total from t=1yr\o t=x yrs 

Annual energy savings {Esavmgs) = average savings by year

Cost A = difference between normal tool recovery cost vs. cost from recovery from an 

energy efficient future state

n = the number of times the state was triggered in the time period defined 

Cost capital = system upgrade costs incurred to realise future states

From eq. 17 it can be seen that in terms of kWh pricing, a more compelling Cost ,o,ai will be 

achieved with higher annual energy savings. An influencing factor of these savings is kWh 

pricing. A higher kWh cost would have a bigger impact on enabling bigger energy savings
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supported by states 3 and 4. This is reflected in figure 5.45 highlighting the Esawngs obtainable 

at a higher industrial kWh price of €0.3/kW h .

k W  Savings Cost/kWh Util Rate Time (Hrs) Annual Esavrngs (€)

State 2a 10 0.3 0.65 8760 9198

State 2b 8 0.3 0.65 8760 7358

State 3 21.1 0.3 0.65 8760 19408

State 4 34.1 0.3 0.65 8760 31365

Figure 5 45 -  Summary of modeled annual energy savings (E s a v m g s ) at €0.3/kW h

It was observed through the course of this study that lower pay back durations are being 

considered more frequently within industrial environments. Depending on the project 

identified a payback period of 2 years may be considered rather than 5 years. By reducing 

the impact of the variable ‘CostA’ in term s of cost of system recovery in equation 17 

highlights a path to offset impacts of energy pricing and reducing tim elines and highlights 

what could potentially be achieved. The optim isation opportunities identified in both use case 

chapters demonstrate the capability o f manufacturing systems in legacy environm ents to be 

modified to achieve this objective. However considering this earlier within the design phase 

of production systems would further reduce this impact on future energy savings scenarios. 

A further opportunity to positively influence a more compelling cost gain is with lower 

investment costs or reducing Costcaptai- A potential path to lowering this variable is ongoing 

support for organisations considering this approach through increasing incentive program s 

or grant structures to offset against Costcapnai thus lowering the impact of actual input costs in 

both NPV calculations and equation 17. This would also potentially offset longer payback 

time periods if needed.

The system recovery impacts and the importance of process equivalency verification present 

a challenge in terms o f comprehending potential use case scenarios for all 4 identified 

states: Ef2a.2b.3A (Ti)m- Through the work outlined in this chapter, Ef2a.2b (Ti)m dem onstrated 

this possibility both functionally and financially. In terms of Cost A both states demonstrated 

equivalency in term s of reference while also demonstrating lower recovery tim es relative to 

Ef3.4 (Ti)m- As a result o f this evaluation both Ef2a.2b (Ti)m states could be recomm ended for 

future evaluation in phase 5 of the overall m ethodology with no initial lim its in terms of the 

num ber of tim es both states could be activated. £^3 , 4  ('T’jjm also dem onstrated system 

capability to obtain further savings however based on initial data more evaluation of recovery 

procedures to ensure process compliance is necessary for state 4. Both future states did 

allow a quantification of Esavmgs and highlighted opportunity in term s of long term  tool shut
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downs to realise savings across a number of systems within the tool fleet. However from 

figures 5.42 and 5.43 it can be seen that Costrecovery of both Ef3 4  (Ti)m  is significant relative to 

Esavings- This suggests a lim itation in term s of the practical application of both states. If 

scenarios existed where fleet capacity over tim e was being reduced and tem porary recovery 

to manufacturing readiness would only be needed for a subset of tools fo r example a 

lim itation to n in eq. 17 then both Ef3  4 (T i)^  could potentially be beneficial in supporting long 

term energy reductions across a fleet of production tools.
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6 Conclusions and recommendations for future work

6.1 Summary

Through a review of current literature and practice within industrial environments a 

correlation was identified between factory energy consumption and production systems. 

From this, an opportunity was identified for an original contribution based on legacy factory 

environments to understand the contribution of production systems to energy consumption. 

This built on work already completed to characterise the impact of manufacturing in terms of 

factory, value stream and machine consumption and the application of energy and 

environmental standards as shown in figure 6.1,

L ite ra tu re  c o n te x t:  F a c to ry

Seliger, G., Sustainability in M anufacturing: Recovery of Resources in Product and M ateria l Cycles. 
2007, Springer Berlin.
Kara. S.. et al., "E lectric ity  M etering  and M onitoring in M anufacturing Systems," Proceedings of the 
18th CIRP In ternationa l Conference on Life Cycle Engineering 2011, pp. 1-10.

L ite ra tu re  c o n te x t:  V a lu e  S tre a m

Herrm ann C ..e t al., "Process chain sim ulation to  fos te r energy efficiency in manufacturing,"CIRP 
Journal o f M anufacturing Science and Technology 2009. vol. 1, pp. 221-229.
J. R. Duflpu et al, "Towards energy and resource effic ient m anufacturing: A processes and systems 
approaciri," CIRP Annals - M anufacturing Technology 2012, vol. 61, pp. 587-609.

Kellens et al, "M ethodo logy for system atic analysis and im provem ent of m anufacturing unit process 
life-cycle inventory (UPLCI)— C02PE! in itia tive  (cooperative e ffo rt on process emissions in 
m anufacturing). Part 1; M ethodology descrip tion,'' The In ternational Journal of Life Cycle 
Assessment, 2011 vol. 17, pp. 69-78. Part 2: 2011, vol. 17, pp.242-251.
Yoon, H. et al, "C ontro l of machining param eters fo r energy and cost savings in m icro-scale drilling of 
PCBs", Journal of Cleaner Production 2013, vol. 54. pp 41-48.
Steinhilper, R. et al, "Developm ent of a Procedure fo r Energy Efficiency Evaluation and Im provem ent 
of Production M achinery". Leveraging Technology fo r a Sustainable World. 19th CIRP International 
Conference on Life Cycle Engineering 2012, pp. 341-346. Springer Berlin.

P ra c tic e  c o n te x t:  S ta n d a rd s
In ternational Organisation fo r Standardisation. I.S.O. 50001:2011. 
In ternational Organisation fo r Standardisation, I .S .0 .14001:2004. 
In ternational Organisation fo r Standardisation, I .S .0 .16001:2009.

Figure 6.1 -  Literature and practice awareness

This thesis documents an approach to support the study and analysis of energy optimisation 

within manufacturing process chains. The structural approach outlined in this study 

facilitated a comprehensive analysis of industrial consumption categories and system level 

usage. This allowed a reclassification of factory systems compared to previous work 

completed in terms of thermal and non-thermal process systems [19]. The significance of 

production system electricity consumption was understood and quantified as well as
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production and idle use categories highlighting production significance across a sample of 

discrete manufacturing environments. The sample selection was based on ensuring an 

accurate representation of the membership within the technology centre consortium which 

supported this research.

On reviewing the application of the methodology in the industrial settings selected the 

organisations themselves significantly contributed and highlighted the type of organisation 

that would benefit from its application in its present form. A strong theme of continuous 

improvement and employee empowerment was noted. In this context, both organisations 

were cost sensitive and utilised lean methodologies as a basis to organisational change 

where employee participation was integral to organisational improvements. Both 

organisations leveraged state of the art thinking on international standards and were ISO 

compliant across a number of disciplines such as energy, quality, environmental, health and 

safety. As a result, the opportunity to evaluate the methodology outlined was well received 

by both organisations. This suggests a level of organisational sophistication is required to 

support the methodology’s application. The methodology itself leverages organisational 

KPI’s to verify compliance to organisational priorities. This suggests a data rich environment 

is also needed for its application.

The methodology focused on generating an energy characteristic for complex discrete part 

manufacturing equipment and identifying optimisation opportunities based on targeting non 

value added process states. A structured problem solving approach was used to identify and 

evaluate risk factors associated with the implementation of improvements where qualitative 

workforce input based on their experience with maintenance and recovery procedures and 

familiarity with production operations was used to support risk assessments of energy based 

change. An assessment of an organisations capability was developed to manage an energy 

improvement in order to minimise the risk to OEE metrics thereby ensuring opportunities are 

feasible and pragmatic. Two different application use cases were studied, as summarised in 

figure 6.2 demonstrating different complexity levels in terms of both tool and constraint 

complexity. Although demonstrating different complexity levels, both use cases are specific 

to discrete manufacturing industrial environments. Both use case environments studied also 

represent highly process compliant environments.
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Study aspects Use case #1: 
M edica l device  
factory

Use case #2: ICT  
fac to ry

Context Light application of 
methodology

Complex application of 
methodology

Tool Single module system Multiple module system 
with multiple module 
interactions

Constraint Single: Tool recovery Multiple Tool recovery 
and critical to quality 
indicators

lnformatk)n level Soft on historical 
performance data

Heavy level of histoncal 
performance data and 
hard evidence

Human factor 
influence

Huge bearing on 
opinionto supportsoft 
information

Huge bearing on 
opinion butsupported 
by hard information

Figure 6.2 -  Comparison of use cases

It can be seen from figure 6.2 that tool recovery was highlighted as a significant operational 

constraint within both environments. This constraint becomes more significant within the 

more complex environment studied due to the need to verify compliance to historical process 

performance data. This consideration had significant cost implications for the future states 

outlined which resulted in potentially limited use of the future states identified through the 

research. This risk mitigation approach entailed the identification and verification of selected 

critical to quality metrics which impacted recovery times but was necessary to validate 

compliance. As a result, the body of work presented contributes to further understanding 

how energy consumption can be improved within highly compliant industrial settings through 

managing multiple compliance criteria. In this context this work hopes to contribute in terms 

of improving operational efficiency through building on the methodology pillars presented in 

figure 6.3
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Production 

Systems
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LCIA

Efficiency
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Alternative
Methodologies

Lean approach 
supporting green 

initiatives

Lean Tools

Life Cycle 
analysis

Industrial
Methods

Discrete
Manufacturing

Operational
Efficiency

Figure 6 .3  -  Methodology pillars

6.1.1 Methodology

A structured methodology was developed to support characterising a factory’s energy profile. 

It has been shown that a structured approach in characterising energy related aspects of 

manufacturing can yield significant opportunities [23]. The development of the methodology 

highlighted the need to leverage factory management to support enhanced characterisation 

of manufacturing process chains and subsequent improvements through the use of 

appropriate skill sets such as personnel with maintenance and operations knowledge. 

Utilising embedded factory metering, the contribution of manufacturing process chains to the 

factory energy profile was understood. Metering capability gaps were identified highlighting 

the need for higher sampling rate requirements to characterise production tool behavior. This 

was necessary to ensure appropriate reference profiles were generated for subsequent 

experimentation and highlighted a limitation to production system metering capabilities in 

both use cases studied. By generating a capability score the methodology ensured an 

understanding of how production priorities and operational metrics can influence energy 

based change. The methodology supports a critical assessment of both tool and production 

line monitoring strategies allowing a comprehension of potential gaps in assessing 

production tool energy change. Both use case applications highlighted the need to consider 

the impact to production equipment from implementing energy based change in terms of 

availability and cost performance.
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6.1.2 Relationship between energy consumption and operational behaviour

The application of the methodology w/ithin manufacturing environments highlighted the 

significance of production system energy consumption and highlights the organisational 

benefits of sustainable development as argued by Despeisse et al [66]. Within both the 

medical device and ICT factories studied production systems were the most significant 

system consumer of energy, at 38% and 50% of total consumption respectively. Through the 

classification of tool energy consumption into value add or running mode and non value add 

or idle mode consumption, the significance of non value energy consumption was realised 

when considered in the context of tool utilisation rates. The low tool utilisation rates 

recorded, 20% in the biomedical environment and 65% in the ICT environment further 

highlighted the significance of non value add energy consumption. This identified a category 

of energy use which allowed both industrial use cases to further investigate with minimal 

impact to both organisations in terms of perceived risk to tool performance. This approach 

was successful in terms of organisational support in progressing to the experimentation 

stages in phases 3, 4 and 5 of the methodology. The approach of characterising tool energy 

consumption into value and non value added categories allowed a critical assessment of 

production equipment configurations in non value add or idle mode settings. This helped the 

identification of equipment configuration changes to support energy reduction experiments.

6.1.3 Risk identification using human factors

Previous authors have argued for the importance of risk consideration in process 

management [229] but seldom consider the mechanisms to quantify production impacts. 

This study outlines the importance of considering risk factors to minimise subsequent cost 

impacts ensunng successful energy based project selection. This is necessary to 

comprehend potential impacts on production environments which resulted in the need to 

comprehend recovery time to support this effort. The approach outlined helps to address 

perceptions and concerns that arise within industrial environments due to project 

implementation. The potential impacts documented include both tool performance and 

production line performance. Human factor understanding both of these considerations was 

shown to be crucial in terms of identifying optimisation opportunities but also compliance 

requirements. By using structured problem solving techniques this ensured the effective 

capturing of workforce knowledge in terms of work cell priorities, equipment functionality 

improvements, organisation capability to mange energy based change and identifying 

potential GEE impacts. To support this understanding kaizen workshops and cause-effect
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models utilised within the FMEA structure proved an effective tool to capture workforce 

experience through identifying potential failure mechanisms which may impact project 

implementation. The analytical hierarchy process proved effective at ensuring an accurate 

picture of work cell priorities were understood which allowed critical OEE metrics to be 

prioritised and monitored to ensure compliance. The structure outlined highlighted the cost 

impact of energy based projects within manufacturing process chains.

6.1.4 Cost benefit models using risk and energy saving data

The use cases presented demonstrated the need to consider potential consequences with 

respect to operational compliance. The production systems evaluated highlighted the 

limitations in solely focusing on tool energy reductions. This approach does not consider 

impacts to operations for example the cost of non conformities or recovery times. This 

suggests a need to consider the potential impact of tool or module fails on operations 

beyond just equipment reliability considerations. In this regard, the use cases studied have 

highlighted the 'cost of compliance’ considerations which must be factored into any future 

state energy savings to mitigate operational production issues. The initial use case showed 

within a non complex scenario although no cost implications were recorded recovery time 

considerations influenced the energy savings which could be achieved. The complex 

scenario studied demonstrated how operations can influence energy savings. In all 4 future 

states examined in chapter 5 required compliance evaluations which incurred varying levels 

of costs all of which ultimately must be factored into actual energy savings realised. This 

consideration highlights how cost can have a profound effect on how production systems 

actually implement energy based improvements.
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6.2 Recommendations for future work

The significance of production system energy consumption highlights an opportunity for 

further research into organisational support of future energy savings and supports previous 

work linking accountancy approaches to energy improvements [230], Based on the work 

documented, the areas where future work could be undertaken include investigating 

optimum metering strategies for production systems, continued investigation for the 

development of structured approaches to support energy characterisation, consumption 

reduction approaches within production environments and the development of eco-design 

methodologies for production tools and systems in line with LCA models. These present 

opportunities for further research requiring continued academic and industrial collaboration.

6.2.1 Optimum metering strategies for production systems

Further evaluation of metering and sampling strategies is required to identify optimal 

configurations for data gathering. Recent work has highlighted the need for ongoing 

consideration into metering characteristics such as measurement, resolution and sampling 

rate [22, 231]. This is necessary to support the ongoing integration and development of 

energy metrics for production management. The development of more accurate energy and 

cost allocations to production systems will result in more accurate energy content per part 

understanding. The work outlined within this document has highlighted the significance of 

production line consumption in terms of energy and the limitations encountered when 

investigating consumption performance for example sample resolution. The establishment of 

appropriate metering strategies will enhance the ability of industrialists to continue to 

differentiate the need between physical and virtual metering solutions. This will result in 

improvements in production system modelling assumptions and drive a deeper 

understanding of energy behaviour.

6.2.2 Energy characterisation and consumption reduction within production 

environments

The methodology outlined has highlighted the significance production systems can have in 

terms of factory energy consumption. In order to identify future optimisation opportunities, 

workforce experience was leveraged to comprehend potential impacts to both tool 

performance and production line impacts. This allowed risk factors to be categorically 

assessed and a comprehension of mitigation actions to be understood in order to realise
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energy savings. This was needed due to the nature of the use cases involved: a simple and 

complex environment was explored within highly compliant discrete manufacturing settings. 

There is scope to develop the capability of the methodology within a wider context in terms 

of application to more industrial settings such as packaging, assembly and continuous 

processing and others such as building management.

From the work detailed, another area for future work is to develop a more sophisticated 

analysis of both human factors and knowledge capture to ensure a more thorough and 

comprehensive understanding of workforce experience is utilised. This was due to the level 

of expertise required on both use case studies to comprehend operational performance, 

energy consumption and optimisation opportunities. Expertise involvement ensured an 

appropriate level of quality and expert analysis needed to identify opportunity and mitigation 

steps.

6.2.3 Eco-design methodologies for production tools and systems in line with LCA 

models

The use cases documented have highlighted the impact of considering the relationship 

between manufacturing equipments operational behaviour and energy consumption. By 

understanding tool control behaviour, an in-depth 'current state’ of tool energy performance 

can be described. This supports the development of ‘future state’ scenarios which take 

energy consumption into account. The impact of energy consideration at the design phase 

has been shown in both academic supported modelling [20] and applications [14] settings. 

The continued development of energy and environmentally efficient tool design approaches 

and methodologies will enhance the ability of original equipment manufacturers to 

characterise and influence the environmental impact of manufacturing operations on both 

factory and product performance. These approaches should also consider the electrical and 

resource performance of any eco-designs to ensure a comprehension of how consumption 

performance is influenced by this direction. There is also an opportunity to introduce a more 

sophisticated risk model to realise these eco concepts. In terms of both tool reliability and 

process systems, simulation techniques should be utilised to develop a longer term 

understanding of performance.
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6.2.4 Overlap in LCA and ISO approaches to support environmentally conscious 

manufacturing

As a consequence, the methodology has outlined the need for a comprehensive approach to 

characterising energy consumption. Identifying and managing risk in terms of minimising the 

impact of energy based change to manufacturing operations. The ongoing improvement in 

ISO systems to support this objective, in particular the ISO 50001 standard is leading to its 

improvement through the ISO 50004 standard [223, 232] which will give guidance to ISO 

50001 implementation. The methodology outlined has demonstrated within a mature 

organisation in terms of energy management the ability to support continuous improvement. 

This overlaps significantly with the intent of the ISO 50004 standard. The solutions identified 

in the case study highlights the benefit of environmentally aware design and the availability 

of energy efficient upgrades to support discrete manufacturing operations. Further work into 

the exploration of LCA and ISO standards in manufacturing environments would help inform 

future energy based improvement. This will require further industrial based characterisation 

to support this objective.
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A1 Appendix 1: Input/Output Document

Phase la

Input Model Output

Identify source of information: •Docum ent Energy and •Listing of Energy and
•Utility Bills Resource catagorles Resource catagorles for
•Finance Groups E T O T = E g - E .  E . factory
•Facility Management Et o t - total energy Inputs •Gaps In factory level data

1a •Vendor or Service Eg = powerfrom  grid collection or reporting
Management E- = pow erfrom  renewables Capability Identified
• Building Metenng R tOT =  Rg R ' R^

•Automated Reporting R tot = total resource Inputs
Systems Rg = resources from  grid 

R/= resources from 
renewables

Phase 1b

Input Model Output

•T lm ePenod selectedfor •Total Energy Consumed: •Cost based Energy

1b Study (t) ETOT’ = P e .E . consumption tiistoryfortim e
•Energy unit price (Pj) •Total Resource Consumed: period (E tot ' )

•Units of Eneray consumed Rtot’ = P -R . •Cost based consumption
( E J history by Resource fortim e
•Resource unit prices (P,) period {R tot ’ )

•Units consum edforeacti •FacilityLevel Metenng
Resource (R̂ j) CapbllltyGaps Identified
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Phase 1c

Inpu t M ode l O u tp u t

• E ne rgy  consu m p tio n  history •C a lcu la te  E nergy  E= and •P ie  C hart o f fa c ility

fo r t im e  pe rio d  (Etot’) Resource R= spend  as a b udge t(F T or)w ith  E nergy

•C o n s u m p tio n  h is to ry  by propo rtion  o f to ta l fa c ility  budget (E=) and  R esource  (R=)

R esource  fo r t im e  period fo r t im e  period  defined percen tages as a fu n c tio n

1c ( R t o t ' ) • E= = Etot/Fjot of to ta l fa c ility  spend

•F a c ility b u d g e tto ta l (Fjot’) w here  Ftot= ^F i .F ; . F„ •P a re to  of E ne rgy  (E::
fo r t im e  period  (t) •Rc = Rtot^ tot )and R esource  (R=)
• F acility  b udge t ca tagories 

(F,. Fj, F„)
W here  F, = D eprecia tion .

F2 = H eadcount. F j=  Energy, 

etc

w he re  Ftot= ^F i ,F : . F„ consum ption

Phase Id

Input Model Output

•Process M ap of System • D ocum ent System Leyel Users • System Le\/el Users
users (S i . S ; .  S3 . . . S „ ) Identified (Si,S2, S3 . Sn)
•Facility M anagem ent Data W lie re S ,=P rod L in e . •Process M ap of system
•V endor or Service S:=Envlronm ental Control. level users for E--or R--
M anagem ent Data Sj=water. etc

1d • Building Metenng Data
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Phase 1e

Input Model Output

•Process Map of {Si. Sj. S3 ForSi. S;. S3... Snusingd. i •Quantified system level
S„) orm process map of energyor

• Time perlodfor analysis (t) •F (S X = P ,-E iS ,) resource spendforS i.S ;. S3
• Metering nodes for System where E'(Sn)= Energy -S ,
Level Users consumption of chosen

1e •Design Data (d) system In time •Gaps in system level
or metering capabiSty identified

•Im plied Data (i) • (Sn) rr”  Pf-Rj(Sn)
or where EHSn)= Resource

•Metered Data (m) consumption of chosen
system in time

Phase 1f

Input Model Output

•Quantifiedsystem level • Si = Eyj] tfR  '  P(Sy,)j maVEjoi'iSBa) •Pareto of System
process map of energyor or LevelUsers of the
resource spendfor 
S1.S2.S3 S.

•S i -  Rdjj ins -  R'fSj-QO )reVRTOT*(StiB.' Identified 
Energy,'Resource

1f If Ejm  or Rjroa irs ^20% continue

If E y jj ffK or RtrM ire ^20% consult 
management sponsor on view This is 
requiredto ensure appropriate pnoritisation.

CategoryforSi.S;. S3 
,S-

•Metering gaps defined 
to quantify system level 
userconsumptionfor 
Production Line(s)
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Phase 1g

I g

In pu t M o d e l O u tp u t

'  ^vrjl ITS

or
* Rffoa ine

tf Eya] ffe lins
is a to p 3 fa c to ry fa c i l i ty
co nsu m er?

Th e n  Prod line a 
S ign ificant E nergy  
U s e r (S E U )o f  EtotOC  
Rtot

If Ejrja ms or Rjrod m  
is n o tT o p  3 facto ry  
consum er?

Th e n  use data fo r  
other e n e rg y  w ork  
w ithin facto ry

U nd erstan d in g  of cost im pact 
of E^fM Ins orR{r,jj in 
te rm s of
•Inclusion in site E nergy  
M a n a g e m e n t S ystem  (E n M S )  
•E n e rg y  E ffic ien cy  
•E n e rg y  pe rfo rm an ce  (E n P I)  
•E n e rg y  C onsum ption
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Phase 2a

Input M odel O utp u t

* ^TQii itie • Production Line A rea ca tagonsed in to •P roduction  Line,Area
or sut)-sections of interest. S x m re  = (SycaifB) broken out into

* R{rod ifB Ti+T:+T3...+Tn discrete tools

2a
'W hereT i,T 2 ...Tn are discrete •P roduction  L ine.Area
production tools In
• If m ultip le lines exist, the production  
area  is broken down into discrete  
production lines
SjodsnaTOT: -  Sx+Sy+St

= IS (x . y .z )
Sx=S t i+St;+St3 . Sj i

w h e re T 1 ,T 2 , etc are discrete prod 
tools w ithin productions line Sx

broken out into individual 
lines (Sx^Sy.Sx) 
• In d iv idu a l L ines broken  
out into d iscrete tools 
(S t i .St:.S t 3 etc)

Phase 2b

2b

Input M odel O utput

• T3fQGt Sj|r.3(] line OT SxjSy.St 
broken out into tools of 
in te re s t-T i.T j .Tn 
•P roduction  Line Area 
broken out into discrete lines 
-Sx^Sy+S ;

•V a lid a te !,.T : within
S(TOailnB 0rSx.SY.S7by
creating an inventory list 
•Fo r ind iv idual Production 
L ineS xva llda teT i.T - ...T„ by 
creating an inventory list etc 
•A ll validation done by going 
to GEMBA

•C a tag o rised lis to f 
e q u ip m e n ttyp e sT iT : .Tn 
fo r Sy.3] }r^ or Sx 
•Process Map outlin ing all 
production equipment in S ^ m 
Me or production line of 
interest S*
• Metering needs.'gaps 
understoodto quantify 
consumption fo r Production 
Line in the area o f interest or 
fo rth e  discrete production 
line
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Phase 2c

Input M odel O utp ut

•P ro cess  M ap  of • Production S ta te (s )id e n tifie d fo f •P h ys ica lly  ve rified  Process
production equipm ent in each discrete eq u ipm entset M ap  outlining all production
t t i e a r e a S j ^ ^  or Productive States (P ) and Non e q u ip m e n tin th e a re a o r

2c production line of interest Productive (N P ) production line of interest
s* •In d iv id u a l e q u ip m e n tty p e s T iJ i- .T n •M e te rin g  needs and gaps

eva lu a ted  fo r m ^ erin g  cap atjilty to understoodto  quantify
m e a s u re  tool consumption consum ption fo r individual
perform ance eq u ip m en t production states

Phase 2d

Input Model Output

•Production States definedforstudy • Metered data collected or Design/Implied used •For a targeted
(P o rN P ) foreachdefinedproduction state Production Line
•Metenng nodes for Equipment: Fora single production line for a defined performance data
•D esign Data (d) production state(s)(N or NP) collected for Energy or

or Eetmws iiii:=E(Ti)+En’:)+E(T3)+., +E(Tn) Resource Categoryfor
•Irr)p liedD ata(i) vifhereE(Ti):E3+E>,3 etc the defined Production

2d or State(s)
•M etered Data (m ) •M etenng Capability 

gaps understoodto allow 
studyto be com pleted at 
a tool level 
•Production state 
tracking capability'gaps 
understood
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Phase 2e

2e

Input M odel Output

•SxM iiffi o rproduction lineo f 
interest S i

* ^730 :irt5 0̂  R!r3tl
•Production State(s)for 
T , .T ; . . T .

•F o rE (T ij , ) :E = + E s = •F o ra  given production state 
P o rN P . E j.ju re  paretoot 
E (T ,h E (T :h E (T 3 )+ .> E (T „ )  
'M ie re E fT i)= E D + E sD
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Phase 3a

Input Model Output

•P rodu ctiorE quipm en tlis tT iJ j •ID  highest consuming tool •Production State (Es=)
TnforSjrodire or production line (Tt) in prod area IE ( T i ) : IdentifiedforspecificProduction

3a of interest Sx E d+Esd too lform oredetailedEnergy
study IE t i=E s3

• Production State(s) •Consult with production Ec not part of study
P o rN P engineering to validate choice •Nonproductive states (NP) are

incaseotherfactorstobe targeted initially to reduce
paretoof consideredforexam pleisthis operational concerns

E(T,),E(T,).Ea3),...E(Tn) tool a factory constraint

Phase 3b

3b

Input M odel Output

•E (T ,)
•Tim e period for study(t) 
•Too l level m etering (in situ 
orstand a lone) 
•M on itorfrequency  should 
reflect accurate behaviour of 
equipm ent (ms required)

•M onitor Energy or Resource  
consumption for a defined
period of tim e IE(T,);fr>a3.s:

•O v e rla ye d tim e tre n d  of 
consumption with tool 
b eh av io u rfo ra  given non- 
prod state
•U nderstand ing of tools 
performance and relationship 
betw een production states 
with respectto consumption
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Phase 3c

3c

Input M odel O utput

• Schem atics o fto o l(T i)  at a 
m o d ular level 
•P roduction  engineering  
operational knowledge  
•O E M  perfo rm an ce data

•T,=C i+C :+C3.+C r w here  
c=Tool m o d u le  or 
subcom ponent

•P ro ce ss  level m ap  of 
equ ipm ent divided into 
m o d u lar b ix k s  outlining 
energy/resoufce paths 
•M e te rin g  capability or gap  
understanding at a m odular 
level

Phase id

3d

Input Model Output

•M etering  capability or gap 
understanding at a m odular level 
■Non Production state (N P)
• D esign D ata (d): Use tool electrical 
sctimatics or labelling to ID V/l inputs 
to m odules of equipment

or
•Im p lied  Data (ij. Review histoncal 
exps orw ork com pleted on equipment 
or use OEM  data 

or
• M etered D ata (m): Pow er data from  
m odules
or define plan to selectively measure  
m odules in

•F o r a tool T i . witti m etered data, m, 
E s =canbe  defined as. 
E fT , )„ -E (c ,) -E (C :;-E (C 3 )+  . ^ E fe )  
where E(c,)is the energy consum edat 
a subcom ponent or m odule level Ci in 
state N P  with tool T

• M odule breakdown within equipment 
of Energy or Resource consumptionfor 
ttie defined state
• Gaps understood in capability to 
collect data
• Understanding of breakdown to 
m odule  level if possible
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Phase 3e

3e

Input Model Output

• Module breakdown wittiin equipment 
of Energy or Resource consumption 
fortrie defined state 
ET1imj=E(Ci)+E(C;)+E(C3)+ >-E(c„)

•Time period of study (t)
•Energy unit price (Pj)
• Units of Energy consumed (E^Jfor 
component/module

or
•Resource unit prices (P,)
• Units consumedfor each Resource 
(R.)

•Total EnergyEs= consumed 
bymodule

EC c,^ P.Eo,
•Total Resource Consumed by 
module

R(Ci)* = Pf.

• Process level map of equipment 
divided into mod Jar blocks 
outlining energy/resource pattis 
with costings forthe defined state

P h ase  3f

3f

Input Model Output

•Process level map of equipmert: 
E(c,).E(cJ.E(C3) . . . .E (g  
for state NP

• Create table of tool consumption by 
module wti ere
E(Tv)t :E (C i )+E(C:)+E(C3H +E(Cn)

• Breakdown of Production 
Equipment modulecosted 
consumption for 
E(Ci ).E(C:).E(C3). ...E(Cn)
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Phase 4 Functionality (a)

4Fa

Input Model Output

• Process level map of equipment 
divided into modular blocks outlining 
energy/tesoufce pattis with costings for 
the defined state where 
E(T,W=E(c,)+E(C2)+E(C3)+ +E(g

•Equipment Maintenance Personnel

•Brainstorm Ideas with team on 
howto reduce energy 
consumption of selected 
equipment by altering modular or 
overall equipment energ\' 
performance
'M iere E iTi):Current energy 
performance of tool and 
E((T,)-Future energy performance 
• Use current state/future state 
Value Stream Map process

• Ideas tabulated into 2 columns: 
Current state performance 
E ,(T ,)„::E (c,)*E(C :hE(C ,h *E(g

Potential future state perf onTiance E. 
(T,),r=E,(Ci)+E,(C2)+Ê C3)+ .-̂ Ê g

Phase 4 Functionality (b)

Input Model Output

• Process level nnap of equipment ■ Use costings data calculated from ttie
divided into modular blocks 
outlining energy/resourcepattis

equipment energy mapto calculate future 
savings from potential future state

•E.(T,W

4Fb with costings forthe defined state
•EquipmentMaintenance
Personnel
• Current state performance and 
potentialfuture state performance

performance IE-(Ti)m= E«(Ci)+E,(C:)
+Et(C3) *  +E,(Cn)

where E < „ =  F5.E5,
P j=  Energy unit price
|a ,=  Units consumed for component c
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Phase 4 Functionality (c)

Input M o d e l O u tp u t

4 F c

• Process leve l m a p  of eq u ip m en t 
d iv id ed  Into m odu lar bloclcs 
outlin ing energ y /reso urce  paths
• E q u ip m e n t M a in ten an ce  
P e rs o n n e l
•E (T ,)„ ,
•E .(T ,)„ ,

• F o r  E - (T ,) t :  P e rs o n n e l to 
u n d ers ta n d  is the  se lec ted  
eq u ip m en ttu n c tio n a lly  cap ab le  of 
p e rfo rm in g th e  fu tu re  state id eas  
■F ailu re  M o d e  E ffects  A n alys is  to 
b e  c o m p le te d  as requ ired  by  
m o d u le  E,(Ci),E^C2) EiCCj). E,(c„)

•F u tu re  state ideas  e v a lu a te d  fo r  
functio nality  by m o d u le -c  
If EtCi= possib le  th en  E.Ci=EiC,
If E < ,  = not poss ib le  then  
EiC, = ECi

Phase 4 Functionality (d)

Input Model Output

• Process level map of E((Ci).Er(C2) •Identity Key Perfromanoe • Tabulated summary of future
E((C3). ..E(<g Indicators (KPrs)and/orOverall state Ideas on flow to alter
•Equipment Maintenance Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) equipment energy betiavlor for

4Fd Personnel Indicators that equipment is selected state lB (T i)„.=  Ei(Ci)
•Futurestate Ideaslistedfor managedto ■*-E,(cJ-*-E4C3)+ ,+E.(c„)
functionality and tabulated in table Availability (Ai) •Success Criteria identifiedfof
wltti current and future state data Quality (AJ functionaitytesting(A i,A ;. A3)
to support E<(Ti)„. Cost (A3)
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Phase 4 Functionality (e)

Input Model Output

4Fe

• Tabulated sum maiy of future state 
Ideas to support E,(T,)n, 
•EqulpmentMaintenance Personnel
• Single Constraint Criteria (SC,) 
•E(T,)„,= E (c ,)*E (C j)*E (c ,h  -E(c„)
• EiCTi) = future state performance 
projects

• Equipment to be targeted Is 
taken out of production for 
duration of testing
• Module behavlourls mapped 
againstsingle constraint(SC,) 
•Testing plan developedtor 
eacti Idea and executed
• Safe plan developedto 
recover equipment in the 
unlikelihood of an Issue

•E,(T,)n.= E,(C,)-^E,(C2)
*Ekc3)+ *E<Cj)
• Success criteria pass/fall data for 
(SC,)to allowprojectselectlon
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Phase 4 Functionality (f)

4 Fe

Input Model Output

• Tabulated sum m ary of future state ideas 
tosupportE ,(T ,)„,
• E quipm ent fvlaintenance Personnel 
•M ultip le  C onstraint Criteria (MC,. MC;.
M C j)
• E(T,)„,= E(c,) *E(C2) *E(C3>* *E(Cp)
• Et(T,) = future state perform ance 
projects

■ E quipm entto  be targeted is 
taken out of production fo r 
duration of testing 
•Testing plan developed fo r each 
idea and executed 
•Sa fe plan developed to recover 
equipm ent in ttie  unlike lihood of 
an issue
• Module behaviour is mapped 
against m ulti constraint criteria 
(M Ci MCj. M C j)
•M odu le  Risk M easurem ent is 
calculated

• O perational im pact 
Measurem ent is calculated

IFtnoo-ie I  operations vc

• Functionality evaluations completed 
to support E.(T,W
•Success criteria pass/fail data for 
(MC1MC2. M C jjto  allows project 
selection
• Plot of ^s IR^imus f® 
support deosToh maicirig™

Phase 4 Functionality (g)

Input M odel O utput

4 Fe

• Tabulated sum m ary o f future state 
ideas to support E,(T,),„
• Equipm ent Maintenance Personnel
• Success Criteria (A,. A^. A3)

•E q u ipm e n tto  be targeted is 
taken out of production fo r 
duration of testing 
•Testing p lan d e ve lope d fo r 
each idea and executed 
• Safe plan developed to 
recover equipm ent in the 
un like lihood of an issue

• Functionality evaluations 
com pletedto support ErCTi)m 
•Success criteria passfla il data fo r 
(A,. A - A3) to allov»( project 
selection
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Phase 4 Risk (a)

4Ra

Input Model Output

■ Equipment Maintenance 
Personnel 
•KPI's/OEE metrics

• Tool metrics broken down into 3 
catagories. Availability. Quallty& 
Cost Based on definitions 
•Avallabillt> '(Ai)-Tool running or 
ready to run Infleunced by Down 
time (PM's). Unsctieduled Dovwi 
Time. Errors. Alarms People and 
Material neededto run equipment 
•Quality (.A;}- Goodproductfrom 
equipmentlnfluencedbySPC 
performance customerinpul. 
scrap or unit yield for batching
• Cost (A j)- Ongoing cost of 
maintainingthe change Identified 
for implementation

•3 categories of equipment 
performance based on collective 
expenence of personnel w orkrg 
on equipment
•Equipment behaviour broken 
down into performance catagories 
to allow pnorltisatlon

Phase 4 Risk (b)

4Rb

Input Model Output

•Equipment Maintenance 
Personnel
•3 categories of equipment 
performance basedon collective 
expenence of personnel w orkrg  
on equipment 
• Absolute scale

• Pairwise comparisons completed 
between A, A 2.A3

• Questions used to compare the 
importance of categories are:
• Please rate availability (A,) 
relative to quality (AJ in 
importance
• Please rate availability (A,) 
relative to cost(A3)in importance
• Please rate quality (A;) 
performance relativeto cost(A3)in 
importance
• Absolute scale usedto score 
ratings

• Record the results from 
questions
• Evaluation offactorycapabiityt) 
evaluate energy projects identified 
from this process
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Phase 4 Risk (c)

4 R c

Input Model Output

• Recorded the results from  
questions

•Norm allsationcalculationcom pletedfor 
A ,A :A j  using the nnatnx calculation:

/i, Priorities

1 “ iZ “ l3  g  

viz ' a i 2  1 “ 23 = B ,

j  1 Bj 
' Q i j  a22

■N orm allsedvalueor
pnoritisatlonnunterB .,
B i.B ,
•Reflection of customer 
priorities wittiin their 
factory setting

Phase 4 Risk (d)

4R d

Input Model Output

• N orm allsedvalueor  
pnoritisation number B i.B i.B i. 
■Equipm entM ainlenance  
Personnel

•A i. A:. A; are assessed in terms of 
subcritena to understandhow capable a 
factory is to m anage a change Subcriteria 
are;
• Likelihood C i = the possibility of a change to 
a metric due to implementing a project 
•D e tectab iltyC := th e  abilitytosee a change  
on a m etncdue to implementing a project
• Severity C 3= the level or degree to which 
the change has affected a m etric

•An understanding of what 
producticn line personnel 
value in terms of being 
able to evaluate a change 
to their equipment
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Phase 4 Risk (e)

4 R e

Input M odel O utput

•E q u ip m en t M aintenance  
Personnel
•2 Subcatagones of equipment 
peffo rm ancebasedon  
collective expenence of 
personnel working on 
equipm ent 
•A b s o lu te  scale

• Palfw ise comparisons com pletedbetw een  
C i .C j  for equipm ent availabifity performance 
•Q uestions used to com pare ttie importance 
ofsubcatagorlesare:
• ‘P lease  rate Likelifiood relative to Severity in 
importance'

• Record ttie results from  
questions
•A llow s an understanding  
of w fia tfa d o ry  personnel 
value (im portance) in teims 
of equipm ent availability 
perform ance

Phase 4 Risk (f)

4 Rf

Input Model Output

Record ttie results from  
questions

Normalisation calculation com pleiedf or C,. C^tor 
equ ipm ert availability perfoimanceusingthe matrix 
calculation:

Ct G  Priorities

^ “̂ 1 A

Availability (A1) 
performance assigned 
an importance values 
(/J'Wittirespectto 
likelihood (L) and 
Seventy (S;. These 
reflectfactory  
personnel's experience  
of production line 
priorities
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Phase 4 Risk (g)

Inpu t M o d e l O u tp u t

•E q u ip m en t • Pain/i/ise co m parisons com pleted b etw een  C i, C :, C 3 •R e c o rd th e  results
M a in te n a n c e  Personnel fo r  eq u ip m e n t quality perform ance fro m  questions
•3 S u b c a ta g o r ie s o f • Q uestions used  to c o m p are  the im portance of •A llo w s an

4 R g quality pe ffo rm an ce s u b ca ta g o rie sa re , understanding o f w hat
based  on co llective • P le a s e  rate L ik e lih o o d  relative to S everity  in fac to ry  pe rsonne l value
ex p e n e n ce  of personnel im portance' (im p o rtan ce) in te im s of
w orking on eq u ipm ent •‘P le a s e  rate L ikelihood relative to Detectability'in eq u ip m en t qualiti'
•A b s o lu te  scale im portance '

•P le a s e  rate D etectab ility  rela tive to S everity  in 
im portance '

p erform ance

Phase 4 Risk (h)

4R h

Input M odel Output

Recorded ttie results from  
questions

Normalisation calculatior completed for C ,. C ;, C j for 
equipm ent qualty performance using the matrix calculation:

Cf Cl Q Priorities
Cl 1 ttu tty jL̂

C2 1 “ a  =f®2 

^3 ^  '̂ “ 23 ^

Quality (A2) perform ance  
assigned importance 
values (/) with respectto  
Lil(elihood(Lj^ 
Detectability (D; and 
Severity(S) These  
reflectfactory personnefs 
experience of production 
line priorities
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Phase 4 Risk (i)

Input M o del O u tp u t

•E q u ip m e n t • PaiHAfise com parisons com pteted betw een  C i. C 3 fo r •Pairv^ise com parisons
M a in ten an ce  Personnel eq u ip m en t cost perform ance co m p le ted  betw een  C ,.
• 2S u b c a ta g o ries o f • Q uestions u s ed to  co m p are  the im portance of C3
eq u ip m en t perform ance su bcatagorlesare ; •A llo w s an

4 R i
based  on co llective • P le a s e  rate L ikelih ood  relative to S everity  in understanding of w hat
exp erien ce  of personnel 
w orking on eq uipm ent 
•A b so lu te  scale

im portance' fac tory  personnel value  
(im portance) in teim s of 
eq u ip m en t cost 
perform ance

Phase 4 Risk (j)

4 Rj

Input M od el O u tpu t

■ Pa irw ise  com pansons  
f o r C v C j

•N o rm a lis a tio n c a lc u la tio n c o m p le te d fo rC v C e fo r  
e q u ip m e n t cost p erf o im ance u sing ttie  m atrix  
calculation:

&  C ; P r io ritie s  

f 1 / n  

^2 “ 12 ^

•C o s t (A3)
p erfo rm ance assigned  
an im p ortan ce  values  
(C w ith  respect to 
lik e lih o o d !/.)  and  
Severity (S s. T hese  
re flec ttac to ry  
p ers o n n e ls  exp enence  
of production line  
pnorities

Phase 4 Risk (j) Summary

KPI Likelihood (L) Detectability (D) Severity (S)
Availability (^1) Ml '.41

Quality (yl?) ri
>A2 M2 ( 4 2

Cost (ylj) j l
(43 (i
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Phase 4 Risk (k)

4Rk

Input

•Equipment
Maintenance
Personnel
■Energy
projects
Identified
•S c a le to r
scoring project
risk based on
workforce
expenence

Model

• Project(s) scored based on onginal 3 key metrics: Av A ; and ttie probability 
of a change in these KPl 's as a result of the project(s) implementation

•Each metric assessed in terms of likelihooidetectabiity/severify based on 
workforce input

Score
1

Detail 
Certain Fail

Likelihood/Deiectability 
100S certainty

Severity 
Major Impact

3 High Risk >80% certainty Significant Impact

5 Med Risk certainty Medium Impact

7 Low Risk «30% certainty Minor Impact

10 No Risk Certain cf no issue No Impact

Output

■Workforce input Inlo 
probability of 
successful 
implementation of 
project(s) based on 
their knowledge of 
production line and  
Ai, A;, A j .

Phase 4 Risk (k)

4RK

Input Model Output

•Equipment
Maintenance
Personnel
•Energy
projects
Identified
•Scale for
scoring project
risk based on
workforce
expenence

• Questions asked are in terms of the identified projects 
affecting equipment performance in terms of Availability 
(A,yQuality(A:VCost(A3)
• Availability questions to be asked of the d ien t in support 
them prioritising
'What IS the likelihood of you seeing a change in 
availability performance because of this project’
Hov* severe virould the impact likely be availability 

performance from  implementing this project?
•Quality questions to be asked of the client in support 
thempnoritising:
'What is the likelihood of you seeing a change in quality 
performance from  implementing this project?
How easily can you detect a change In quality 
perfornnance as a result of this project?
'How severe would the impact likely be to quality 
perofmrance from  implementing this project’  Sa:^ '''* "  
•Cost Questions to be asked of the client in supportthem 
pnoritlsing:
'What is the likelihood of you seeing a change m cost 
perfornnancefromthls project’
How severe would the impact likely be cost perf onnance 
as a result of this project?

•Projects scored in terms of factory 
capability to monrtor a change in terms of 
Likelihood(LVDetectab(lity(DySeverly( S) as 
shown
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Phase 4 Risk (k) Summary

KPI Project Likelihood (L) Detectability
(D)

Severity(S)

k / Z 1
•̂ >11

h. rZ2 p Z2

^ 2 h i Z l 1̂1 r Z l
J 42

h j Z 2
^ 2 Dll' r Z 2

^A2

^ 3 h j Z l r Z l
•̂ >13

h illHz r Z 2
Â2

Phase 4 Risk (I)

4 R I

In p u t M o d e l O u tp u t

■ Factory  priority  
scores
•S u b c n te n a  scores  
•P ro je c t scores

• E a c n  pro jec t sc o re d  b a s e d  on all inpu t co llec ted  
• P ro je c tZ ,  score  Illustrated

P r o j e c t Z ,  =  B2 x / ; , )  + (D« x / ' )  + (5 «  x / ; , ) )  + 

B 3 (( i“ x 4 )  + (S/‘ x / i3 ) )

• V a lu e  w fiich  ind icates  
ttie  c a p a b ility  o f a 
c o m p a n y  to m o nito r an d  
m a n a g e  an  en erg y  
b a s e d  c tia n g e  iden tified  
b y ttiis  process ttirougti 
tfie ir  p rod uction  line

Phase 4 Risk (m)

4R m

Input M odel O utput

•P ro je c t scores ■ T e a m to  review ing  scoring by project 
•T h e  scores are  relative to eacti ottier.
• A  tiigti score indicating a capabilityto  m onitof a 
ctiange  based  on energy projects identified 
•A  low score  indicates lack of capabilityto  m o n ito rs  
ctiange based  on energy  projects identified

•H ig h  scoring projects 
representpro jects  
which are functionally  
possible an d fac to ry  is 
capab le  of effectively  
m anaging  
•H igh ligh ts  gaps for 
fa c to ry to d o s e in te rm s  
of im proved  change 
m anagem ent
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Phase4NPV(a)

4NPVa

Input Model Output

•H igh scoring projects 
represent projects which 
are functionally possit3le 
and factory is capable of 
effectively managing 
•Equ ipm ent 
Maintenance Personnel 
•Energy M anager

• Factory’s have multiple pnorities. The high sconrg  
projects identifiedthroughthis process must be selected 
and com paredto other overall factoiypnoritity in terms 
of

•Cost
•Timing
•Suitability based on factory priorities 
•Resource support

• Selected project(s) 
identifiedfor investment 
analysis

Phase4NPV(b)

Input Model Output

• Selected project(s) • From equipm ent study compleied in this process. •Evaluation of
Id en tified fo r investment project owner understands If the energy impro'/ement performance
analysis projectcan be completed adjustmentto deliver
•E nergy M anager • With the existing capability of the equipment energy improvement

4N PVb • Project Owrner through adjustmentoroptim isationfthen  
continue to the subsequent phase) or 
•D oes the capability of the e q u ip m ertn eed to  
be upgraded

complete
•U p g rade requirement 
definedto  deliver 
performance: h w o rsw  
capability
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Phase4NPV (c)

Input Model Output

•U pgrade requirement •C ost of upgrade understood •Investm ent costings
defined to deliver •Yearly savings calculated: (Reference-im provem ent; •S im ple  Paybackfor
performance: fiw orsw unit price x units used of utility x time investment

4NPVC capability •Payback calculated: Initial investm ert’Average yearly 
saving
• Rate of return of investment: -100  x (Av savings over 5 
yrs-Av expenditure overSyrsVUpfrontinvestm ent

•R ate of return for 
investment

Phase4NPV (d)

4NPVd

Input M odel Output

•H ig ti scoring projects 
representing projects 
which are functionally 
possible andtactotyis  
capable of effectively 
managing
•S im p le  Paybackfor
Investm entforeach
project

• Project scores plotted on a 2D plotwith project 
capability scoring on the Y axis and payback value on 
the X  axis

•V isual plot of 
project(s) scorings 
highlighting relatve  
differences in capabiliiy 
by project and payback
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Phase 5 a

5a

Input Model Output

•Highsconng 
functionaly possible 
project(s)wltfi 
acceptable payback 
•Productior Engineenng 
•Energy Manager

• Project(s) evaluated over an agreed time periodto 
understand project performance against production line 
OEE or KPI's Tfie following data is suggested as 
appropnate
•ProjectComponer< (populated from previous tab le )- 
Test Details-Critical to Quality Indicator-Type of 
test(GRC/1 ohPoint of Detection (Tool/in line,€nd of 
Line}-Data (BaselinerData iTestVStatistical Success 
Cntena-Testcomplete (Pass/Fail)

•Defined extended test 
plan witti appropnate 
success critena metncs 
ttiat are production line 
based for project(s) 
identified 
•Gaps identified In 
capability wtiich must 
bedosed'explained 
before proceeding

Phase 5 b

5b

Input Model Output

•High scoring 
functionaly possible 
project(s)with 
acceptable payback 
•Defined extended test 
plan with appropnate 
success criteria metrics 
•Production Engineenng 
•Energy Manager

•Project(s)evaluated individualy or where appropnate 
as 3 grouping The purpose of the extendedtesting is to 
monitorthe project(s)overtimeto ensure production 
metrics within acceptable criteria

•Defined extended test 
plan with appropnate 
success cntena metrics 
thatare production line 
basedforproject(s) 
identified
•Gaps identified which 
must be
closed/explained 
before proceeding
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Phase 5 c

5c

Input Model Output

•E xtendedtestdatafo r
project(s)
• Production Engineeiing 
•E nergyM anager

•Project(s) data evaluated based on success criteria 
(OEE/’production line KPI's)^ Equipmentfunctionalty 
testing may not detector highlight changes within the 
prodction lire  itself As a result extended testing is 
required
•Data to be usedto reflect on Phase 4 Functionality if 
testing re\/eils issues ornot m eeting success criteria

•D ocum ented data 
recording project(s) 
success
•D ocum ented data 
highlighting issues 
•G aps identified which 
must be
closed/explained to 
proceed to next phase

Phase 5 d

Input Model Output

•Docum ented data • Project(s) data documented within factor's existing •Project(s)data
recording project(s) Change Control Process (C C P ) collected meets CCP

5d
success • Requires cooperation of quality systems owners to •Requirem ents
• Production Engineenng review and validate data •Gaps Identified which
•E nergyM anager • By inputing into C CP system indicatesformallactory require fuitTier
•Quality Engineer or 
Change Control Board 
owner

acceptance of desire to implement change collection or analysis
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Phase 5 e

5e

Input M odel Output

• Project(s) data 
collected meets C C F  
requirements 
•G aps identified whicti 
require further collection 
or analysis
•Production Engineering 
•Energy M anager 
•Quality Engineer or 
C hange Control Board 
owner

• Factor\''s have multiple priorities The project(s) 
identifiedthroughthis process must be selectedand  
com paredto other overall factory' prialtity in terms of 

•C ost 
•Tim ing
•Suitability based on factory priorities 
•Resource support

•Project(s)selected  
with C C P  sponsorship 
•Project(s)pnorltised  
appropriately based on 
factory priorities
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Phase 6 a

Input M odel O utput

•P ro j0c t(s )se le d e d w itti • Project(s) prioritised appropriately based on factory •D o c u m e n te d  and
C C P sp on so rsfiip priorities m anagem ent appro^/ed
•E n e rg y  M an ag er • D e fin e  im plem entation sctiedule witfi staketiolders le im plem entation plan for

6a

•E n g in eerin g
M an ag em en t
•Production
M a n a g e m e rt

eq u ip m ent owners, production owners. energ\' m anager 
• C ontent detail for im plem entation to outline owner, 
change detail. d a ta fro m P h a s e  3 and 5 evaluations  
schedule.

project(s)

Phase 6 b

6b

Input Model Output

• Project(s) selected with 
CCP sponsorship 
•Energy Manager
• Production Engineering 
•Original Equipment 
Manufacturer

• Equpment personnel (engineering and maintenance) 
identify the most appropriate option to dehverthe 
equipment improvement project Catagories to be 
investigated
•Automated solution

•Optimisation of tool modeof operation le 
production state ornon production state
• Equipment control sequence
■ Appropriate parameter change
• Upgrade -  sw or hw as appropriate 

•Semi-automated:
•Manufactunng control system
• Defined new mode of operation with project 
improvement included

• Manual
•Training
•Good Manufactunng Practice documentation
• Response flow chart 
•SOP Documentation

•Appropriate 
solution(s) identified 
taking factory 
constraints into account



Phase 6 c

6c

Input Model Output

•Appropriate solutlon(s) 
identifiedtaking factory 
constraints Into account 
•Energy M anager 
•Production Engineering 
•Original Equipment 
Manufacturer

• Equipment owner schedules equipment downtime to 
allow upgrade(s)to be integrated into equipment
• Equipment owner documents project closure In 
equipment configuration documentation. CCB  
documentationandGMPdocum entatlonas appropriate

•Docum ented closure 
and delivery of project 
•Gapsldentlfiedto  
allow closureplantobe  
created
•Option to continue by 
reverting back to Ptiase 
3 to Identify new  
opportunities
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A1.2 AHP evaluation  & N PV tem plates

Step 1: AHP on factory priorities
Availability 0.7
Quality 0.2
Cost 0.1

Step 2: AHP on questions relating to factory priorities
A\ailability Importance Likelihood Severity Number Normalised number
Likelihood 1.00 0.33 1.33 0.25
Severity 3.00 1.00 4.00 0.75

Quality Importance Likelihood Detectability Severity Number Normalised numbe
Likelihood 1.00 0.14 0.33 1 48 0.07
Detectability 7.00 1.00 7.00 15.00 0.73
Severity 3.00 0.14 1.00 4.14 0.20

Cost Importance Likelihood Severity Number Normalised number
Likelihood 1.00 0.33 1.33 0.25
Severity 3.00 1.00 4.00 0.75

Variable Importance Likelihood Detectability Severity
A va ilab ility 0.25 0.75

Quality 0.07 0.73 0.20
Cost 0.25 0.75

Step 3: User scores questions for every project
Vanable Project Likelihood Detectability Severity

Availability
Idle Setting at 100 8 8
Idle Setting at 80 3 3

Quality
Idle Setting at 100 8 8 8
Idle Setting at 80 8 8 8

Cost Idle Setting at 100 9 9
Idle Setting at 80 9 9

Project AHP Score eSigma Risk L6Sigma Risk score

Idle Setting at 100 8.1 X 64
Idle Setting at 80 4.6 X 9
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1 C u m u la t iv e  C ash F lo w  fo r  S w itch  O p tio n  I

E x p e n d itu re  
Investment 
A nnual Costs

-e 5,000 
€0

€ 500 
€ 500

€ 500 
€500

€500 
€ 500

€500 
€ 500

€ 500 
€ 500

(T o ta l ^ H B n d itu r e -€ 5,000 €  1,000 € 1.000 € 1.000 € 1,000 €  1JK)0|
S av ings
Energy € 0 € 9,811 €  9,811 € 9.811 € 9.811 €  9,811
Other € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0
T o ta l S av ings € 0 € 9 ,811 € 9,811 €9 ,811 € 9,811 €9,8111

N et Cash F lo w €  5,000 €  10,811 €  10,811 €  10,811 €  10,811 €  10,811
D isco u n t F a c to r 1 000 0 909 0 826 0 751 0 683 0 621'
P re se n t V a lu e €  5,000 €  9,828 € 8,935 € 8 ,1 2 2 € 7,384 € 6 ,7 1 3
N et P re se n t V a lu e -€1^000 € 1V 6 3 €  21.885 € 29,269 C 3 5 J B
o r u s ing  NPV F o rm u la - if^5  dbo oo|____ € 4 8281 € 13 7G3 € 21 885 € 29 269 € 35 982

iD isco u n t Rate M 10%|

In te rn a l Rate o f R e tu rn  ( fo rm u la ) 215 6%

1 C u m u la tiv e  Cash F lo w  fo r  HMI O p tio n  I

E x p e n d itu re
Investment -€ 10,000 € 800 € 800 € 800 € 800 € 800
Annual Costs € 0 € 200 €200 €200 €200 €200
T o ta l E jc p u d itu re -€ 10,000 € 1,000 € 1,000 € 1,000 € 1,000 € 1,000
S avings
Energy € 0 € 9.811 € 9,811 € 9.811 €9.811 € 9.811
Other € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0
T o ta l S avings € 0 €9 ,8 1 1 € 9,811 € 9,811 € 9,811 €9 ,811

Net Cash F lo w -€ 10,000 € 10,811 € 10,811 € 10,811 € 10,811 € 10,811
D iscoun t F a c to r 1 000 0 909 0 826 0 751 0 683 0 621
P rese n t V a lu e -€ 10,000 € 9,828 € 8,935 € 8,122 € 7,384 € 6,713
Net P rese n t V a lu e € 10,000 -€ 172 € 8,763 € 16.885 € 24,269 €30312
o r us ing  NPV F o rm u la -IR£10 000 00 -€ 172 € 8 763 € 16 885 € 24 269 € 30 982

D iscoun t Rate (i) 10%

In te rn a l R ate o f R e tu rn  I fo rm u la l------------------- 105 1%

Figure A1.2 -  (a) AHP tem plate and (b) NPV tem plates
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A1.3 Industrial survey

1 Total Energy Inputs Plant Manager, Facilities Manager,
Facilities/Energy Engineers

1.1 What was the total energy consumed (GWh) for the calendar year 2010?

1.2 What was the total energy consumed (GWh) for the calendar year 2006?

1.3 Is historical data available for the total energy consumed for the last 5 years (2006 to 

2011)? Yes / Partial / No

Calendar
Year

Total Energy Consumed Comment

2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006

1.4 Comment on any significant shifts in production / facilities that have occurred in the last 5 

years?

1.5 Does your organisation participate in any demand side management (DSM) 
opportunities? If so, please outline:.

1.6 Quantify the primary energy sources and resources supplied to the facility?
Value and Units Average price 

per unit
Net Electricity Purchased

Transferred in
Onsite Generation from 
Non-combustible 
Renewable Energy
Sales and Transfers 
Offsite

Fuel Oil Kerosene, Petrol, Diesel
Gas Natural Gas (NG)

Liquefied Petroleum 
Gases (LPG)
Other industrial gases

Coal Coke, Peat,
Biomass Agricultural Waste
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Wood Harvested Directly 
fronn Trees
Wood Residues and By
products

Other Solar
Water
Oil, Lubricants

1.7 Outline what tariff structures are utilised for electricity usage?

1.8 Outline what tariff structures are utilised for natural gas usage?
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2 Energy Utilisation Facilities Manager, Facilities/Energy
Engineers

2.1 Does the organisation analyse the breakdown of final energy usage into sub-sectors 

such as HVAC, Lighting, IT, Process Heat, Mechanical Energy etc.?

2.2 Outline the sub-sectors and their relative size?

2.3 For the reference year 2010, please breakdown the relative percentages of tota l energy 

usage and cost, under the following standardised categories?

% of Total Cost

Facilities HVAC

Lighting

C.A.

Chilled W ater

W aste

Other

Production Thermal Processes 

(Chilling/Heating)

Cleaning Processes

Other Production Energy

2.4 Outline the Organisation strategy for identifying direct versus indirect energy usage?
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(2.5 Identify the significant energy users (SEUs) by the relevant primary supply?

Electricity Fuel Oil Gas Coal Biomass Other
Indirect Uses - Boiler Fuel
Conventional Boiler 
Use
CHP and/or
fcogeneration
Process
birect Uses -  Process
process Heating
Compressed Air
Process Utilities
f ’rocess Cooling 
fend Refrigeration
Machine Drive
plectro-Chemical
processes
Other Processes
Direct Uses - Non-Process
fac ility  HVAC
Facility Lighting
b ther Facility 
Bystems
bnsite
Transportation
Ponventional
Electricity
Generation
b ther Non-process 
Use
End Use Not 
(deported
Totals*5------------------------------- 1

Energy Monitoring Systems (EMS)
^.6 Describe the energy monitoring systems? (Types of sensors, network points, number of 

tensors, level of distribution and sub-distribution board monitoring)
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2.7 Describe the monitoring of non-electrical energy networks? (Number of sensor Points, 

types, etc.)

2.8 Describe the temporal resolution of the meters, sampling frequency etc.

2.9 W hat metering plan is in place for your factory and does it include the production line(s)?
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3 Production / Energy Data Production Manager, Production 
Engineers, Plant Manager, 
Automation/IT Engineers

3.1 Are there discrete, continuous or both manu acturing flows in operation?

3.2 Outline the production processes.

3.3What are the value streams/business units and what is their relative size?

3.4 How do you define your unit of production within each value stream?

3.5\A/hat is the normal product range and variation?

3.6\A/hat key metrics are currently used to track production?

3.7 A/hat are the significant drivers of the production metrics?
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3.8 Is ‘energy-consumed’ embedded into the calculation of the production metrics?

3.9 Are energy costs allocated to value streams and how?

3.10 How is production metric information gathered (manually or auto) and at what 

interval? (E.g. milliseconds, seconds, minutes, hours, days)

3.11 What type of statistical analysis is performed? (E.g. raw data, mean, standard 
deviation, regression analysis, etc.)

3.12 What is the general work schedule for production? (Days/shifts/24/7)

3.13 W hat manufacturing paradigms are applied (LEAN / Agile / OEE)?

3.14 W hat production management and monitoring software is used?

3.15 Is energy consumption by equipment type broken down?

3.16 How do you identify opportunities for improvement?
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3.17 Outline what formal processes are used for the identification, prioritisation and 

management of change?

3.18 Are production machines uploading data onto a network or stand alone?

3.19 Which type of data is captured (e.g. tool parameters, production data, and 

envronmental variables)?

3.2C Is the production machine state data (idle, working, standby) correlated to 
ene gy behaviour?

3.2' Outline the overall factory Automation/ICT systems - what technologies, 
platorms and networks are in place?

3.22 Outline the overall factory Automation/ICT systems infrastructure / architecture?
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3.23 Is there access to the organisations IT Systems relating to production? Y / N 

If so, is access based on Database Structures or Application Programming Interfaces 

(API). .

3.24 Is the organisations IT System hosted locally or corporately?

3.25 Are facilities and m anufacturing operations linked on the sam e IT /building 
energy management system (BEMS)

3.26 Can energy usage data be linked to operations m etrics/m anagem ent tools?

3.27 Is tighter linkage of facilities control to factory control desirable?

3.28 Does the production facility have wireless capability that could support sensors 
as well as networks?

3.29 Are there any W i-Fi networks currently and successfully deployed in the facility?

3.30 Are there any radio networks currently and successfully deployed in the facility?

3.31 Outline the organisation’s security protocols relating to w ire less data? (Security, 

encryption, redundancy)
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3.32 What visualisation systems (Info-Graphic Boards) are there in place for 
production data?

3.33 What visualisation systems (Info-Graphic Boards) are there in place for energy 
usage?

3.34 What is the organisation’s overall maintenance strategy for production 
equipment? (In-house / contract)

3.35 What is the organisation’s overall maintenance strategy for facilities? 

(In-house / contract)

3.36 Is there an energy performance aspect to external maintenance/service 
contracts?
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A1.4 Autoclave electrical schematics

Figure A1.4 -  (a) Autoclave electrical schematics and (b) PLC Modification
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A1 5 ICT tool module schematics
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Figure A1 3 -  Process chamber of high density CVD tool
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Figure A 1 .4 -  Modules: RF (a) and (b) turbo molecular pump
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Figure A 1 .5 -  Chiller configuration
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1 iQMB pu rr^  * iniet
2 lOMB pump *
3 iODP pump Inlet
4 iQDP pump frame
5 Lifting-bolt hole
6 iQDP pump

7 Acoustic panels (part of 
the Acoustic Enclosure *)

8 Vibration isolator
9 Castor
10 Sensor Monitoring Module
11 iOOP Oil-Level Monitor *
12 Levelling foot

13 Check valve
14 Check-valve outlet
15 Ternr«nator plug #
16 Gas Module
17 Pump Display M od iie  •
18 Etectrtcs Module
19 iQMB Oil-Level Monitor *

Figure A1.6 -  Dry pump configuration for process/transfer/cassette chambers
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Figure A1.7 -  Schematic of turbo molecular pump
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